SBVC College Council MINUTES
Date: March 11, 2015
Location: President’s Conference Room, ADSS-207
Time: 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Gloria Fisher, SBVC President, Chair
Jeremiah Gilbert, Academic Senate President, Co-Chair
Dave Bastedo
Aaron Beavor
Marco Cota
Gray Eation
Rania Hamdy
Leticia Hector - A
Gabriel Jaramillo

Rick Hrdlicka
Diane Hunter - A
Celia Huston
Haragewen Kinde - A
Sheri Lillard
Ricky Shabazz - A
James Smith
Scott Stark
Guest(s):
None

TOPIC

DISCUSSION and ACTION

Call to Order:

Meeting started at 1:05 p.m.

Approval of the December 10, 2014 amended minutes

President Fisher stated she knew she was going to
be a little late in arriving to the meeting since we
had changed the meeting time to start at 1:00
p.m... She had an existing appointment ending at
1:00 p.m. on her calendar and had asked if James
would start his presentation in the beginning of the
meeting. Thus, this moved his presentation up on
the agenda and assured that we would get to this
agenda item that we need to make sure we
included this dialog in College Council throughout
the year.
President Fisher advised the first order of business
for the group is that we have a number of minutes
that have been prepared and she is looking for
these minutes to be approved. The first amended
minutes dated December 10, 2014, transcribed by
Stacy Garcia, in which the group previously
motioned that we provide a detailed summary of
the recording of the section by Scott regarding
capital improvement. Debby advised the group the
detailed summary was reflected in “red” and,
above that, remained what was transcribed by
Stacy for their review and determination of how
they would like the minutes to read.
Rick motioned that we replace the abbreviated
version with the detailed version.
President Fisher entertained a motion as stated by
Rick that we replaced the abbreviated section with
the section in red, which is the detailed section as
per the audio recording. Rick moved, Gray second.
No discussion and the group voted as follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Beavor, Cota, Eation, Fisher,
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Approval of the January 14, 2015 minutes

Approval of the January 28, 2015 minutes

Approval of the February 11, 2015 minutes

Approval of the February 25, 2015 minutes

Gilbert, Hamdy, Jaramillo, Hrdlicka, Huston, Lillard,
Smith and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
President Fisher entertained a motion to approve
the minutes from January 14, 2015. Rania moved,
Scott second. No discussion and the group voted
as follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Cota, Eation, Fisher, Gilbert,
Hamdy, Jaramillo, Huston, Lillard, Smith and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: Beavor and Hrdlicka
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
President Fisher entertained a motion to approve
the minutes from January 28, 2015. Scott, moved,
Rick second. No discussion and the group voted as
follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Cota, Eation, Fisher, Gilbert,
Hamdy, Jaramillo, Hrdlicka, Huston, Lillard, Smith
and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: Beavor
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
President Fisher entertained a motion to approve
the minutes from February 11, 2015. Scott moved,
Jeremiah second. No discussion and the group
voted as follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Cota, Eation, Fisher, Gilbert,
Hamdy, Jaramillo, Hrdlicka, Huston, Lillard and
Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: Beavor and Smith
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried
President Fisher entertained a motion to approve
the minutes from February 25, 2015. Scott moved,
Rick second. No discussion and the group voted as
follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Eation, Fisher, Hamdy, Jaramillo,
Hrdlicka, Huston, Smith and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: Beavor, Cota, Gilbert and Lillard
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
President Fisher stated we have already covered
James wonderful presentation on the Strategic
Planning which will be reflected in the minutes. .
She thanked James again and moved it back to the
regular position on the agenda, “Upcoming/Filling
Vacant Positions, VPAS Office – S. Stark – Cafeteria
Manager.
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Approval of the February 25, 2015 minutes - Continued

Strategic Planning – J. Smith

President Fisher asked the group to be thinking
about time limits for topics. We are getting
bogged down in discussion and not able to carry
out all the more brief discussions that we need to.
James provided three handouts to the group of the
following documents for review and discussion: 1)
Appendix A – Strategic Goals, Objectives and
Strategies with Institution-set-Standards; 2) SBVC
Strategic Goals and Objectives Aligned with District
Strategic Goals; and 3) Peer Group Comparison for
2014 Student Success Measures.
James advised the group that, for our documents,
there will be alignment between our strategic goals
and objectives and the District strategic goals and
board imperatives. He gave the group this
document last week. The board imperatives were
in sequential order from one to four, the board
goals were sequential, and SBVC goals were out of
order. That is the way it will appear in their
document, but for us I recreated the document.
For our document, we will have a SBVC centric
view which puts us in sequential order, related to
the imperative and the district goals, which line up
to our goals, whether than the other way around.
He started with their original template but plugged
ours into theirs. The most recent one will appear in
documents that we use. We start with our template
which runs in sequential order and theirs matches
ours.
James has been taking a look with this committee
at our goals and objectives within our strategic
plan, one by one, so the group can talk about the
way each one of these objectives are being
measured and determined. He is looking at
whether the goals are appropriate, achievable and
ambitious enough. Whether we want to revise any
of those and, if so, how do we want to revise each
of them? Yesterday he was in Basic Skills
Committee meeting and we took a look at some of
the goals and objectives that relate directly to
Basic Skills, and we made some modifications. As
you probably remember, on our Opening Day, all
faculty members and staff had a chance to take a
look at all six of the goals and look at the
objectives to determine whether they thought
those goals were appropriate and the
measurements fit the goals and objectives. From
there he received a lot of ideas about revising
things and we will be talking about one of those
that has been revised. You have the first two
goals, Access and Student Success, and within
those there are a number of objectives that relate
to achieving those goals. The one that had been
modified, we wanted to match the number of basic
skills courses to the student demand for Access.
That is the number one and the question was,
“How do we know we are doing that?” How do we
measure demand? It is not easy and at the first
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pass, it was strictly the waiting list but as we
refined it, we decided we needed to create a
model, some sort of a regression model that looks
at weight to give to more than one indicator. One
of the indicators will still be the waiting list, but we
need to take a look at Ed Plans to see how many
students have basic skills courses on their Ed Plans
for a particular semester. This is a move in a way
to more specifically define this, but because we
have only been doing Ed Plans for everybody, we
only have reliable data for a couple of years. As we
build more reliable data, we will be able to use that
data to predict future semesters.
The other is assessment data. Each semester there
are a certain number of students who access into
Math, English and Reading. Another measure of
demand is, “How many of those students assess?”
If we can encourage them to take their basic skills
course as soon as they assess into it, their
likelihood of success is at the highest point. If they
wait a semester, a year or more, then that
assessment is probably not going to be accurate.
Whatever skills they had before probably
deteriorated and when they get into the class they
may not be at a point where they can take full
advantage. We have changed that so now it
includes those measures as well as another that
says how many new sections were open the
previous semester. We are doing courses opening
on demand. At a point where we get a certain
number of students on the waiting list, we open
courses to accommodate those students. We need
to look at those and this is the new method of
trying to come up with good predictors, so we can
accommodate the number of students who need
basic skills and in the end we have to determine
whether we did it. How do we know we did it? The
only good measure I can continue to use, how
many people were still on the waiting list at the
beginning of the semester. That is where we are
and that is where we are with our evaluation. Our
discussing is, “Do you believe that method of
evaluation is valid and appropriate?” Another
motive for bringing this up is one of the
suggestions in the Accreditation that we do a
broader discussion of the ways we evaluate our
evaluations. This one is more detailed than most,
but it is one that requires thought. We all want to
accommodate basic skills students, but the
question is how we know when we have and how
close we have come to meeting the demand. It is
not a straight forward answer as it may seem on
the surface. James asked if any discussion or
concerns on this one. No response from group.
James went to the next item of discussion. One of
our goals is to increase the number of basic skills
courses. The other thing that we know from the
data is if we can get students into college level
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courses soon, they will have a higher likelihood of
graduating or transferring and graduating with a
certificate degree or transferring to a four year
college. If it takes them two or three years to get
through basic skills, the chances are that they will
complete a program drop. Another thing it takes
more engagement. We want more of the
accelerated courses, but the question was, what an
accelerated course is and how do we define one
and know when we see one. We gave it an
operational definition of “any course with a shorter
or less than eight week time we are considering
accelerated.” Jeremiah is probably the expert on
this because his dissertation was linked to that
topic. James asked Jeremiah what he thought
about that definition.
Jeremiah suggested just eight weeks or less. He
would suggest eight weeks, including eight weeks
or less.
James stated another issue that came up is that
we have courses that include two previous sections
into one. We want to define those out of this. We
can put an “or”; or courses that combine two
previous sections into one. That is what he will do.
Jeremiah stated that was the extent of the 962.
President Fisher stated we also have accelerated
courses in a sense when we offer summer courses.
James confirmed that would be eight weeks or less
courses.
President Fisher said they would be seven weeks
and would fall into that category. She has a point
to make about accelerated courses, particularly in
content to basic skills, but she will wait until James
finishes.
James stated the other aspect of that is that we
had as a goal to add at least two accelerated
courses a year. At the end of five years, we had
sixteen and our starting point was eight. We are
approaching that already and we will have met that
soon. But, this is one of the things that came up in
Basic Skills is how do we know where to add those
two courses and what will be the criteria of adding
an accelerated course? The other part of that is
that we will provide an annual report on student
success and add them where appropriate. So, if
they are not working, say in ESL, then we will not
add them in ESL. If they are working in Math, then
that would have the highest priority or if they are
working in English, etc…, not just to add a course
because we have this goal, but to use data on
success in order to come up with appropriate
placers. This completes this section.
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President Fisher thinks it will be important to look
at, if not measure, how many students are really
taking those courses. If we add them and make
them available because we know it works, but the
students do not take the classes, then we are not
really accomplishing what we have set out to do.
James stated maybe we might want to set a goal
in terms of a student count, not just in terms of
section increase, but student count.
President Fisher stated if we have five sections and
we end up with five students in each section, then
that has to do with the scheduling and the interest
of the students.
James stated that was good and that it would give
us another dimension to measure. The other one is
to increase the number of students in learning
communities. That is the next one, Section 1.3. All
total for 13-14 years, we had 1113 students in a
particular set of learning communities: Valley
Bound, Tumiani, Puente, EOPS/CARE, and STAR.
We want to increase that by 5% a year, for a total
of 25% increase at the end of five years.
President Fisher asked if he mentioned Middle
College; it is a cohort?
James said that brings us back to the definition of
what is a learning community?
We went through a whole cycle of debate and
discussion as to whether the linked courses
represented a learning community. Were people
take two courses together as a group, is that the
technical definition of a learning community? It is
defined that way in the grant, but that was not his
operational definition he operated from; I included
that as 1.3.1, the next one under 1.3.
Sheri thought that they are different since you can
have a cohort of students that have the same type
of counseling and the same sort of targeted
support services. But it is her understanding that
the Valley Bound students do not have the same
type of identical classes; maybe some, but they are
not all moving through exactly the same classes at
the same time.
James asked if Puente and Tuminai do; don’t they?
Marco stated just for those two classes.
Sheri stated normally the learning communities are
more narrowly defined.
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James stated that is why he keeps them added
here since now we are back to the issue of
whether Middle College is technically a learning
community and he can easily put a 1.3.2. But now
we get back to the issue of wanting to make sure
we capture everything and he needs to have a very
good strong rationale of why we want to keep all
of our measures and objectives. He thinks one of
the other things was this seems like a montimental
amount of work to manage all of these objectives.
President Fisher said she thinks the distinguishing
differences should be noted between learning
communities and cohorts. That is the difference,
because she does not know if we have any true
learning communities, where those students stay
together and track together. A learning community
would be a Basic Law Enforcement class. They are
all in it together, receiving everything together and
moving together. Nursing, Pharmacology, Psych
Tech fit that pattern; those are locked stepped
programs. Students are bonded together by the
curriculum and experience. Whereas a cohort is
where you put people together and identify the
similarities, but they sort of go their own ways
beyond that basic hub, which is the relationship
they have with each other, like Puente, Tumiani,
etc… They have several classes where that is the
connection and the nurturing of counseling, but,
beyond that, it is not structure that they are doing
the same thing at the same time.
Marco advised that the one that is going to reflect
more of that is the new group of the First Year
Experience (FYE) because those would be linked to
the same courses in the fall and spring. That will
be a true learning community.
James told the group perhaps he will re-define this
as cohorts any group that starts together and
moves through a set of activities. The way we used
cohorts here is not in line with the strict definition,
learning community is not either.
Stark said it sounds like a learning community is a
cohort but a cohort is not necessarily a learning
community.
James advised the group he will work on that
language. Maybe we will call them learning
cohorts, and one learning community which will
not only share a full range of support activities, but
also a set of courses they take at the same time.
Marco questioned if we want to increase the
number of learning communities which we are
referring to now; are you looking at adding another
Puente section or Tumaini section? Some of the
categorical programs are limited to the number of
students because of the funding. For example,
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STAR, unless they get an increase in the grant,
they cannot go beyond 200. The same for EOPS.
James confirmed “yes”, they cannot go beyond
200.
President Fisher stated she appreciated Marco’s
comment, but the greater need for the College
because it reminds her of the real vision here, is
for us to increase the number of students we
serve, not necessarily in the context of the existing
learning communities or cohorts. That we reach a
broader population, so we are not just limited to
Puente, Tumaini, etc…That is why the FYE was
initiated; now we are reaching another population.
Would it not be great if every student was
connected in some way instead of these special
little pockets? It is important to grow those
populations, but it is more important to reach more
students.
Sheri wanted to follow-up with the things that we
discovered which worked with these pockets of
students, would it not be great if every student had
a really targeted set of support services? It is not
just about access, but success. We know what works,
but how do we reach 15,000 students and make
that work?
James advised the group the other thing that this
has to do with is the overall structure. He is going
to go to this since it has to do with what we are
talking about now. If you look at the very last
page, under 2.17, it says increase student
engagement. When we talk about student success
and increasing the cohorts and the learning
communities that is something that this year we
have a student engagement survey and the data
behind that will represent our benchmark. This
relates to our conversation in two ways. One is
how do we provide some greater amount of access
to services and give students more of what they
need. Not just the students in the special
programs, but students across campus. We will
have some data on the National Known Survey at
the end of June. That will give us a benchmark on
some of the ways we can increase student
engagement. The goals and objectives in this
document all weave together. They are not
independent of one another. You will see that as
we move through this. We can skip now to 1.5.1,
improve access to counselors which is something
we talked about here and around campus. I had
set up a time with Elsa and he has an answer for
the group. Last time we were looking at the
Chancellor’s website and it showed our ratio of
counselors were 602 students to one counselor,
which is better than the State. The counselors said
wait a minute, we do not feel like we have a higher
staff ratio than the State, unless the State is really
in trouble. The answer to the reason is that we
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have a number of counselors like in STAR,
Tumaini, etc... who have a half time release time
to do that program. When they do that, they may
be serving 29 or 30 students in a week, but it is
intensive. They meet with students for an hour or
more. The same release time that they have taken
from general counseling, they may see 10 times
that amount of students in a week. Even though
the count is what it is, we have these students
placed in special programs who are not seeing the
same work load as the same student of a counselor
on another campus who had a full time general
counseling placement. Bringing it here to see what
Marco thinks in how does that square. Marco asked
for clarification.
James said let’s assume we have full-time
counselors that work 32 or 40 hours and they see
20 students a day, 100 students in 5 days. They
get release time and if they only work 2 ½ days in
Counseling and 2 ½ days in say Tumini, that
means they see that first half of 50 students, but in
the second half of the week they see only 20
students because the program that they work for is
one of these extensive programs that have high
contact. But what that does is remove that person
and now the other 50 people need to be seen by a
counselor. Even though we may have the same
number of counselors, if we had 2 counselors in
general counseling full-time, they would see 200
students. But because one of those counselors is
gone they are only seeing 150 students. That
person is seeing 20 more students, but they are
not seeing 30 because that would be their work
load.
President Fisher stated she followed what he was
saying, but the difficulty is how that reflects us in
showing 602 to 1.
James said that person is still one counselor even
though they have release time for Tumini, but are
seeing fewer students because of the intensity of
the counseling for the program.
Rick said the perception of the counselors is that
they are overloaded.
President Fisher said that it is a perception but the
reality is they are seeing students. We do have a
lower number of counselors per student than other
institutions.
Marco said part of that is that the counts are all
counselors, but not all of them are counselors.
They are hired as counselors but are not actually
doing counseling.
James says for that reason, this is an accurate
number but not a valid measure.
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President Fisher stated “yes”, it looks like we are
better off than we are and we know we are not.
James stated that we are going to come up with
other measures for this. Last time we were here,
he did not have an answer because he knows that
they are using HR data.
Marco suggested that he needed to sit down with
James and go over this.
James said what we will do is come up with some
grid that shows the number of counselors who do
not see a normal general counseling work load in a
week. That will show, even though we may have a
high number of counselors to students compared
to other institutions in the state, it does not mean
that those counselors are available for our
students.
President Fisher recalls part of the conversation
and one of the concerns she had was if between
Elsa, Department Chair of Counseling, Marco, Dean
of Counseling, and James, an expert in data
research is that we come up with a formula or a
way that we arrive at a number that is in our view
more accurate and reflective of what really is
taking place at this College. Someone from the
outside looking in, like ACCJC, are going to look at
the source of a number, such as that one you have
recorded here, because they are going to be
looking at it for comparison to the State wide
average. That number, we believe without knowing
any better, was arrived at using the same method
that was used with the number that was recorded
here for SBVC. She would be careful with that, and
she believes we talked about a little sub level
explanation. We know what it is we are trying to
accomplish with what we have to accomplish it.
James said we will have multiple measures. We will
have one that everybody else has that the
Chancellor’s office publishes, and have one that is
an accurate measure of what we are doing for
internal purposes. We will notify the Chancellor’s
office that we think we have a more accurate
measure of what we are doing. Let’s skip to 2.5
which I gave you the handout, Peer Group
Comparison for 2014 Student Success Measure.
These are our Student Success Measures. How do
we set goals for ourselves when it comes to
completion rates, transfer for systems, Math and
English at the developmental level. The issue is
how do we set goals. This became a hot topic
when we compared this to the 2.1 which said we
wanted to generally increase the percentage of
students who succeed in basic skills courses. There
were a number of faculty members who said that
they were not comfortable with the pressure to
increase the pass rate because it could be
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interpreted, or may appear, as pressure to just let
people through. We want to come up with other
ways to measure, but we cannot get rid of
measuring result outcomes. We have to keep that
and we can have our overall increase as a
moderate level, and then it comes to all of these
measure because we have a floor that represents
our Institutional set standards, that is one standard
deviation below.
Celia stated from looking at her presentation notes,
it was a seven year period.
James said we will not have Student Success for
another 3 to 4 years and we do not want to wait
that long. What we are doing for this is a five year
period. The seven year is for our past rate for
things which we have control over our own data.
When it comes from the data received from the
Chancellor’s office, we are going to use five years.
We are going to set our goal as one standard
deviation above the one year and we are going to
use an external source. That is comparing
ourselves to our previous performance. We can
also say we want to stay above the State and our
peer group. Our peer group average you can see
here, we did a little better; this is the 2014/2015
data and it is a little better than our 2013/204
data. In Math we are higher than our State
average, and in English, we are almost at the
average. In Math we are really close to the State
and higher than the peer. We can use these
comparisons as a way to set standards for
ourselves when it comes to success and basic
skills, success across all of the measures of the
Student Success Scorecard. The other thing is
when it comes to 2.1 that says we want to increase
the success rate, that is a measure of results. We
can link it to all of the initiatives and activities that
produce that increase, such as producing the
number of students who took advantage of
counseling, increasing the number of students in
learning communities, and increasing the number
of students in accelerated courses. All linked to
those activities, we want a higher task rate to
percent in basic skills. How do you feel about that?
We have the three measures. We have the
measure of actual percentage increase of student
success and our comparison to our previous
performance. We will stay above standard
deviation over the period of five years, and we
want to stay above the state average and our peer
group average. Those are the kind of goals that
can motivate us to do better. James stated next
time he will bring goals 3 and 4. He asked the
group if any questions or comments. No further
discussion.
President Fisher thanked James for this information
which is very interesting.
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Upcoming/Filling Vacant Positions: – G. Fisher
 VPAS Office – S. Stark
Replacement
Cafeteria Manager
 VPSS Office – R. Shabazz
General Fund
Replacements/retirements
- Articulation Counselor (in process)
- Director of Student Life
- Library Technical Support Assistant II (retirement)
- Secretary II (Financial Aid)
- Financial Aid Specialist II
New
- Financial Aid Coordinator
- Library Media Clerk
Categorical Funds Positions
Replacements/Retirements
- EOPS Counselor
- LD Specialist
New
- EOPS Counselor
- (3) SSSP Coordinator (SSSP Funding)
- Matriculation Coordinator (SSSP Funding)
- 2 Counselors (SSSP Funding)

Scott advised the group that in light of our soft
hiring freeze, we review all positions prior to just
filling the position. Tracy Morrison, our
Cafeteria/Snack Bar Manager, is leaving us and her
last day will be April 1, 2015. Scott is requesting
that this position be replaced, and he be able to
move forward to hire and recruit for the
Cafeteria/Snack Bar Manager position because
without this position the Cafeteria/Snack Bar closes
down.
President Fisher entertained a motion to approve
the replacement of the Cafeteria/Snack Bar
Manager position. Celia moved, Gabriel second.
No discussion and the group voted as follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Beavor, Cota, Eation, Fisher,
Gilbert, Hamdy, Jaramillo, Hrdlicka, Huston, Lillard,
Smith and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
President Fisher stated we will replace the
Cafeteria/Snack Bar Manager as soon as possible.
Meanwhile, move forward with someone as an
acting position, in order to have someone to get by
with until we can get through the process.
Rania suggested that in terms of the title of the
Cafeteria and Cafeteria Manager, in order to spruce
things up, we start calling it a Café instead of
Cafeteria. Cafeteria brings visions of like the lunch
lady, etc…, while changing the facilities name to
Café just sounds fancier, like “Campus Center
Café.” For example, I am going to eat at the Café
instead of I am going to eat at the Cafeteria.
President Fisher said, she liked “Campus Center
Café”, and it sounded very attractive. We could
maybe move that through without any major
production involved, unlike if it was the job
description title itself. She asked if there were any
objections to this suggestion of referring to the
facility as a Café instead of a Cafeteria? It’s sort of
an abbreviation.
Scott stated it has more of a connotation.
President Fisher asked Jeremiah what he thought
and he said he would abstain. He suggested we
might want to make a motion, so it is something
coming from this body instead of just a suggestion.
Diane suggested alternatively we might want to
bring it to the campus to see how the campus feels
about it.
President Fisher stated we can put the suggestion
out there to the campus and ask the campus to
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VPAS Office – S. Stark
Replacement
- Cafeteria Manager



VPSS Office – R. Shabazz
General Fund
Replacements/retirements
- Articulation Counselor (in process)
- Director of Student Life
- Library Technical Support Assistant II (retirement)
- Secretary II (Financial Aid)
- Financial Aid Specialist II
New
- Financial Aid Coordinator
- Library Media Clerk
Categorical Funds Positions
Replacements/Retirements
- EOPS Counselor
- LD Specialist
New
- EOPS Counselor
- (3) SSSP Coordinator (SSSP Funding)
- Matriculation Coordinator (SSSP Funding)
- 2 Counselors (SSSP Funding)

respond. Bring it back to this body to hear pros
and cons, then make a decision.
Scott asked if this could be done through the
constituents here and is this some kind of a
campus survey?
President Fisher said we have a student
representative here who could take it to the
students.
Gabriel thought that this was a good idea to take it
to the students.
President Fisher said that Classified could take it to
the Senate, etc… Each representative here can
take it back to their constituent group. What is
being considered is identifying what is currently
known as the Campus Center Cafeteria to be
renamed the Campus Center Café.
Representatives here will bring back what they
learn, then the group will make a decision.
President Fisher stated that Dr. Shabazz is not
present today and she is not going to speak about
his positions he has requested for Student
Services. These positions will wait until he returns,
except for the position for the Director of Student
Life which become more urgent, so we will move
forward with replacing that person. It takes a little
while and, in the past, we recruited and it was
tough finding the right fit. For a position that works
so closely with students and carries the
responsibilities of the initial steps of discipline, it is
a specialized position and the sooner we can go
ahead and post that position the better. It is not a
position that I would suggest to you we have
discussed in the past as other positions; it is one
that we cannot do without…it is a must have
position.
President Fisher entertained a motion to approve
moving forward with the Director of Student Life
position, of recruiting to fill that which will be a
vacancy beginning June 30, 2015. James
motioned, Scott second. No discussion and the
group voted as follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Beavor, Cota, Eation, Fisher,
Gilbert, Hamdy, Jaramillo, Hrdlicka, Huston, Lillard,
Smith and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
Marco advised that Ricky had asked him to speak
on his behalf in his absence on the Student
Services positions.
President Fisher stated that was fine for Marco to
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speak on Ricky’s behalf regarding these positions.
Marco advised the group that these are the
positions we have on behalf of Student Services.
He started with the first one which is the
Articulation Counselor which is going to the board
tomorrow, and then the Director of Student Life
which was already mentioned and is open now.
The other position is the Library Technical Support
Assistant II which was due to retirement.
The group informed Marco that this positon was
already voted on at a previous meeting.
Marco proceeded to advise the group that the
Secretary II for Financial Aid is the replacement for
Mary Smith who is now the First Year Experience
Secretary. The Financial Aid Specialist II and the
new positions, the Financial Aid Coordinator which
was moved through the approval path in CSEA and
the Library Media Clerk which was approved by
Program Review, are other positions.
Celia asked if this was a second position in addition
to the other Library Media Clerk?
Marco said yes this is another position in addition
to the other Library Media Clerk.
President Fisher asked if that was correct that this
is a second position? The last go-around in
prioritizing positions, the Library Media Clerk
moved up because there was sufficient funding
and we agreed to go ahead and fund that position.
I am not clear that there is an additional Library
Media Clerk. Her understanding is that this is
indeed that position but the Library management
was not aware of the fact that the position had
been moved up. She asked if Scott was on top of
this and if he was aware of two separate funding’s
for two Library Media Clerks?
Scott stated one that was approved and this is a
second one.
President Fisher advised Celia then there are two
positions.
Marco continued to advise the group that there are
two categorical funding positions. First one is the
EOPS Counselor which is due to the hiring of the
EOPS Director who was the counselor before. The
replacement of the LD Specialist which is formerly
the position held by Marty. The new positions,
again this is through categorical funding, will have
one additional EOPS Counselor due to the
additional state funding to the program. There will
be three SSSP Coordinators due to increase in
SSSP funding, the Matriculation Coordinator
counseling position and two additional Counselor
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positions. He is happy to report that these faculty
counseling positions are ten year positions through
the Student Success Program.
President Fisher asked how can that be regarding
the ten year positions?
Marco stated because the increase funding we
have received and the anticipated funding. The
State has determined we will receive an additional
100 million dollars in funding.
President Fisher is getting at the fact that it is still
soft money. If in two years the state makes a
change and we own these positions, we have no
known identified source of funding and that is the
same reservation that is a concern throughout the
state. We should not bankrupt our colleges based
on the fact that we do not have a certainty
whether or not the Student Equities monies, the
amount of, or the three SP monies, the amount of,
will continue. So initially we were talking about a
one year contract, not a ten year track. At the
time an individual is hired and offered a second
year contract, then the first year counts as a ten
year track and they move forward from there. We
have had this experience and it is very unpleasant
if we are not paying attention and it is not actual
are intent. I am not in opposition of hiring
necessary counselors, but I have not had any
conversation with the VP of SS that we will indeed
hire two new 10 year track counselors on any
source of funding. She did however agree and this
body approved the hiring of one full time 10 year
track counselor. Maybe I need to have a
conversation with the VP of SS before we move on
those positons.
Marco stated the positions in the state are starting
to hire on ten year tracks. That does not
necessarily mean we need to. My understanding
and why he reported it this way, is because there
had been a discussion to move forward this way,
but obviously that is not the case.
President Fisher stated if it was a conversation that
was interpreted to mean that it was okay, then
there must be some misunderstanding. Until she
has more comfort knowing that the money is going
to be there, she is in favor of approving hiring the
counselors on a one year temporary contract After
she has further conversation with Dr. Shabazz,
VPSS and we see that we are going to go ahead
and take that risk in hiring permanent employees
with money that may or may not be here, then it
would need to come back to this body. We would
say those are the positions that we discussed
regarding a one year contract and we are ready to
make a decision.
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Marco stated that would be his recommendation to
forward them as one year positions and once the
conversation comes back we can move forward.
Sheri requested clarification that the EOPS
Counselor and LD Specialist (Carmen & Marty’s
positons) will be replaced as full time 10 year
tracks since they already were?
Gloria confirmed that is correct. They were hard
soft monies and not part of this new money.
These are positions that existed and we need to
replace them. For Marty’s position, we really do
not have a choice. This is a Disabled Student
Service position and we are required to have a
specialist. With Marty moving on we have to
replace the position. It’s the same with EOPS and
the money is there.
Scott questioned who retired in the Library and
what was the position title?
Group clarified that Tom retired and the position
was Library Tech Support Assistant which was
already approved at a prior meeting.
Scott confused that position with the new Library
Media Clerk position. I have to clarify that; we
have the one new position.
Gloria said that was her recollection that there was
one Library Media Clerk and we do not have the
funding for two media clerks. No new Library
Media Clerk. Also, she is asking for an opportunity
to meet with Dr. Shabazz about the two SP
Counselor positions and the three SP Coordinators
that would not be 10 year tracks.
Sheri questioned if those three SSSP Coordinators
are classified positions; if she understands it
correctly. The term Coordinator is generally tied to
a faculty position and has a certain meaning in our
contracts. She is wondering if we shouldn’t think
about adjusting that title. When she sees
Coordinator, she automatically thinks faculty.
Scott stated we have management coordinator
positions.
Gloria confirmed we have many classified
coordinator positions and it is a difficult time to go
back to have to re-think that, but we could talk
about it for the future.
Sheri suggested that we clarify which positions are
faculty and which positions are classified positions.
Not just for me but as you present this to
everyone.
Jeremiah stated that when faculty see three SSSP
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Coordinators they will assume they are faculty
positions.
President Fisher stated we need to offer some
clarification. We have been waiting to move the job
description through CSEA and they are at the
Regional step now.
Sheri stated she was not suggesting that but
similarly the LD Specialist almost sounds like it is
not a faculty position. She knows it is, but there is
a way that it is clear that it is.
President Fisher is open to suggestions so as long
as it does not impact the job description exact title
that we might do internally to indicate that among
our peers.
After discussion, it was decided that we will put in
parenthesis if a faculty position or classified
position is listed on the agenda in the future.
President Fisher entertained the motion to approve
the replacement positions for the Secretary II and
Financial Aid Specialist II. Rick moved, Scott
second. No discussion and the group voted as
follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Beavor, Cota, Eation, Fisher,
Gilbert, Hamdy, Jaramillo, Hrdlicka, Huston, Lillard,
Smith and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
President Fisher entertained the motion to approve
the new position for the Financial Aid Coordinator,
Gabriel moved, Gray second. Discussion as
follows:
Scott advised the group that he does not know if
funds have been identified for either one of the
new positions listed yet. We have them on a want
list and we are just going into Developmental
Budget. In terms as where we are right now, we
do not have funds identified for either of these two
positions yet.
Marco stated regarding the Financial Aid
Coordinator position, the Financial Aid Scholarship
Coordinator position was put on hold to release
funds to go to this position. Also, there was an
A&R Technician position with monies transferred to
accommodate this position.
Scott confirmed that this is a new position. Other
funded positions are being put on hold to fund this
position. If that is the case, he would have to
refresh on this and the motion could be contingent
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on that scenario to move forward. He would be
fine with that.
Sheri inquired do we or did we have a Financial Aid
Coordinator position, or is this a brand new
position?
President Fisher stated we had one Financial Aid
Coordinator position and this is an additional
position.
Rick stated he would be okay with it, if we also
included in the motion to require the positions
being put on hold to go back through the Program
Review committee process to get hired again.
These two positions being put on hold need to go
back through the Program Review process and be
re-prioritized again.
President Fisher stated that they do indeed and
that is just the part of the budgeting cycle. It
automatically happens that when a position is
placed on hold, there is no longer funding attached
to that position. And we cannot bring that position
back until we can identify funding for it. It saves
by putting it on hold, but the position does not go
away. The goal is to preserve the position. I think
in this case, it is taking monies from one area
where it is no longer needed, or they can get by
without those funds for a particular position, and
putting that position on hold. We have greater
need for the monies for this position over there. I
think we all understand the issues and importance
of addressing what has happened in FA. The
number of people coming to us wanting service
and us not being able to perform adequately in
that regard, and we need the money there. She
would like to see the paper trail in place (PCN
numbers and budget number assigned, etc…),
which is required to move forward. I think a lot of
this has already been done for this particular
position.
Scott clarified with Marco that the PCN’s are in
place showing the change in funds. That being the
case, then that would be fine.
Sheri wanted to state along the line with what Rick
was saying is that what the campus was
experiencing, over the last many years, is that
these positions that were put on hold were just
abolished. They never resurfaced in any format.
This goes along with the new process that we are
trying to develop in how we decide if something is
going to be replaced or not. If there is a way to
track those positions, that get put on hold, or
whatever we are calling that, so that we can track
whether a position, say in 2013, gets put on hold.
What does that department do; do they put it back
on Program Review or is there some other
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process? We can just see if a position is no longer
needed and it got permanently shifted somewhere
else, or is there a need and we have to come back
to it.
President Fisher said when she came on board, I
believe Sheri and Dr. Milligan made a request from
me to provide information on abolished positions. I
obtained that information from the District.
Although, I did not give you a copy of the list
because I did not have a great deal of confidence
in the list. In the document, I did share with you
the number of positions that according to this
particular document at the District level were
positions that were abolished. We had no process
of abolishing positions but they are indeed gone.
So we had to start from somewhere. My
commitment, at that time and I maintain that
commitment is if we place a position on hold, that
is not a secret and everyone will know. Scott has a
detailed account record of every position on
Administrative hold, the date that we placed it on
hold. Anyone can go back and, not only can look at
it, but state their case on why we need to bring
that position back. When funding is available, we
may have a little bit of money going into 15-16,
more than we thought, we would base on
budgeting. There may be money to fill a position.
So as we are looking at what we are going to do,
do we just replace vacant positions, do we look at
Program Review? Now you have another piece to
consider. What about a position that was placed on
hold? Do we want to bring that back and under
what circumstances would we move the funding
for a position that we had more recently put on the
shelf for economic reasons for fiscal concerns.
President Fisher stated we have a motion on the
floor, the motion has been seconded. Any more
discussion?
Celia wanted to clarify with Scott and get it on the
record that there is one Library Media Clerk funded
and the one that we are not moving forward today
is a second one.
Scott stated yes, the one not moving forward is a
second one.
Celia just wanted to make sure of the first one and
Scott said it was good.
Rick asked if he could make a friendly amendment
to the motion.
President Fisher said that would be fine.
Rick motioned to amend and approve the Financial
Aid Coordinator position with the contingency that
the monies coming from the other two positions
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are being put on hold. Scott second. No further
discussion and the group voted as follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Beavor, Cota, Eation, Fisher,
Gilbert, Hamdy, Jaramillo, Hrdlicka, Huston, Lillard,
Smith and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
President Fisher said we will move to the
categorical funded positions,
Replacements/Retirements. The EOPS Counselor
position is the only one left regarding these two
positons listed to look at and was the position that
was vacated by the individual who became the
Director. This is a must have position.
President Fisher entertained a motion to approve
the EOPS Counselor position. Gabriel motioned,
Jeremiah second. No discussion and the group
voted as follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Beavor, Cota, Eation, Fisher,
Gilbert, Hamdy, Jaramillo, Hrdlicka, Huston, Lillard,
Smith and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
President Fisher entertained a motion to move
regarding the new positions: EOPS Counselor, (3)
SSSP Coordinators with SSSP Funding,
Matriculation Coordinator with SSSP Funding, and
(2) One Year Temporary Contract Counselors with
SSSP Funding, which she will go back and have a
conversation with Dr. Shabazz to see when we
might move to a different position with regard to
one year verses a 10 year track. May I have a
motion to approve these positions? Aaron moved,
Scott second. Discussion as follows:
Sheri asked for clarification regarding the EOPS
Counselor and the Matriculation Coordinator; are
those 10 year tracks or also one year temporary?
President Fisher clarified with Marco that there was
monies in EOPS for this counselor. EOPS monies is
based on the number of students that we serve, it
is soft but solid. Marco confirmed.
Sheri clarified that this was an additional counselor
above the replacement positon to the EOPS
Counselor and it is a 10 year track. Also, is the
Matriculation Coordinator a 10 year track?
President Fisher confirmed “yes,” this is an
additional counselor above the replacement
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counselor and is a 10 year track. The Matriculation
Coordinator is not a 10 year track position.
Sheri said that the Matriculation Coordinator was a
faculty position.
President Fisher said “yes,” this is Gil Maez’s old
position and we are looking at SSSP Funding
monies, so it would still be another soft funding
position. She is not comfortable with that.
Rick said our sister college, CHC is in trouble right
now because of hiring 10 year tracks. Classified
people have rolled into their budget and now they
are in a hole. He does not want us to be in that
hole.
President Fisher said many colleges are in this
position and she feels the pressure, the need and
the commitment, but she just feels it is too soon
for us to roll down that path. Thank you Sheri for
pointing that out. These positions are all on soft
monies and because I have gone this far, I am
asking that we table that until Dr. Shabazz comes
back. She would like to further explore the details
of these SSSP funding positions and 10 year tracks.
Marco understands her position and how long it
takes HR. He was wondering if we can move
forward with the one year temporary contract for
all of these positions?
President Fisher is fine on moving forward with one
year temporary contact positions, but not
comfortable with 10 year track positions.
Marco said then could we move forward with one
year temporary contract track positions until you
have your conversation with Dr. Shabazz?
President Fisher was “okay” with his request and
entertained a motion to approve temporary one
year contracts for (1) EOPS Counselor with SSSP
Funding, (3) SSSP Coordinator with SSSP Funding, (1)
Matriculation Coordinator with SSSP Funding, and (2)
General Counselors with SSSP Funding. Aaron
motioned, Scott second. Discussion as follows:
Scott clarified that all positions are one year
temporary contract. Gloria confirmed “yes”.
No further discussion and the group voted as
follows:
AYES: Bastedo, Beavor, Cota, Eation, Fisher,
Gilbert, Hamdy, Jaramillo, Hrdlicka, Huston, Lillard,
Smith and Stark
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hector, Hunter, Kinde and Shabazz
Motion carried.
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Governance Handbook – G. Fisher

President Fisher reminded the group to review the
recommendation for consideration for next year
regarding the format for minutes and other
suggestions to the group to streamline the process.
President Fisher stated the Governance Handbook
has just been hanging out there and per cover was
published in spring, 2014. This handbook is still in
draft form, still some blanks and the document was
never finalized. We have been working on it for a
year now and it needs to be finished. All members
have an electronic copy of this document and
please take the time to review it. If you find
discrepancies or changes you need to communicate
such because this is going to be finished. She is
asking for members input and this is the last goaround for this document. It has been through this
process and through Senate. This is a great
document and it needs to be finished.
Aaron asked about obtaining a copy of the
document. He was informed this document was
emailed out with a former meeting agenda. One
suggested for next year to put all documents in a
drop box.
Rick informed the group that you should not be
using a drop box. There is policy coming forward,
in process, that is going to go out to advise of
such. There is a risk there because if you read the
license, you do not own that content. As part of
your Office 365, once the policy is in place, you will
have space in One Drive. You should be putting
agenda and attachments on SBVC website where
all members can go to and obtain. This is what he
does for his Technology Committee meeting. He
puts all his items prior to the meeting for members
to go to the website to print them. He also stated
this was talked about previously in College Council,
that all committees should post their agenda and
handouts on the SBVC website committee web
pages.

AP 2510 Collegial Consultation – G. Fisher
 Talking Points – Expectations of the manner in which shared
governance committees are run on our campus

Jeremiah asked where this policy on this item was
and Rick stated it was just started and in process.
President Fisher stated that the AP 2510 has
several errors and then the next thing she knew it
was in the board book. Updates that were to be
made were not indicated on AP 2510 in the board
book.
Jeremiah said he is in this ad hoc group, and one
of the things that was happening is that with
everything coming forth from the comment form,
there were three different versions coming
through. The problem was which copy to copy
onto. The other problem was that we were
concentrating on our section we feld to look at the
top part of the district part and there was some
very questionable changes that had been
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published. Those got cut but also the fact is that
this has gone back so many times and he could
show six agendas at Senate on this. We were
losing track of which changes were being made on
which document version. He had submitted a
version that had all the changes before he went on
sabbatical to Gloria.
President Fisher said this is not something we can
sit down to do as a group. They changed the
process and now we are down to the comment
form. She is looking for a small group to work on
this document to make the necessary changes.
She feels it should not take more than about three
hours and about three people. She is asking for
volunteers.
Jeremiah requested that we consult to confirm the
correct version of 2510. He states there seems to
be more than one version. He is part of the ad-hoc
committee work group and he will bring these
changes to the group to make sure final changes
were made. As was pointed out, there were
multiple versions of this document. We worked on
one, Crafton worked on one, and the District
worked on one. This was before we established a
process and we did not know there was going to
be a comment form or a systematical way of doing
it.
President Fisher asked if anyone had any questions
about this process. We do not need an ad-hoc
since there is already an ad-hoc committee for AP
2510.
Jeremiah suggested if anyone has the opportunity
to look through the document then let him know if
anything needs to be changed. If you have any
questions, then let him know and he will take it to
the ad-hoc committee. The next ad-hoc committee
meets on April 24th.

User Group Input Update – S. Stark

Scott explained that at the last meeting we had
some questions in regards to the user groups and
how they interact with the Architects, with the
design team on our new buildings. There is a
procedure in place and I recommended to take a
look at that procedure. The district has a program
implementation. It is district wide and explains
how the construction process is actually
implemented. So, I looked it up under user groups
and it is pretty loose. There is basically just one
paragraph. Each project will have an assigned
group that will meet the program manager and the
project architect on a regular basis during the
design phase to provide direction and input. I think
what was discuss here was the need to have some
kind of a feedback loop as we go through all
phases of the design, planning, design phase, etc…
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Alternately the designing of the plans, and through
the construction, there would be some feedback
with the interface of the user group so they know
which one of their comments were taken in and
which ones we could not do and why. That is what
I recommended to the Vice Chancellor. It is
actually on our agenda for tomorrow morning, for
our meeting with Kitchell and our Program
Manager, that they put together an outline. When
they have something, he will bring it back to the
group. So that is the update on user group input.
President Fisher confirmed that he will bring back
something to the group.

Accreditation and Student Learning Outcomes – C. Huston

Scott confirmed he will bring back a draft when we
have it at that level.
Celia reported to the group that they are just
progressing on the SLO’s. We have some training
scheduled for April 1st. Dr. Marshall is coming back
on April 3rd to talk to department chairs for
development. It is at 88% now. She has an
ongoing assessment at the program level and she
has her last big fish scheduled for right after the
spring break and that should put us over 90%.
They had talked in the Accreditation Committee
meeting about perhaps inviting someone from
District to come and sit in on our meetings so they
know what is going on. Celia knows Gloria is
working on that with the Chancellor. The
Chancellor sent out the Task Force thing, so maybe
we can work with him on that task force so that
would bring us altogether.
President Fisher said she thinks there is a plan to
identify the gaps by the Accreditation Committee,
in terms of the lack of real connection and working
together at the District level and College level that
things happen at District that we do not know
about. In terms of what was identified in the
Accreditation Commissions report, we were not in
the loop on that. She did take it forward and she
can share more after the next Chancellor’s Cabinet,
so we have something to roll out to both
campuses. She asked if it is possible to get 100%.
Celia said she did not know if it was possible to
get 100%. Programs are always going in and out
of curriculum. There are always courses that
cannot be assessed because they do not get taught
for a couple of semesters. She thinks we will get it
mapped out to 100%, but there are always going
to be these little things going on like the library
assessment. We change all of our curriculum; new
classes have not been taught yet, so we are not on
ongoing assessment now.
President Fisher was curious since it seems 100%
is impossible.
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Accreditation and Student Learning Outcomes – C. Huston

Celia said maybe 98% possible.
President Fisher was curious since it seems 100%
is impossible.
Celia said maybe 98% possible.
President Fisher would be happy with 95% and she
would hope the Commission would be happy with
that too.

Campus Climate Survey – J. Smith
Needs Request/Funding Cycle – S. Lillard

Celia said our courses were at 98% and the
Commission did not even blink about that. Celia
thinks we will have a reasonable expectation very
shortly.
No Report
Sheri said they brought some of this information to
the program review committee about two weeks
ago. Working with the Senate in terms of the
process for the hiring, is where we have put our
efforts right now. Working with the Senate, with
the flow chart, and where the Program Review
committee comes in this whole process, is what we
are trying to develop in how to deal with
replacements. With replacements of faculty and
staff, we had some feedback to the Senate and a
flowchart. She asked Jeremiah to remind her
about the replacement cycle. Part of it is coming
back to them for further discussion and is the
Senate doing anything else with it. She could not
remember.
Jeremiah said there were a few recommendations
that were made that he will incorporate into the
flow chart. For any further feedback that Program
Review has before it goes back to Senate, he will
take the modified version. Basically, it went to our
Personal & Policy Committee who came up with the
first draft. He shared it with Sheri to get Program
Review input. When I presented it to Senate the
last time, this came out of the Personnel & Policy.
There was some feedback from Program Review
and I also had a comment in one of the boxes.
Take that and bring back a revised version and
then see how we want to go with that. That is
where we are at. So before it goes back to Senate,
whether it be the March 25th meeting or April 1st
meeting, if it has further input, then I will
incorporate it into that to see if this is the version
we want to go with.
President Fisher realizes that Academic Senate has
taken the lead on this, but would like to invite
Classified Senate to be involved in this process. It
started down the pathway with Academic Senate
because the focus was with faculty. I heard faculty
and staff mentioned.
Jeremiah clarified this chart is only for faculty.

Our Mission: San Bernardino Valley College provides quality education and services that support a diverse
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Needs Request/Funding Cycle – S. Lillard Continued

President Fisher stated that is what she
understood.
Sheri stated the reason she brought staff into it
was because the needs assessment we do rank
both faculty and staff. So, if all you are looking for
is to develop the faculty process, then we will
continue to go through the program review and we
will go through the process of ranking staff. I just
did not know if it should be all tied in together or
not. That is why I threw in staff in the beginning.
President Fisher stated she does not want to see
us ignore the approach we address Classified
Senate with. From her experience, that with most
of the classified positions we are at such bare
bones that there is no choice. If the position
becomes vacant,
the need exist. She is happy to know that it is just
focus on faculty positions, and would like to start
with that. At some point, we need to at least hear
from the Senate and the Union. The document will
be available for you to look at and think about in
the context of classified support staff.
Rick wanted to advise the group that we needed to
look at the prioritized list soon because we are
coming to the end of the year and everyone is
going to go away on summer break. We are going
to have to deal with Technology requests for
funding, budget request, and position requests.
He thinks we need to bring that here to look at the
prioritizations we have right now and say if this is
our prioritized list that we want to look at for next
year. The Budget Committee needs to look at if
there is fallout we want to use.

Program Review – S. Lillard
Committee Reports (start at 2:30 p.m.):

President Fisher suggested we put this on the
agenda for the next meeting. We could get the
documents out to you to start reviewing before you
come to the meeting. We can move through that
and is that agreeable. Alright.
No Report
Rick reported for the Technology Committee that
the copier contract is going out to bid. We were
going to go with Konika, but now it is going out to
bid this week. He had updated the group a while
back about the copiers. We could not get a deal
with Konika, so now we are going out for bid.
Gabriel reported ASG elections are coming up. The
elections will be the last week of April; stay tuned.

OTHER:
Adjournment:

President Fisher thanked everyone for coming.
Meeting adjourned at 2:59 p.m.

Next College Council Meeting: March 25, 2015

Our Mission: San Bernardino Valley College provides quality education and services that support a diverse
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SBVC College Council MINUTES December 10, 2014
Gloria Fisher, SBVC Interim President, Chair
Jeremiah Gilbert, Academic Senate President, Co-Chair
Marco Cota
Colleen Gamboa
Rania Hamdy
Leticia Hector
Rick Hrdlicka
Diane Hunter
Celia Huston
Haragewen Kinde

TOPIC
Approval of November 26, 2014 minutes

Sheri Lillard
Sara Miller
Thomas Robles
Ricky Shabazz
James Smith A
Scott Stark
Cassandra Thomas
Grayling Eation representation for Colleen Gamboa
Guest: Mary Valdemar

DISCUSSION and ACTION
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve the
November 26, 2014 meeting minutes, Rick moved,
Scott second, and the group voted as follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Cota, Eation, Hamdy, Hector,
Hrdlicka, Hunter, Lillard, Robles, Shabazz, Stark, NOES:
None
ABSTENTIONS: Huston, Kinde, Miller
ABSENT: Smith
TARDY: Thomas
Motion carried.

Membership Inclusion of BFSAA and LFSAA – G. Fisher

Dr. Fisher informed the group that she has asked the
presidents of both groups to speak on behalf of their
group to request a voting seat on this council. This
subject will be tabled for the next meeting.

Future Bookstore – G. Fisher

Dr. Fisher updated the group on the decision at the
district level to allow the managers of the bookstores
to show that they can come up with a good plan that
has good potential for the bookstore to operate in a
non-deficit budget.
Jose Torres and Larry Strong have agreed to give this
group an overview of the plan for the bookstores at the
January 14th council meeting. Dr. Fisher asked the
group to take the information to their constituencies to
get feedback on the possibility of outsourcing the
bookstore and bring it back to this group.

Capital Improvement Funding – S. Stark

Questions and concerns have come forward with
regard to the capital improvement funding. Scott took
the opportunity to explain to the group the differences
between maintenance and repair vs. capital
improvements funds. Maintenance and repair is
anything to do with the maintenance or repair of items
we already have in place. Capital improvement is to
add something such as adding or expanding to what
we already have. These funds have to come out of a
program budget. A route is chosen in order to do the
work (in house or contracting out). When a department
does not have the funds needs to add something, it
then comes through as a request for urgent emerging
need and is reviewed, discussed, and voted on by
College Council for funding.
Discussion among the group ensued as to whether the
process interferes with the facilities safety charge
and/or the program review process, clarification of the
development of the process, interpretation of AP 2225
with regard to the facilities and safety charge, grey
areas, and budget augmentations.
Scott clarified what could be considered for urgent
emerging needs request which is not limited to capital
improvement but also includes budget augmentations.
Motion to detail minutes in this section:
I had some questions and concerns have come forward
the last couple of weeks regarding capital improvement
funding. Scott thought it was a good idea to bring it up
in this meeting and let the group know where we stand
on capital improvement funding and just to make sure
we identify what capital improvement funding is versus
maintenance. Scott took the opportunity to explain to
the group the differences between maintenance and
repair vs. capital improvement funding. Starting out
with:
Maintenance and repair is maintaining or repairing
something that is and something that was built with
the school that we already have in place. That is the
focus and the charge of the Maintenance & Operation
Department, maintaining what we have, whether it is
grounds or equipment or facilities. Maintaining
something that is part of our maintenance budget is
repairing things that are and that we already have in
place.
Capital improvement is adding something. It is putting
in new electrical outlets, new lights (not replacing
lights), but adding lights, adding shade shelter,
expanding something. It is almost like the equivalent
of growth, were we are expanding on the fact of your
FTE’S (facilities, adding new stuff). Adding new stuff,
of course, adds to the maintenance and cost down the
road as well. Our maintenance budget is not for
adding new things.

Capital Improvement Funding – S. Stark
Continued

Throughout the year there are needs on the campus
that come up where we need to buy some new
equipment whether it’s a computer or whatever. We
want to plug it in and now we need a new outlet,
electrical distribution, some new lamps or new lighting,
or want a patio out here for something. It adds to the
campus but it is capital improvement. That money has
to come out of someone’s budget, a program budget.
If there is not money within that budget for that, and
he realizes that is not always how it happened on
campus, maybe when we were more flush, even up to
this last year, maintenance just did that. We do not
have the money to just do that. If it happened in the
past, we certainly are not funded to do it now, just
automatically add or expand our facilities or equipment
or systems on campus. If you have something like that
and you have the money within the budget to do it,
then we can do it. We determine whether we have the
staff to do it in-house or whether we need to contract
it as well. We choose a route that is most expedient,
or if it is not time sensitive to you and can wait until we
have more time, then maybe maintenance can do the
installation with the purchase of materials. Short of
having the money in your budget to do it, then it would
come up as it needed to be done. It would be
presented here as an urgent or emerging issue that
needs funding. We all experienced that over the last
year when we put this in place. We put a funding plan
in place that described visually and formatted how
funding takes place for needs on campus. Program
Review, is a big component of that but, outside of
Program Review it describes a process that we
employed numerous times this last year, where
program needs funding or requesting an addition or
expansion. You come in here and there is a form (a
mechanism for it), you make a presentation to college
council, we deliberate, we look at facts, and I usually
present the status of our fund balance. When it comes
in here that means the monies are coming out of the
fund balance to do it. The College Council body makes
a recommendation to the President. Following that
process to fund or not fund, or sometimes we tabled it,
or send it back for more information or details before
we determined if we were going to pull it out of the
fund balance. That is the process that is in place and it
has not always been the way it was done, but that is
certainly how we are doing it now.
Sarah questioned on whether this would seem to
overlap the charge of the Facilities & Safety
Committee, as the committee is written at the present
with the shared governance policy and also with
Program Review, which refers improvement matters to
the Facilities & Safety Committees for item ranking. It
seems we have a multiplication of the same sort of
function in a number of things.

Capital Improvement Funding – S. Stark
Continued

Dr. Fisher stated your point is well taken. She started
with a little bit of an explanation since she realized
Sarah was not here and did not have the benefit of
going through some of what we had in terms of
developing the process. That is indeed outside of the
program review process. That was intentional because
we know that there are emergency or urgent needs
that arise that cannot wait for the program review
process to run through its cycle. It is not to ignore it,
but it is to say that we have things that come up. We
can site examples. Dr. Fisher gave an example of
when the Library needed additional funding due to a
new piece of equipment. She was so glad that Rick
was here because she was never able to explain this
because she did not understand what the piece of
equipment was to do in the Library. We needed to buy
something for the library because we changed to a
new system and they were not aware of the fact that
they needed something. They changed to a new
system and Rick clarified they did not include in the
initial cost the actual cost for moving information from
one system. Dr. Fisher stated that if College Council
had not approved that expense, then the entire system
would have crashed. We would have been with
nothing. It was not something that we could wait for
and there have been many others.
Sarah stated she certainly understood emergency,
urgent needs, but that was not the question. Her
question was the role of College Council as opposed to
the Safety and Facilities Committee, which according to
the current policy, and in the AP 2225, normally would
be the area addressed. The emergency of another
body is the question that she had, not the need for
things to be addressed as an urgent need basis. She
understands that.
Dr. Fisher stated let’s talk about something in particular
in the case of capital improvement, which would fall
within the spear of Facilities & Safety. Is it your
position, speaking for the committee of course, that it
should go first to the Facilities and Safety Committee
before College Council would entertain it?
Sarah stated, exactly. She is not taking the position.
What she is saying is that the policy exists.
Dr. Fisher stated, you are saying that is the policy that
exists. Then what piece is missing?
Sara stated what piece has been added?
Dr. Fisher stated are you saying that the Safety and
Facilities Committee should be making the decisions. Is
that what you are saying?

Capital Improvement Funding – S. Stark
Continued

Sarah is saying that is what the shared governance
policy states.
Dr. Fisher said that in your interpretation, the policy is
saying that this committee has no jurisdiction, no
authority.
Sarah stated no she is not saying that. What she is
reporting is that there is a shared governance policy
and it has certain charges.
Dr. Fisher stated that she is more than willing to review
the policy and she is certain other members of this
body will be happy to review the policy and your
comments are well received. And the policy speaking,
She asked if Sarah would say what she believed the
policy says should happen.
Sarah said it is a question, not a statement. It is a
question if there is a procedural change from the
practice. She understands there is a change in the
manner in which things are funded. She is clear on
that part. Is there a policy or procedural change in the
body to which those things would be presented? We
have a Facilities & Safety Committee and that has been
in the past the practice of following AP 2225, which
essentially gave the charge of the committee, and the
co-chair of that committee, the responsibility for
bringing forth any requests for urgent needs. She is a
policy person and she reads the policies and she just
wants to know if there has been a change. She has not
been absent from College Council for a very long time.
Dr. Fisher stated she is glad that she does read the
policies. She too had served on the Facilities and
Safety Committee. It was a very long time ago, so we
both have those gaps on both sides.
Dr. Fisher said that she is more than happy to, as she
just stated, and have other members of the council,
take a look at what you are stating. I was just trying
to get down to what it is you are saying the policy
says we should be doing, or not doing, and I think I
have that now.
Jeremiah stated this is a question to what is written
versus practice. What Sarah is saying is what is not
written in the policy, but he understands the practice
has changed.
Sarah stated she was asking if the practice had
changed, to help catch her up.
Dr. Fisher confirmed “yes” the practice has changed.

Capital Improvement Funding – S. Stark
Continued

Sarah said thank you; that is what she was asking.
Dr. Fisher asked is there a concern or a question about
the practice we have been practicing for well over a
year?
Rick stated he does not think everything has changed,
but urgent needs has changed. Program Review and
those processes are still in place and go through
Faclities & Safety for prioritization.
Jeremiah questioned, if his area is asking for
something that would go through Faciliites & Safety for
funding, but he did not realize or know that he was
going to have to have a new plug installed, then that
was not part of his budget or part of what he asked
for. So what happens to that? In the past, it seemed
they just installed the new plug and it worked. Now
we are being told “no” that is not the way it happens.
So I think we need to make sure when it does go
through Program Review, and it does go through
Facilities & Safety, it is now part and we need to add to
when we need to make up our expenses as to what we
think it is going to cost. Back into that as well,
otherwise it certainly is going to become a capital
outlay and it does not understand where it falls. The
request itself goes through program review and it goes
through the committee we understand. Emergency was
not a part of the process and it comes to us clear and
there is a gray area in-between.
Dr. Fisher asked if the difference just because in her
view, whether it is a capital outlay item, as in a case of
a plug. An electrical connection plug is what we are
talking about or the database for the Library. If it
comes up after the fact, and it is truly an emergency
need, then she thinks this body makes that
consideration. They may say, and they have, said “no”
that is not really an emergency. You can wait for your
electrical plug. That has to go through the regular
program review progress in which we pull of Facilities
& Safety and we pull of Technology, and those things
goes to those committees, and then the list comes
back to College Council.
Jeremiah stated in the past when he needed a new
computer; he had to include the cost of the computer.
Now it turns out, to make that computer operational, I
need to get a socket put into the room that I what the
computer to be in, which was never a part of the plan
before. Is that something now that goes through
Program Review & Facilities & Safety, and that needs
to be included?
Scott stated that maintenance use to just suck that up,
but they cannot now.

Capital Improvement Funding – S. Stark
Continued

Cassandra asked that they make that clear to
everybody or instead you get a bill. It is kind of
frustrating. She was just expressing her frustration in
putting in a work order months ago, it was just done.
Now that things have changed, put out a form that
says, these are the things we can pay for now, and
these are the things we cannot pay for now.
Dr. Fisher said that part be considered in the total cost
of ownership.
Cassandra said to also take into a count that none of
us are experts on how much that will cost and we will
have to rely on Administrative Services.
Scott said he could think of a lot of times they have
presented detail estimates, but then they say it is too
expensive, “no thanks”. We could spend a week on
these estimates. It requires a little advance if the
program can play ball and has the funds for that, and
proceed forward. Another point he wanted to make,
even though the topic is capital improvement, this
body, the urgent and emerging needs funding process
if not just for facilities capital improvements. It could
be for budget augmentation or anything that is needed
that is considered urgent or an emergency, and was
not considered in the developmental budget, and is not
part of the budgets.
Dr. Fisher stated we will do a better job of
communicating, were as Sarah has pointed out, and
Dr. Gilbert echoes the same, that there is a change
here. The change has not been clearly articulated and
she was not sensitive to what the black lash would be.
She knows of a situation were in the CTE area they
purchased all these computers. There was insufficient
electrical support for those computers. Now, the
computers are just going to sit there. Rick cannot do
anything because there is insufficient current. There
had to be additional electrical current and other ties to
the outside, to get sufficient current to the building.
The cost was about $2500.00, but when the computers
were purchased that was taken into consideration. The
monies were there for that work. But it this case, it
was not clear across the board for everyone that needs
something. Nursing came to this body for the partition
and we advised them that we need more information.
It was something that could go through Program
Review and ultimately they have not returned with a
modified plan. There is some balancing in there to try
to acknowledge the fact that something is really
needed versus “no” we have a process and we are not
going to bypass that.
Cassandra asked that now we have this new procedure
and is every office going to have to go through this
procedure? Say, you are the one who holds the purse

Capital Improvement Funding – S. Stark
Continued

strings. You could just make a decision and make an
improvement, without ever going through Program
Review or Facilities & Safet. Is that something that is
going to happen?
Scott said “no”, we use this body if dollars are not in
are budget for a specific purpose. He stated just a
month ago and it was a result of coming through
Facilities & Safety, they made a recommendation that
we needed to do an improvement of the facilities in the
PS building. We did not have the money in our budget
to make that type of a change. He brought it to this
body as a Facilities & Safety recommendation, this
body approved it, and we were on are way getting that
done now. If it is in a budget, we can do it for purpose,
but if it clearly is not, then we come to this body.
Cassandra stated that she did not know any
department that had a budget for this, except for
Scott’s.
Dr. Fisher stated the departments may not, but she
knows that budgets are very small, and they have been
reduced over the years. She gave an example. If you
had funding for 25 microscopes, and in order to make
use of those microscopes, then it needs electrical
current. It is going to cost “x” amount of dollars for
the connectivity. Maybe you do not have the funding
for the capital improvement, then you make a chose.
We now can only afford 20 microscopes that we can
connect which is one approach. That is what happened
in the CTE Division with their computers. They had to
take money from somewhere else. May have been
instructional supplies, some other sifting of funds to
meet that particular need. But not all departments
have pots of monies and she is sensitive to that. We
can only do what we can do. Often times people come
to me, “Can we do this and can I help”. She always
listens.
Dr. Fisher asked the group if there was anything else
to be said here. No further discussion.

Charging Kiosk – R. Hrdlicka

Rick proposed adding charging kiosks throughout
campus. Discussion among the group ensued with
regard to solar devices, where to place them.
Consensus among the group was in favor of adding the
kiosks. Dr. Fisher requested Rick to pursue the
information to purchase and install the kiosk and bring
it back to this group for review and further discussion.

Campus Climate Survey (Management) – J. Smith

Tabled for January 14th meeting.

Strategic Planning – J. Smith

Tabled for January 14th meeting.
Dr. Fisher informed the group that the campus will
engage in a breakout sessions during Opening Day to
gather feedback and input for the Strategic Plan and
other plans as well. This will also be done for
community input as well.

Program Review – S. Lillard

Sheri handed out and shared the preliminary report
with the group on the Program Review Needs
Assessment ranking 2014-15 for equipment, budget,
faculty, and classified staff.
Discussion among the group ensued with regard to
next years classified fund balance, needs in the student
services and administrative services areas, classified
positions funded through student equity funds,
vacancies, the process for submitting positions through
needs assessment, the articulation officer position, and
HR concerns.

Committee Reports

Scott reported that funds will be available for Program
Review needs in January.
Ricky reported on the Financial Aid Forums and
immediate improvements in the Financial Aid area.
Leticia updated the group on the progress of the
Curriculum committee processing the certificate and
degree submissions from faculty for the fall 2015
catalog. An extremely large document is coming
forward for review to area deans and division deans.
Mary announced the LFSAA pancake breakfast
fundraiser event and reported on the Simon Sylva
event.
Diane informed the group that the CTA negotiations
with the district continue.
Jeremiah reported AP 2510 went to District Assembly
work group for approval and will hopefully be board
approved in March.
Cassandra reported that Classified Senate gathered 10
baskets for the holiday.
Sheri voiced her concerns regarding the use of the on
campus copy machine for faculty. Rick informed the
group that the campus copy machine is costing the
campus too much to keep and division copy machines
are under used. He encouraged the group to utilize
their department copy machines and send very large
print request to the print shop. All copy machines will
be replaced by the end of the year in order to save
costs for maintenance. Dr. Fisher suggested the group
revisit the subject at the end of the year.
Raina updated the group on upcoming professional
development activities.
Sara updated the group on goals of the Facilities and
Safety committee, disposal plans, and space inventory.

Dr. Kinde updated the group on tenured faculty
activities and the status of the accreditation report
response.
Celia updated the group on the letter of clarification
regarding the Strategic Plan, working with tech on
PLO’s, Elumin, and the open source software database.
Cassandra reported on the FASFA forum and feedback,
strength based training, finals week kickback and the
student holiday luncheon.
Marco updated the group on the FASFA forum, offsite
assessment, pre-assessment workshops, and service
area lines.
OTHER:

Dr. Fisher introduced and welcomed Sara Miller to the
council. Sara is the co-chair of the Facilities and Safety
Committee and will serve as representation of that
committee on this council. Dr. Fisher informed the
group that her office will be reaching out to the cochairs of the collegial consultation committees to
inform them that they have a voting seat on this
council.

SBVC College Council MINUTES January 14, 2015
Gloria Fisher, SBVC President, Chair
Jeremiah Gilbert, Academic Senate President, Co-Chair
Marco Cota
David Bastedo
Grayling Eation representation for Colleen Gamboa
Rania Hamdy
Leticia Hector
Rick Hrdlicka - A
Diane Hunter
Celia Huston
Haragewen Kinde
Sheri Lillard

TOPIC
Approval of the December 10, 2014 minutes

Sarah Miller
Thomas Robles -A
Ricky Shabazz
James Smith
Scott Stark - A
Cassandra Thomas
Guest:
Clyde Williams

DISCUSSION and ACTION
Dr. Fisher welcomed all to the first College
Council meeting, Spring term, 2015.
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve
the December 10, 2014 minutes.
Sarah commented the agenda item - Capital
Improvement Funding – Scott Stark,
paragraphs two and three, was stated
insufficiently in the discussion items and
needs a more clearly worded and detailed
summary in this section of the minutes.
Dr. Fisher moved that this portion of the
minutes would be tabled until the next
meeting at which time a restatement of the
discussion items with a more detailed
summary will be provided.
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve
the minutes, James moved, Sarah second,
and the group voted as follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Cota, Bastedo, Eation,
Hamdy, Hector, Hunter, Huston, Kinde,
Lillard, Miller, Shabazz, Smith, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hrdlicka, Robles, Stark
TARDY: None
Motion carried.

Our Mission: San Bernardino Valley College provides quality education and services that support a diverse
community of learners.

Membership Inclusion of BFSAA and LFSAA – G. Fisher

Dr. Fisher stated we have new individuals
attending the meeting today and wanted to take a
minute to recognize them. At the last meeting she
pointed out she was in total support of the fact we
need to make more direct contact with the faculty
co-chairs of the various collegial consultation
committees, in order to have more faculty
representation here. When you look at AP 2225
(Now 2510) we want this representation. Joining
us today are David Bastedo, co-chair of the
Technology Committee with Rick Hrdlicka; Diane
Hunter, department chair of English, the
representative of CTA and has joined us in the past
and Grayling Eation is representing CSEA at this
meeting.
Dr. Fisher stated several meetings ago this item
had been tabled and since then it was suggested
that we include representation on this body of the
BFSAA and LFSAA. There was a discussion at
Academic Senate and then it was brought back to
this Council. It was the decision of this body that
we give the Presidents of the fore mentioned
associations the opportunity to speak to this body
about the importance of their role as it relates to
business that is carried on and alternate
recommendations made by this committee.
Present with us today is Clyde Williams, President
of the BFSAA, and Marco Cota, President of the
LFSAA. Dr. Fisher asked each gentleman to make
a statement to the body in terms of the value of
their membership being represented on this
committee.
Clyde Williams, President of BFSAA, is here today.
BFSAA was formed in 1978 and we were in the
forefront of communicating and making outer
community relationships, building programs, and
working inside the institution for the betterment of
all. Our organization has been around for about 40
years and we sit at every table in our community.
We would like to be part of this body if that is your
vote. Whether yes or no, we will continue to do
what we have been doing for the last 40 years.

Our Mission: San Bernardino Valley College provides quality education and services that support a diverse
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Continued - Membership Inclusion of BFSAA and LFSAA – G.
Fisher

Marco Cota, President of LFSAA, added to what
Clyde was saying. He thinks the value of both
organizations have been clear and visible
throughout the years and particularly visible
because they have been part of District Assembly.
They also have collaborative working partnerships
with a good number of organizations off campus as
well. That support provides a lot of resources, but
more importantly, we share information and
encourage them to continue working with the
campus. If not for these organizations we would
not have a lot of the cultural activities for Black
History and Latino History and so forth. This brings
a value to itself. So much of a value that it received
accolades from the Accreditation team and some
other areas that have been visited on campus.
As a Hispanic serving institution, there is a big
message to the campus and to the administration
that the campus receives numerous dollars through
the Hispanic institution.
Dr. Fisher thanked both Presidents of the
organizations for their presentations and asked the
group if anyone had any questions.
Sarah asked if they could help her understand the
votes they think might have differed on College
Council given the presence of these two
organizations as voting entities.
Marco stated it was not even with the removal of
positions and if we had been present we would
have been able to voice how those interact with
the campus community and the importance of
those positions as well as the voice it carries out to
the community.
Clyde stated when it comes to the movement of
parity and color, we see that some things have not
been done fairly.
Gray asked what are the policies or laws that
govern the groups.
Clyde stated we have the same mission statement
that you may have in the union. What governs us
is the movement of the activity of the money and
the funding; the fairness and the justice of the
rightness to having parity and shared governance;
the rules we have in standards that we set forth in
helping our students and community.
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Continued - Membership Inclusion of BFSAA and LFSAA – G.
Fisher

Gray stated CSEA is governed by the policy set by
the education code. As I was looking through
policies, I did not see mention of any types of
groups, clubs, or such as yourselves through
Collegial Consultation. The only similar thing I
could find were auxiliary organization sections
under policy 3600. Now when I look at this, I was
wondering if these organizations are run by this
because it is under Title V, section 59257. I guess
the issue is are these groups operating in these
parameters?
Clyde stated they definitely operate inside the law
and within Title V and any other titles.
Gray asked if it is possible to get a charter,
constitution or bylaws.
Clyde stated they have a mission and a constitution
and if you want a charter or constitution or bylaws,
then he can provide them to the group.
Dr. Fisher stated that we have not asked for that
from all the other groups. That is not to say that it
is not an unfair request. We are exploring and we
are looking at reasons that would support or not
support the inclusiveness of these associations in
College Council.
Gray’s only concern is he understands the purpose
of everything. Because CSEA is the inclusive
representative of Classified staff, that is the
position he must take on it and is asking for the
clarity and exact roles.
Gray asked if there are conflicts of interest in the
HR department regarding race issues.
Clyde stated if they follow guidelines and the rules,
then they are not. In the past, we have had a
number of issues regarding color, parity, and
fairness.
Dr. Fisher stated that we have had about a half
hour here on this topic and we are starting to go
away from the real focus of what we are going to
accomplish. What I am hoping to accomplish is
that we bring this to a vote.
Sarah questioned if there is some selected process
by which these two organizations choose members
of the faculty and staff with whom they
communicate.
Marco stated the membership is sent out at the
beginning of the year for anyone who wants to
become a part of the association.
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Fisher

Diane had a question about the process by which
the composition of College Council is determined.
She is unclear if it is up to the people in the room,
or is there a process that helps us determine who
the members are and why?
Jeremiah stated technically the membership is in
AP2510 (formerly AP 2225). The changing of the
membership would have to go through the process
to change the AP. We, as a body, could make a
recommendation and decide. We want it to go to
other organizations, and in this case, the Senate
did discuss this. We would make a vote and say
yes we want to change the membership and then it
would go to the members of the District Assembly.
District Assembly approves it, and then it would go
to the board for their approval; or District
Assembly could say we think that Academic or
Classified Senate should look at it and send it back.
Diane asked where the Academic Senate left off
with this and their position.
Jeremiah said if you look at the current
membership of College Council, you see it is the
chairs of the constitutional committees (both have
a charge and membership in the AP, it’s the
President of Academic Senate & Classified Senate
& CSEA & Student Government) which again all
have charges and memberships stated somewhere.
If we allow BFSAA & LFSAA, what is to prevent us
from adding other organizations? Again, I am not
opposing it but what is the process?
Sarah said there are a number of possibilities that
this body can take at this time. One of them being
to refer it to other groups for consideration, as it
was referred to the Academic Senate. Or, do
something like refer it to vote for the drafting of a
process. Is that a possibility this group could do, so
there is a process for the acceptance of these
organizations?
Jeremiah stated yes, the representation of this
group is what is stated in the AP. We could make
that decision here.
Sarah asked how do we do that and by whom
would that be done?
Jeremiah stated that it would be determined by the
body. Keep in mind if we develop a process and if,
yes, we want to add to the membership, we would
then have to change the AP, which would still
have to go to District Assembly.
Sarah stated that District Assembly has these
bodies as their members.
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Fisher

Jeremiah stated we would need a motion to say we
want to establish an official process and it would
be up to the body to determine that process.
Sarah would like to, at this time, move that a
process be established for the purpose of
determining the addition of members to the
College Council at SBVC, James second, and the

group voted as follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Cota, Bastedo, Eation,
Hamdy, Hector, Hunter, Huston, Kinde,
Lillard, Miller, Shabazz, Smith, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hrdlicka, Robles, Stark
TARDY: None
Motion carried.
Dr. Fisher stated the next step would be to decide
how we want to go about establishing this process.
Do we want to pull together a subcommittee? We
can do that, so that we have people who really
have an interest and time in focusing on this now.
Dr. Fisher asked Jeremiah if three or four people
would be sufficient?
Jeremiah stated that we could establish a standing
committee to look at this or an Ad-hoc committee
and one of the issues here is with precedents. If
we were to form a standing committee, it would
have to be representative in terms of faculty,
classified, management, and there would have to
be at least one of each. That’s the language for a
standing committee. As an Ad-hoc committee, you
can just form it.
Dr. Fisher stated she thought we would just form it
and Jeremiah agreed this probably would be better
as an Ad-hoc committee.
Dr. Fisher stated that each time we need to make
this decision we could form the Ad-hoc committee
and since we are going to go with an Ad-hoc
committee, we need members.
Jeremiah asked for volunteers for the Ad-hoc
committee and we need the date in which we
report back our recommendation to this body.
Members who volunteered were James, Rania,
Cassandra, and Jeremiah.
Dr. Fisher suggested February 11th. We will look at
the calendar and determine the next meeting date
in about four weeks and we will determine the date
from today.
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SLOCloud – C. Huston

Dr. Fisher stated since Rick is out ill today we will
go to Celia’s presentation on the SLOCoud. Celia
mentioned at the last College Council meeting that
she and Haragewen had been to the ARCHIVE
group. Ben Gamboa from Crafton proved to be
very intuitive to SLOCloud and actually shared the
information with us. She stated it was a little late
in the game last semester, despite moving
everything through College Council and Academic
Senate, and having to address everyone’s
concerns.
We did a pilot with James and worked with Jason
Brady to customize SLOCloud as a user friendly
alternative to eLumen, that adapts our current
processes. It is an open source software with the
code in place, fully customizable, and adapts to
current processes with very simple data entry and
reporting. Jason assures me that he can get it so
that once you sign in only your classes will appear.
We only have two number reporting fields. What
we really need to know is how many students you
assessed and how many students passed that SLO.
Once you submit you will see the confirmation
email that says these have been submitted and it
gives you a summary of what you reported. Jason
thinks it is possible to embed a link that says threeyear course summary report.
James asked if she thinks we have reached the
point where we are ready, where we can
completely transform ourselves from eLumen and
Celia said she thinks we could.
Celia also talked to Jason on SAO’s and they can
be handled in a similar fashion, having a dummy
course as an external examination. He did say it
would all have to be manual and would not be able
to implement it this semester but probably could by
fall. She knows we have program outcomes for
student service areas. I don’t know where you will
map them to, if you will want to map them to core
competency.
Ricky asked if we changed anything as a result of
the date or assessment.
Celia said in the reporting form we are going to try
to embed. That would be where you would track
how and if you are going to map reference services
to core competency for information literacy.
Ricky stated in this case we would want to map
any changes to the result of the assessment or the
data.
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Celia said we could do that in the reporting.
This means every year or every semester, or
anytime we wanted to we could pull out core
competency data and do an evaluation.
It does send you a confirmation email, it does the
summary reports for the program core competency
and SAO’s can be done (it’s just a manual load
instead of a datatel upload.) The only thing we
need to do is confirm that the PLO’s that we found
on the website are still the PLO’s and SLO’s in the
areas are using. The data will be ready for the
spring 15 coarse evaluations so they will be able to
pull up everything and data will also be ready for
program evaluations.
The next thing we need to do is get it approved by
College Council. If people were comfortable with
this concept we could make a motion to support
the adoption, pending the Senate approval because
they do not meet until next week and hopefully the
discussion in Senate will begin and it will go
smoothly.

James made a motion to adopt the software
pending the Senate approval, Cassandra
second, Discussion as follows:
James stated the reason why nobody was
using this is he was uploading all those
rosters and it was not being used.
Celia stated we are able to do everything from
the back end of SLOCloud which is nice since
eLumen made faculty set everything up.
The group voted as follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Cota, Bastedo, Eation,
Hamdy, Hector, Hunter, Huston, Kinde,
Lillard, Miller, Shabazz, Smith, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hrdlicka, Robles, Stark
TARDY: None
Motion carried.
Dr. Fisher thanked the group for their input.

Final Technology Program Review Priority List – R. Hrdlicka

Dr. Fisher stated she has the copy of the final
technology program review document but she will
wait until Rick is here.
TABLED for January 28th meeting.
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Budget Committee Concerns – J. Gilbert

Jeremiah discussed “Budget Committee Concerns”.
He had two issues he wanted to bring to this body.
One was about the campus budget committee. In
times of bad budgets we realized we could really
use a budget committee. So the Senate worked to
reestablish a budget committee because one of our
10 plus one is budget planning and processes. In
the soon to be adopted AP 2510, there is now a
budget committee with a charge and a
membership. The membership is eight people, the
VP of AS is the chair, one management, three
facultiy, two classified staff and one associated
student government representative. I am bringing
this here because the budget committee reports to
College Council and to find out what we can do to
make sure this committee meets. As Senate
President, I assign the three faculty that sit on that
committee and of those three faculty, some have
been going to the meetings and others have not,
which is why quorum has not been met. I would
like to go back to the Senate and say I brought it
to College Council and this was the action that was
taken.
Dr. Fisher asked about the faculty co-chair.
Jeremiah stated there was a faculty co-chair
elected without a vote.
Ricky has a similar concern about the Enrollment
Management meeting. Historically, this committee
has not met as frequently as it could have. Given
the situation with these allocation models, that
committee needs to be strengthening.
Jeremiah said this brings up a bigger issue because
sometimes the Senate President comes to terms of
faculty not coming to the committee meetings.
Technically it is not Senate, it’s contractual, it’s
management. All Senate does is recommend the
appointments to the committees. It is not his role
to oversee attendance but he thinks we need to
look into it. How do we encourage attendance and
who oversees?
Sarah’s understanding about how the relationship
of the management, faculty, and co-chair came up
was that we needed the management co-chair
because that person has access to the support
person, who takes minutes and posts them.
Dr. Fisher stated if it is indeed contractual then it
would be the responsibility of the manager. But
that manager has to work with the cooperation of
the Senate to see who it appointed and get that
information. This has been ongoing for years. I
think this is going to require more conversation.
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We need to come up with a structured plan that
we share with Senate, so faculty has this
realization. I do not know if we are going to make
all the necessary corrections during the spring
semester but we ought to be able to publish
something going forward for fall that is clear. The
expectations are laid out in such a way that faculty
are not surprised when someone says you are
assigned to this particular committee and can we
talk about why you are not attending and be aware
of the fact that this is technically a violation of your
contract.
David said he thinks we have gotten to that point.
We have a very good situation in that we know
when every committee meets, and we can
volunteer if we want to be on this committee
because it is a time we can meet. And if you are
not, then they should be called on it and told you
are getting paid for this and you are ignoring it.
Dr. Fisher said the reason she said in the fall is
because we, as an Institution, have not held
people accountable.
Jeremiah said one of the problems is that every
two years we review the committees in the Senate
and we make our assignments. He sends lists out
to the faculty and cc’s the deans. They get three
versions of the list, by name, by division and by
committee. But what is done with that, or how
that is used again it is out of his hands.
Dr. Fisher stated that we will come back and will
make a draft of something that is more deliberate
in sharing of what the responsibility is and what
the expectations are and what the consequences of
violations could be. Not a threat but just a
statement of fact.
Diane had a couple of things. The meeting dates
and times are set. I have had faculty in my areas
say the meeting dates/times have changed on
committees. I build the schedule around it. The
other thing I’d like to say is that I know some
faculty who do not attend, but do actively
participate by email and by communication.
Dr. Fisher said we certainly want to take that into
consideration when we are outlining the draft.
Someone being called away for another
assignment, something comes up and they have to
change their teaching schedule, then that is a
matter of communication. If we have not told them
that it is an expectation, then they do not know
that and no one has been talking about this until
now.
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Leticia said maybe in that draft you indicate
committees who are changing their time blocks. If
it did change, make sure the entire committee is
capable of shifting to that time block.
Dr. Fisher said that Debby is motioning to us that
we have that and we are aware of the fact that
people just go by what time you want to meet and
what’s best for you. They are not looking at the
master calendar printout where everything is set
out so we do not have those conflicts.
Jeremiah said that every committee on the 14-15
schedule that has been sent out by Senate has the
dates/times.
Dr. Fisher advised the group that the committee
list is posted on the website now. We will make a
list of these points we are identifying that we want
to clarify, just to be fair.
Haragewen wanted to say as Dean’s work on their
faculty schedules, they give assignments and work
with the faculty. It won’t interfere with the
committee assignments. Deans work on that and
she will remind them again tomorrow.
Haragewen wanted to add that through all of this,
if a faculty member does not show up two or three
times, we are not just going to say they are not
just showing up. There needs to be some
proactivity from the chairs. We also need to be
reaching out because we do not know what the
situation is. It is good to give a heads up to the
Dean or the co-chair as they might not have
known.
Dr. Fisher said that would be basically the process
to notify them, because it is the manager who is
going to have to take any action if necessary. I
like that approach.
Sarah is a non-faculty co-chair and there are in fact
members that she has not seen in five years.
Should she notify their Dean or their governance
body that appoints them?
Dr. Fisher said Jeremiah just stated for faculty
members the Senate is not going to enforce it. I
like the softer approach and I want to make sure
we have something that is pretty clearly outlined.
We first want to find out if the person even knew
they were on the committee or if something
happened. Let’s assume they know and we are
taking the straight forward approach. As a co-chair,
I believe there is some level of responsibility that
goes with that position on the committee. Maybe
the two co-chairs together make a decision to
share the information with the Dean.
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Dr. Fisher said we need to think about a two hour
block for this meeting. We will have to look at the
schedule. The business of this committee is too
important to cover in 1 hour and a half and there
seems to be an agreement that we need a bit
longer time for this committee. We meet twice a
month and that gives us three hours but we are
not getting it done. Dr. Fisher advised the group to
look at what’s available and look for two hours.
James wanted to say that he can think of one
person who is gone. They talked to the Dean and
the department chair and basically he just said that
he had other things he wanted to do. I don’t know
what to do.
Jeremiah said he thinks this is a good question,
because, most of all, it is contractual and it’s in our
contract. The alternate concern is that I agree
there should be some proaction.
Haragewen answered James’ question that if there
is enough ammunition for the Dean, we intervene
and it falls on their evaluation. At least that is a
start and the Dean can say they heard from the
chair. Something is not working out so therefore it
will be on the evaluation. What is it going to take
for you to participate? You have to have all those
documented steps for the Dean.
Ricky is going to plead the fifth, but the document
we have talks about the committees and whether
or not the document clearly identifies who the note
taker is. His concern is not specifically pointed at
faculty but the entire process of identifying the
chair, the co-chair, the note taker. So we also
need to visit who the classified staff support to
those committees are so it is clear. Who is the
person or the group who identifies that aspect?
Dr. Fisher asked for Debby’s input and she clarified
that very few committees on the AP 2510
(Formerly AP 2225) state that a staff member will
be assigned to the committee. You would need to
check with the Administrator of that committee
about who is taking the minutes. Normally the cochair or the Adm. Asst. to the Administrator over
that committee will take the minutes and post
them to the website. If you look at the committee
list which is posted on the website, it will state if a
staff person has been assigned and that staff
person’s name and it also states who the cochair(s) are or staff person’s name if taking
minutes.
Dr. Fisher said what we need in front of us or on
the screen is AP 2225 and we will look at it
together as we try to walk our way through how to
resolve this.
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Dr. Fisher stated we came away from where we
started, whereas the Budget Committee was not
meeting and before we leave this topic and move
onto the next, I would like to make certain we
have an agreement that you have information to
take back to the Senate. You told them you would
bring it to this body and I would like to entertain a
motion that we bring back a discussion on
committee responsibilities. That is broad, but it
will cover everything we are talking about: the
responsibility of the faculty, the administrators, the
committee meeting, and the Deans over the areas.
Those are the types of things that we are going to
be covering in this document we are going to
create to inform people of our campus community
of what the expectations are.
Sarah moved there be a discussion of expectations
of the manner in which shared governance
committees are run on this campus, added to a
future agenda of this committee. James second,
Discussion as followed:
David would rather have someone in our group list
points and let’s discuss that. We threw out a lot of
things that should be considered and we could
write that up.
Dr. Fisher asked Sarah if she would accept that as
an amendment.
Sarah said she would and perhaps they might exist
in the minutes of our own note taker. The
suggestion of the inclusion of talking points as
brought up by David Bastedo should be included in
the discussion that is added to the agenda.
Dr. Fisher stated motion amended and we are
ready to vote. The group voted as follows:

AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Cota, Bastedo, Eation,
Hamdy, Hector, Huston, Kinde, Miller,
Shabazz, Smith, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Hrdlicka, Hunter, Lillard, Robles,
Stark
TARDY: None
Motion carried.
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Smoking Outside the Technical Building – J. Gilbert

Jeremiah said that he will talk to Scott Stark about
it and we can bring it back for committee
resolution at the next meeting.
TABLED for January 28th meeting.

Campus Climate Survey – J. Smith

TABLED for January 28th meeting.

Strategic Planning – J. Smith

Program Review – S. Lillard

James limited his report due to limited time left
and stated they did have our table topic
conversations on the Strategic Planning goals and
objectives in regards to measurement met and
evaluation of progress. It gave him a lot more
data on how to include suggestions from faculty
and staff and also satisfied that issue we got from
the Accreditation team, that we did not have broad
enough discussion on our methods of evaluating
our evaluations. This was a review of how we
evaluate our progress that included everybody on
campus. We got a lot of valuable data and we also
satisfied that challenge from the Accreditation
team in a very formal way. We are going to have a
follow-up survey.
TABLED for January 28th meeting.

Committee Reports (start at 2:30 p.m.):

TABLED for January 28th meeting.

OTHER:

Dr. Fisher said to start looking at your calendars to
expand this meeting time by starting earlier and
we will look at the master calendar to see the best
time since meetings run over everytime.
Dr. Fisher adjourned the meeting at 3:11 p.m.
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Gloria Fisher, SBVC President, Chair
Jeremiah Gilbert, Academic Senate President, Co-Chair
Dave Bastedo
Marco Cota - A
Gray Eation - A
Rania Hamdy
Leticia Hector
Rick Hrdlicka
Diane Hunter

TOPIC
Approval of the December 10, 2014 minutes

Celia Huston
Haragewen Kinde
Sheri Lillard
Sarah Miller
Thomas Robles
Ricky Shabazz
James Smith - A
Scott Stark
Aaron Beavor representation for Cassandra
Thomas
Guest:
Lawrence Strong

DISCUSSION and ACTION
Dr. Fisher opened the meeting by sharing some
information with the group regarding the minutes.
The first item on the agenda calls for the approval
of the minutes. We ran into several difficulties and
I made the decision to table these minutes until
the next meeting. This impacts the minutes from
the last meeting so there are no minutes to be
approved.
A couple of things learned along the way. One, we
need to speak up during the meetings to capture
all the words since these meetings are being
recorded. Also, the other point I want to bring up
is that we will not have verbatim minutes and we
will move forward with the summary. We can go
back and try to retract information from the
recording if we feel we need to listen to the details
for any other reason.
TABLED 2-11-15

Approval of the January 14, 2015 minutes

TABLED 2-11-15

Membership Inclusion of BFSAA and LFSAA – G. Fisher

Dr. Fisher recalls an Ad hoc Committee was formed
with volunteers to review and request some
conclusion to recommend to this body in regards to
if these two associations are voting members of
this committee and will make a decision on
whether or not we are going to include them.
Jeremiah advised the Ad hoc committee will be
meeting for the first time February 10th due to a
delay and will give an update if not a process at
the February 25 meeting.
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Final Technology Program Review Priority List – R. Hrdlicka

Rick forwarded the technology needs list to the
group of what the Technology committee is
submitting to College Council and also for budget
review.
Scott stated they have facilities prioritization this
next week at the Facilities & Safety Committee
meeting.
Dr. Fisher said this came up in the managers
meeting and came here to this body, the timing of
when we come forward with our program review
results and are actually budgeting. For example,
we have a list in effect, to attempt to fund what we
can fund for 15-16 but by the time we get 15-16,
it’s too late to go into meaningful recruitment,
particularly when we are talking about positions.

Charging Kiosk – R. Hrdlicka

Proposal New Contract for Copiers – R. Hrdlicka

Rick updated the group that he had talked to
Thomas, Jose, and Gabriel, all from Student Life
and student government appears to be in support
of doing a kiosk. He has a meeting with them at
their next student senate meeting and will find out
what they need, want, and will follow up.
Rick sent out the notice to the campus by email
today about changing the copiers. The plan at this
point is to replace the single high speed copier with
two and the quick print and we are looking for a
room somewhere else on this side of campus. We
are looking at deploying more color copiers on
campus and those who want to use the color
copiers will have to pay for it out of their budget.
We will now have just three models of copiers: the
black & white, color, and the high speed quick
print.
The lease is up in June and he has been trying to
work with District and Konica throughout the last
year just to get the process moving.
Questions/Concerns/Comments amongst the group
asked as follows:
1. It was noticed in an email sent out that
you were going to go from 36 black &
white copiers to 17 copiers. Does that
mean half the people will no longer have
copiers or will the color copiers be a
supplement?
Rick’s response:
Many places around campus have been
asking me for color copiers, so their
copiers will change from black & white to
color copiers and we are increasing the
number of copiers around campus.
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Continued - Proposal New Contract for Copiers – R. Hrdlicka

2. Clarification was made there were only
going to be two high speed quick print
copiers and the color copiers were not high
speed copiers, but the same as black &
white copiers. Liberal Arts will have a
regular black & white copier, not high
speed? Still all according to approved
access? So it is charged to the correct
department? Do we have security access
still on the copiers for color copies?
Rick’s response:
Yes only two high speed quick copy copiers
(black & white) and Liberal Arts will have a
color copier. Included in the email is that
we’re receiving software that allows us to
control copies more and with the new
system they will report to a server which will
keep track of who can copy with one
location to manage instead of having to
manage it individually on copiers.
3.

Can you use your ID number on any of the
copiers around campus?
Rick’s response:
Yes, you can use your ID number on any of
the copiers on campus.
4.

Now required to include THS on chemical
safety labels and they are supposed to be in
“red”. Can we make copies in “red” if we
puts our number in?
Rick’s response:
Yes, you can copy in color as long as your
department pays for it. In the instructional
division, there will only be one color copier
for each instructional division and they are
going to be in the division offices.
5.

When you say the department pays for it,
will we all have access to copiers with our ID
numbers?
Rick’s response:
If you want to use color, there is a form on
my department website that you
download, identify your department and
budget number, and send it to us so we
can invoice you. If there are four people in
a department, you would indicate their
names and how many color copies for each
individual.
6.
Why does it cost?
Rick’s response:
They get charged for the cost of color copies
later and it is a liability.
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Budget Committee Concerns – J. Gilbert

Jeremiah gave a quick update to the group
regarding these next two agenda items that were
on the last agenda. He is going to ask either the
non-management chair, faculty or the nonmanagement co-chair to see if they want to come
to the senate to give us an update or a written
update.

Smoking Outside The Technical Building – J. Gilbert

Jeremiah forwarded the concerns he received to
Scott. They came up when he did a presentation
during the Adjunct Orientation and he said he
would forward the concerns by email to Scott and
will follow up to see if any actions were taken.
Scott updated he had assigned that out a week
ago and can follow up on it to see if something has
taken place.
Dr. Fisher asked if there was a designated smoking
area on the other side of the tree and Scott
confirmed. The bench is problematic and they are
smoking outside the door.
Dr. Fisher said right down stairs where the old
smoking area was, it would be great if there were
signs that said “no smoking.” I would like to
reiterate the request for more signs as this is a nosmoking campus and designated smoking areas
are on the map. There are not a sufficient number
of signs and we do not want to litter the campus
with signage, but we want plenty of signage.
Sarah said it might help for the sake of clarity if
instead of having signs all over campus that say
“smoke in designated areas only”, those areas that
are not designated have a clear sign that says “no
smoking here.” Sometimes there is some
confusion over the actual meaning of the sign.

Office Hours for Student Services for Spring, 2015 – R. Shabazz

Ricky wanted to bring to College Council a request
that had to do with Student Services closing early
at 3:00 PM on Friday’s outside of peak registration
that was approved as a pilot for all of fall, the rest
of spring and into fall. We come to the point
where I needed to come back and ask that we
approve on a permanent basis.
When we are open at all hours the staff do not
have the opportunity to meet, do training, or catch
up on their work. We polled all the colleges in our
local region and every one of the student services
offices are closed on Friday’s with some closing all
day and some closing at noon. We are proposing
to close at 3PM on Friday’s so we can offer staff
training and allow those offices behind on their
work to focus on their work. When we are open on
Friday’s there is very little, if any, foot traffic after
peak registration.
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– R. Shabazz

Celia said it excluded certain areas of student
services that have the same needs such as ability
to meet with their staff and faculty to discuss
things and catch up on. The Library cannot go to
your meetings, nor Student Health Services.
Ricky stated the challenge is that our Library is a
computer lab too and we don’t have other options
in terms of the sheer number of computers or
study space.
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion that all Student
Services offices close except the Library and
Student Health Services offices, on every Friday at
3 PM, except during peak registration periods. Rick
moved, Scott second. Discussion as follows:
Sheri asked if during the pilot period there were a
lot of students complaining about the closure?
Ricky stated they had not received one complaint.
Dr. Fisher said the 3:00 PM time has come up
many times in the past and the compromise is that
we are going to close every Friday at 3:00 PM. I
would be more inclined to approve an every other
Friday and an earlier closing time, if that were a
case for a special training.
The group voted as follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Bastedo, Hamdy, Hector,
Hrdlicka, Hunter, Huston, Kinde, Lillard, Robles,
Shabazz, Stark, Beavor
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: Miller
ABSENT: Cota, Eation, Smith
Motion carried.

Campus Climate Survey – J. Smith

No Report.
Dr. Fisher said these are items that remain on the
agenda so if James does not have anything to
report, it will simply be recorded as “No Report”. I
want it on the agenda so there is a place holder. It
is also important for accreditation review that we
have as many discussions as possible and have
things to add to the agenda at the last minute.
Dr. Fisher questioned Sheri as to whether or not
we wanted to do the same with Program Review
and Sheri said either way is fine. Dr. Fisher said
she would put it with Committee Reports.
Dr. Fisher addressed Celia about Accreditation &
SLO as a standing item and Celia said absolutely as
she could always pass and say “No Report”.
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Strategic Planning – J. Smith

No Report

Program Review – S. Lillard

Sheri reported last week she sent out the
schedules of the small groups that are assisting
with the Efficacy reviews. Timelines went out to
faculty, chairs and managers.
Dr. Fisher introduced Lawrence (Larry) Strong to
the group and he is going to be sharing some
information about the bookstore outsourcing.

Bookstore Outsourcing Presentation – Lawrence Strong, Jose
Torres (not attending), Katherine Myers (ill)(Start at 2:00 p.m.)

Larry addressed the group about an option to
outsource the management of the bookstore. We
were asked to talk to some vendors so I am
reporting back to you what you might expect from
an outsourcing option. He went through the slides
of his presentation to include expectations, net loss
and timing.
Summary:
Current bookstores have difficulty
competing with large booksellers and are
losing money.
Outsourcing is expected to benefit
students, faculty, and College/District.
Existing bookstore employees will not lose
their jobs due to outsourcing.
Asked if he could explain the losses, Larry stated
the cost to operate is much more expensive than
what we are getting in.
Scott said there is not a 30% markup on books in
the bookstore. There is a discount to students and
this last year we took the discount down from 5%
to 2.5% and Dr. Fisher clarified that discounts
were for people who have an ASB card.
Scott stated a lot of sales have been lost and those
revenues for sales because of Amazon and a lot of
on line sales. Another reason for loss is the
increase in salaries, shipping costs and inventory
return loss.
Sarah said one of the issues is there has been no
negotiation with the classified bargaining unit but
the time to convert would be over the summer.
Mike said by summer, this all has to be approved
and he agreed this needs to be negotiated and
bargained.
Dr. Fisher said for now we are just at the
informational stage and no decisions made as I
stated before. It will go through a process that
includes negotiations.
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Celia observed we probably have many employees
at the District in the bookstore that expect to retire
here and not lose their jobs in four or five years.
How would we accommodate those?
Lastly, the library circulates textbooks to students
free of charge. Is there going to be any problem
with an outside vendor that the library is in
competition with to provide textbooks for free?
She wants to make sure there was not a “noncompete” clause that would turn the textbook bank
off.
Mike will note this and see what it states in the RPF
draft.
Sarah said there was a proposal that current
managers of the bookstore be allowed to do a
presentation. Since we heard from this scenario
today, she wanted to know if the bookstore would
be presenting their scenario at College Council and
if we will be hearing from them?
Scott stated that they are making that presentation
to the Chancellor. Scott would do a presentation
to College Council.
Sarah said, reviewing the RFP, that what it says is
that current employees of the bookstore who are
classified employees would retain their positions
and be subject to the bargaining agreement for
five years.
Dr. Fisher agreed and was concerned with people
losing their jobs at the end of the term and if this
were to go forward, the guarantee is they must be
retained for five years and the hope would be the
company would continue their employment after
that.
David inquired about employee’s designation and
classification and can they move laterally into
positions on campus? Could they move into other
jobs here if there were not jobs there?
Dr. Fisher would be certainly open to that and we
have areas where we need service. It is a matter of
retraining. This would be five years down the road
if this came about. The best approach is to keep it
here and make it work.
Rania inquired if CHC is trying to do the same
thing.
Scott clarified that it is a consolidated plan and a
consolidated operation. We do have separate
bookkeeping to keep track of Valley and Crafton
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Rick questioned the 5 year term and if the
employees would still collect their PERS and
retirement. Will the company reimburse us for their
pay? Once they convert to the company will they
not be collecting retirement or PERS?
Sarah stated they would not accumulate and it gets
very extreme. If one of those employees left they
would be replaced by an employee who would be
an employee of the vendor.

Committee Reports (start at 2:30 p.m.):

Dr. Fisher thanked Larry for his great presentation.
Dr. Fisher advised the group that we are going to
leave time at the end of each meeting for
committee reports.
Leticia inquired about the status of the
matriculation officer and who the contact person is.
Ricky stated the committee is screening the
applicants right now and have brought back the
former retiree, Cindy Parish. She is only here for
two days so it is best to contact both Cindy, Kathy
Kafela and Marco.
Leticia stated she needs to know who the contact
person is since Curriculum meets every Monday.
Ricky stated that Kathy will be there.

Professional Development – Rania Hamdy

Rania advised the group that things are going well
in Professional Development are planning Classified
Connection Week. Lynda.com is doing some
workshops and a lot of good things are happening.

OTHER: Committee Meeting time

Dr. Fisher discussed with the group the time this
meeting will be held. We talked about it at the last
meeting and left it unresolved whether we would
begin our meeting one half hour earlier, meaning
1:00 PM and end at 3:00 PM or start at the same
time, 1:30 PM, and end later at, 3:30 PM.
Dr. Fisher stated we go with that in mind from
1:00 PM to 3:00 PM, and run this meeting on time.
Jeremiah made a motion to move the meeting
times from 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM., Rick second.
The group voted as follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Bastedo, Hamdy, Hector,
Hrdlicka, Huston, Kinde, Lillard, Miller, Robles,
Shabazz, Stark, Beavor
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: Hunter
ABSENT: Cota, Eation, Smith
Motion carried.
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SBVC College Council MINUTES
Date: February 11, 2015
Location: President’s Conference Room, ADSS-207
Time: 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Gloria Fisher, SBVC President, Chair
Jeremiah Gilbert, Academic Senate President, Co-Chair
Dave Bastedo
Marco Cota
Gray Eation
Rania Hamdy
Leticia Hector
Rick Hrdlicka
Diane Hunter

TOPIC
Call to Order:
Approval of the November 26, 2014 amended minutes

Celia Huston
Haragewen Kinde
Sheri Lillard
Sarah Miller - A
Gabriel Jaramillo representation for Thomas
Robles
Ricky Shabazz
James Smith
Scott Stark
Cassandra Thomas
Guest(s):
None

DISCUSSION and ACTION
Dr. Fisher called the meeting to order
at 1:05PM.
Dr. Fisher asked that Debby give a brief
explanation of where we are with the minutes and
where we hope to be soon.
Debby advised the group that all the minutes had
been transcribed and those for January 14th and
28th summarized and edited. The minutes for the
December 10th meeting have sections which are
not audible so I am going to ask assistance from
Sarah to see if she has notes. Also, in reviewing
the minutes of November 26th, the date was
indicated incorrectly on the minutes as November
22nd. This is why it is placed on the agenda for
today’s meeting.
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve the
amended minutes for the date of November 26,
2014, to change the date to reflect November 26th
instead of November 22nd. Cassandra moved,
Marco second, and the group voted as follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Cota, Eation, Hamdy, Hector,
Hrdlicka, Huston, Kinde, Lillard, Jaramillo, Shabazz,
Smith, Stark, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Bastedo, Hunter (both arrived later
during the meeting), Miller
Motion carried
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Approval of the December 10, 2014 amended minutes

Tabled

Approval of the January 14, 2015 minutes

Tabled

Approval of the January 28, 2015 minutes

Tabled

Upcoming/Filling Vacant Positions: – Dr. Gloria Fisher
 President’s Office:
- Administrative Secretary
 VPAS Office:
- (2) HVAC Technicians
 VPI Office:
- Administrative Secretary for Arts & Humanities Div.
- Administrative Secretary for Health Science
 VPSS Office:
- Counselor

Dr. Fisher addressed the group regarding filling
upcoming vacant positions. You may recall last
year there came a time when, at the district level, I
was able to successfully argue for filling certain
positions the President’s Cabinet determined were
critical need positions. I am going to suggest the
positions that are being presented to you today be
considered critical needs positions.


President’s Office:
- Administrative Secretary

With regards to the President’s office the current
position is Administrative Assistant. Working with
Debby Gallagher, I have concluded the level of
work that is to be completed by that second chair
can be adequately covered by an Administrative
Secretary, which is a lower level. We are not
eliminating the Administrative Assistant position,
but putting the position on hold and filling the
position with the lower level position,
Administrative Secretary.
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve placing
on hold the Administrative Assistant position and
moving forward with hiring an Administrative
Secretary. Scott moved, Rick second. Discussion
as follows:
The group voted as follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Cota, Eation, Hamdy, Hector,
Hrdlicka, Huston, Kinde, Lillard, Jaramillo, Shabazz,
Smith, Stark, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Bastedo/Hunter (Both arrived later during
the meeting), Miller
Motion carried


VPAS Office:
- (2) HVAC Technicians

Scott addressed the group regarding the two HVAC
Technicians. One vacancy was created by a
technician leaving the district and the other due to
a retirement. Both vacancies are budgeted, so
they are not under administrative hold. Currently
HVAC is being accomplished on our campus by
contract and has been that way for some time.
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Continued - Upcoming/Filling Vacant Positions: – Dr. Gloria
Fisher

The Central Plant has been serviced by an
extended maintenance and repair agreement while
the system bugs are being resolved and that is
coming close to being accomplished. We will be
responsible to take over the new Central Plant that
was handled by the extended maintenance
contract through the bond program. The campus
also has a lot of building and mechanical
equipment that is not connected to the Central
Plant and requires a full time HVAC technician.
Scott would like to get off the contract deal now
the Central Plant is going to become ours and get
our HVAC technicians back.
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve the
hiring of two HVAC technicians. Rick moved, Gray
second, discussion.
No further discussion and the group voted as
follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Bastedo, Cota, Eation,
Hamdy, Hector, Hrdlicka, Hunter, Huston, Kinde,
Lillard, Jaramillo, Shabazz, Smith, Stark, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Miller
Motion carried


VPI Office:
- Administrative Secretary for Arts &
Humanities Div.

-

Administrative Secretary for Health
Science

Haragewen addressed the group regarding both
positions for Administrative Secretaries. The
Administrative Secretary for Arts & Humanities will
be retiring and going to the February board. Also,
there is the vacancy for the Administrative
Secretary for Health Science. These two divisions
cannot operate without this classified support, so
my request is to notify you of these vacancies in
both areas and to move forward to replace these
vacancies.
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve the
hiring of the Administrative Secretary for Arts &
Humanities Division and the Administrative
Secretary for Health Science. Leticia moved,
Diane second, no discussion and the group voted
as follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Bastedo, Cota, Eation,
Hamdy, Hector, Hrdlicka, Hunter, Huston, Kinde,
Lillard, Jaramillo, Shabazz, Smith, Stark, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Miller
Motion carried
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Fisher

Haragewen made a comment that at the next
College Council meeting she has some faculty
retirement she will be bringing here with her
recommendations.
Jeremiah informed the group at the next Academic
Senate meeting the Personnel Policy Committee is
bringing back a flow chart that addresses this. He
is taking it to the Senate, and if it is approved,
then we will have something for the next meeting
to use; if not, then we will follow what we have
been following.
Dr. Fisher stated this had been brought up in our
other meeting and looked forward to this flowchart
to be brought to this body for consideration.


VPSS Office:
- Counselor

Ricky will be talking about a counselor position.
Since we lost a counselor due to resignation, we
would like to fill that position using Student
Success funds.
Rick asked if that will free up general funds?
Ricky clarified no. That means we replace someone
who was on general fund, but the general fund
resources were swept, and the need is still there.
Since we have a fairly robust Student Success
Funds budget, there are resources available to hire
someone on a permanent basis and I propose
hiring someone on a tenure track.
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve the
hiring of the Counselor. Jeremiah moved, Rania
second, discussion:
Diane questioned if we fund this one with Student
Success funds, when the other comes back funded,
do we have two positions?
Dr. Fisher clarified yes, two positions. That is the
key about a position being on administrative hold
and bringing it back. We are not eliminating any
positions.
The question was then will it be filled and stay? It
is a funding source; we do not have general funds.
It is a general fund position that is on hold. As
many dollars as we have that are available, we can
fund positions with the Student Success and
Student Equity monies, but we must do that with
caution. Because they are soft monies and we are
making a judgment call that we will use these soft
funds, believing that they are not that soft. We
cannot just continue with just part-time,
temporary, one year contract.
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No further discussion and the group voted as
follows:
AYES: Fisher, Gilbert, Bastedo, Cota, Eation,
Hamdy, Hector, Hrdlicka, Hunter, Huston, Kinde,
Lillard, Jaramillo, Shabazz, Smith, Stark, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Miller
Motion carried

Needs Request/Funding Cycle – S. Lillard

Sheri has yet to see the flow chart from the
Senate.
Dr. Fisher explained the flow chart was important.
For example, the position that Haragewen is going
to be bringing to the group. If that program has
not recently gone through Program Review, then
we are going to be asked to make a decision on
whether or not to replace the retiree’s position
without knowing anything about the status of the
program or need, or do we look at the Program
Review list that is a part of it.
Sheri said we ran into that issue in the fall where
the money had not been released yet. We always
do this in the fall and, if we continue to do this in
fall, that means decisions need to be made early in
spring so that money can be allocated and spent
before the purchasing deadline. We send out the
forms, the programs write their request in the fall.
We review them, rank them, which is all done
during the fall semester. Those results go out
early spring.
Dr. Fisher advised the group we will have to
consider the deadline for developmental budgets.
If we are building the developmental budget, keep
in mind there are some things that can be done
like journal entry. We can start moving monies
around before the budget is actually finalized.
Ricky stated he does not understand the hiring of
faculty since they are not going to start until July
1st. If those funds are going to be available once
the developmental budget becomes available, then
that might solve part of the discussion that we
cannot move forward in creating a PCN to hire the
person.
Dr. Fisher clarified the funds are tied to a position.
If there is a person currently employed and being
paid, then those funds are not available to project
in the future. If it is a replacement, HR will not
allow us to do that.
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Ricky said we would never be able to hire new
faculty for July 1st, if that is the case, because the
funds would not be available.
Dr. Fisher confirmed that is right. That is exactly
what happens and it holds true on the classified
side when you are trying to hire a substitute. You
have to be able to show the funding so you would
almost have to have a separate funding source to
put in place temporarily and September is when
the board actually approves the budget.
Sheri said she is trying to find out what the ideal
time is for our process to take place so it feeds
perfectly into the budget process and there is not
this delay and inconsistency.
Scott stated it looks like everything flows perfectly
for budget development, but the crack is not being
able to fly a position before funding is actually
available.
Dr. Fisher said one thing to consider is whether or
not we’re looking at this in a way that we separate
the budget augmentation and the hard items such
as technology and facilities. We separate that from
decisions because when we are going to go about
buying something, I want to go back to the
comment made earlier that had to do with the onetime funding. We made the decision back in the
fall, actually before that, but the funding was not
available until after the beginning of the year. By
the time they are able to go through all the
necessary paperwork processing to acquire the
guidance that they had approved, funding is finally
available. We are pushing the deadline and it
interferes with that needs assessment piece. That
to me seems like a part we need to work on. I will
keep it on the agenda.
Dr. Fisher also advised the group they will see on
the agenda regular items: Campus Climate Survey,
Strategic Planning, and Program Review. We
agreed last meeting that we would put back on
Accreditation & SLO as a standing item. You can
always say “no report.”
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Campus Climate Survey – J. Smith

No Report

Strategic Planning – J. Smith

James advised the group he will be on the agenda
for almost every meeting to discuss variations of
our goals. We have six strategic goals and within
each one of those we have a full set of objectives
that are almost all measureable.
We are satisfying two requirements. One is that
this is part of the broad based discussion on how
we set targets and how we measure satisfaction of
progress with what we are doing in order to create
positive change and better achieve the goals of our
Mission. The other is we are really refining this so
We know where we are going as an Institution. He
explained the group will go through each of the
shaded areas on the handout as these are the
what he has made the most changes to.
The first shaded area that says we want to
”provide more access to the pre-assessment
workshops (1.4)” for all of our students and
right now in our baseline year we offer it. We want
to increase that by two a year and double the
number we currently offer. One in four have said
they have done some type of pre-assessment and
we want to increase that number because we know
that students starting at a higher level are much
more likely to succeed in achieving either a transfer
or degree. This is one of the things we have
modified slightly and have changed from
percentage to say that we want to build two at a
time per year until we are at least double what we
are.
Another one we had some issues with, was
“measuring the access to counselors
(1.5.1)”. At least the improvement of access to
counselors was done by looking mainly at the ratio
of counselors to students on campus. There is
almost a disbelief that we are above the state
average when it comes to the number of
counselors we have to students.
Celia asked if we could rephrase this to increase
the number of students accessed to general
counselors and that would eliminate all the
specialized counselors.
James said that would be another way of doing it.
Sheri said she was in support of that because when
they see the numbers, the ratio, it’s more like one
to 3000 from the data I’ve seen from counseling.
That’s because we select out the specialized
counselors who are not general counselors.
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James confirmed that we don’t count Star, Puente,
etc…and his solution is we not get rid of this but
add that as another indicator. This was in order for
us to compare ourselves with other campuses and
we should want to and need to compare ourselves
with others.
Sheri said she has seen the data and the
comparison from the state in the Program Review
documents, and we are far worse than the state.
Ricky does not think any of us disagree the number
is accurate, but it is most likely the same for other
colleges. He is not focused on the ratio in as much
as the measurement. The ratio does not impact
the measurement which is what is the student’s
ability or their perception to access a counselor.
James explained that is why we have another
measure here we want to increase, the number of
percentage to see a counselor per the semester.
Sheri commented she would agree to use those
numbers but it makes it look like we do not need
more counselors and we desperately need more
counselors.
James clarified he is arguing for additional
measures to give a greater perspective of where
we are. He does not think we want to shave away
everything that does not look good. He advised he
will move to an appendix ,but he does want to
keep it. For him it is the kind of valid measure that
he knows can be compared with other campuses.
Ricky said it is not valid and wants to take it out.
David mentioned we are only worried about our
students at Valley getting counseling and thinks it
is good to have that reliable comparison but what
we really want to know is if the students are
getting the service they need.
James said that is where these two measures come
in. One is the count and the other is if you ask the
person if they are happy with what they are
getting. He does like the idea to create another
one that says if we only look at the people who
provide services through our Counseling Center.
Ricky disagreed with this because these programs
have students and a student could see a counselor
in EOP&S, see a counselor in Transfer Center and
see a counselor in general counseling. We have to
start defining these terms and flowcharts.
James stated it is a complicated thing and not a
simple thing, but most of the people that come
here and see a counselor do an ED Plan, especially
in their first introduction to the campus.
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David asked if we had two student populations.
We have students that see a special counselor and
the other population sees a general counselor.
Should we be taking the data and dividing it into
two populations of students?
James said we could do that but the problem is
that some of those students in the learning
communities also see counselors in general
counseling.
Celia stated that we know students that are not in
special programs are seeing general counseling.
Ricky suggested pulling those numbers out of that
calculation for that population. Others agreed with
him to pull it out; first box.
Dr. Fisher stated if what is being shown there is
what we see in documents from other colleges, I
am looking at state wide averages. If you created
a second box that showed the ratio, absent the
special population counselors, that remained, it is
not going to be exact no matter what you do.
There are some duplications and we put ourselves
in a dangerous position when we choose not to
reveal what is there and we disagree with it and
then try to qualify it to what is more accurately
going on here.
Ricky stated for him it is not the matter of the
ratio, it’s a matter of increasing the number of
counselors that the students have access to. That
ratio is going to be affected by the number of
counselors we have and the student population.
James stated when we increase the number of
counselors, then I believe we will increase the
number of students who can see a counselor.
Ricky stated not if the student population increases
at the same time.
Celia asked if you could think of an ideal ratio of
general student body to general counseling that
you would like to see us get to because then it
does not matter how many students we have or
how many counselors; it becomes the goal.
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James addressed the next shaded box “improve
access to Financial Aid (1.5.2)”.
One of the things we found when we drew down
all the data from people who completed the FASFA
on time is that among our continuing students
there were only 48% who had it in by the deadline.
It was lower among the continuing students than
the high schools students coming directly here. So
we want to increase that by 2% a year for an
increase over 5 years to 58%. One of the ways to
do that is to provide more access to counseling and
by offering more financial aid workshops. That one
was also modified and he asked if anyone had any
recommendations.
David stated that you could probably develop an
on-line situation that would help students.
Ricky said this is an opportunity for Student
Services to partner with the faculty, if we could get
faculty to remind students in the classroom.
Marco stated that traditionally our community
college students usually apply late. Not only in FA
but to four year schools. That is the pattern that
exists and why we need to do the intervention so
we can make them apply on time.
David asked if this could be just a marketing thing.
Have signs or banners all over campus, “Have you
completed your FASFA?”
James said there are a lot of things we can do to
increase this.
James said another one that has been modified is
“We want to increase the number of
students that come directly from high school
to us (1.6.3)”. Students who enroll full time and
get to 30 units, the likelihood they will get a
degree or certificate or transfer goes up almost
100%. That’s almost double the number of the
students that just trickle in and take a class here
and there. So, we want more of those students
and we want to encourage them to take classes
here. We know 30% of the students in this area
go to some college after they graduate and 18 %
of the ones in our feeder high schools come to us.
I wanted to increase that number by 1 or 2
percent. The problem is that some of those
students go to CHC and some of the students go to
other schools. it was decided maybe we want to
maintain a level that is above our 5 year average,
somewhere in the 18 to 20% range of the students
that come from our high schools here.
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Ricky said this number is actually going to go up in
an environment where graduation is declining. The
Student Success funds a lot of those resources and
has been used to hire an Interim Director of First
Year Experience and Student Services technician.
We should see a by-product and a yielding of an
increase number of students.
James stated there are two ways around this
fluctuation issue. One, we are not going after an
exact count, but we are going after a percentage,
and it is to maintain over the five year average.
Maybe one of the things we need to do is some
telephone research. The only way he knows how to
do this is to do some research to see where people
are going and why they choose not to come here.
James also stated that in our area 66% of the
students come to us. In Crafton’s area only 44%.
We have a much higher rate. So people are not in
large numbers choosing to go somewhere else if
they live in our area. In Crafton, they are choosing
to go in larger numbers to other places but of the
students that go to a community college, 66%
come to us, and of the students that go to a two
year college only 44% go to Crafton. They are
going to another two year college; they are not
going to a four year college.
Dr. Fisher said one of the things that is working
well for Riverside is they offer a higher level of
priority registration. That means a lot of students
are going there the first year. There are a number
of factors, but we need to know why people are
going where they’re going and why they are not
here.
James said that is a big item but we have done
some community awareness and image.
Dr. Fisher announced she had to leave to attend a
meeting at District.
Rania stated one of the biggest components that
we are missing, when we are talking about this, is
the percentage we want to increase and we are
missing a marketing component. There is external
marketing and internal marketing. The internal
marketing component should be happening to
students on campus and a real internal marketing
plan on how to address the 2% increase in FA.
James said that plan needs to be integrated but I
do not have much to relay regarding a
Marketing/PR plan. That is just one of the things
we need to work on because it does overlap with
this.
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Continued - Strategic Planning – J. Smith

Marco stated simply go to the pre-requisites in the
courses.
Celia said to make sure they meet the prerequisites
since we cannot set prerequisites for maturity.
Marco stated even if you place a student in a class
you think they should be in there is no guarantee
that the student will pass. There are other factors
that are involved and the student still has the right
to take the class and fail. We do not want that, but
that is what happens when we do not set
prerequisites.

Program Review – S. Lillard

Sheri advised the group the efficacy forms have
gone out for this semester as we are doing
program efficacy and also the CTE two year mini
review. Forms have gone out to all of the
programs with instructions and deadlines. The
committee groups which have been assigned to
each program have gone out as well.
Sheri’s co-chair position is up this spring for fall,
and she does not plan to run for the position. The
announcement went out from Senate.

Committee Reports (start at 2:30 p.m.):
OTHER:

Adjournment:

Dr. Fisher wanted to advise the group several
people have to leave early today at 2:30 PM. We
will adjourn the meeting today at 2:30 PM.
Jeremiah announced to the group that he had to
leave and since the President already left, he is the
co-chair and would need to adjourn the meeting.
All were in agreement.
Jeremiah adjourned the meeting in absence of Dr.
Fisher @ 2:30 PM

Next College Council Meeting: February 25, 2015
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SBVC College Council MINUTES
Date: February 25, 2015
Location: President’s Conference Room, ADSS-207
Time: 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Gloria Fisher, SBVC President, Chair
Algie Au representative for Jeremiah Gilbert, Academic Senate
President, Co-Chair
Dave Bastedo
Marco Cota - A
Gray Eation
Rania Hamdy
Leticia Hector
Rick Hrdlicka
Diane Hunter

Celia Huston
Haragewen Kinde
Sheri Lillard - A
Gabriel Jaramillo, Representative for Thomas
Robles
Ricky Shabazz- A
James Smith
Scott Stark
Cassandra Thomas
Guest(s):
Gloriann Chavez
Eddie Sanker
Tarif Halabi
Linda Subero

TOPIC
Call to Order:

DISCUSSION and ACTION
Dr. Fisher called the meeting to order. We have
some old business to take care of. I hope you had
an opportunity to review the minutes. The
committee stated they had not received the
minutes and approval was tabled until the March 4,
2015 meeting.
Dr. Fisher recognized Algie Au as the
representative for Jeremiah Gilbert, Academic
Senate President. At times we will have a
representative for someone who needs to be
absent. But we also have someone who has been
replaced, Gabriel Jaramillo for Thomas Robles, who
cannot attend on a regular ongoing basis, I think
we should just list the replacement’s name. Both
Algie and Gabriel are voting members today.

Approval
Approval
Approval
Approval

of
of
of
of

the
the
the
the

December 10, 2014 amended minutes
January 14, 2015 minutes
January 28, 2015 minutes
February 11, 2015 minutes

Tabled
Tabled
Tabled
Tabled
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Guest Speaker: Discuss Welding back lab – Eddie Sanker

Dr. Fisher welcomed Eddie Sanker from Welding
and Tarif Halabi from Electronics.
Eddie would like to have a policy in place that
department chairs are required to sign off on all
equipment purchased in their areas. I have a fume
extractor that I believe to be the best. The best
product is actually the lowest priced product in this
case and I believe if someone in the department
had been consulted, this would not have
happened.
Scott stated the user group currently signs off and
that includes, the dean, department chair, and
faculty. The equipment used for this specification
actually came from the Dean in welding. At the
meeting where the decision was made, the minutes
show this item was approved and came from
welding and technology. The user group inputs on
products way in advance. If the product fits and
doesn’t cost any more, we can get this item.
Eddie said when they were approached about their
lab and asked if there was anything they wanted
done, he and Achala actually designed the lab but
in rough draft form. It was never meant to be
taken as final.
James stated the input from the department chair
is already included and maybe that’s not the part
that needs to be changed but the final
recommendations need to be separated.
Eddie thought there would be a period where it
would be discussed and users could make changes.
Scott said this is done before the bid in the design
process so it has to happen early on. It can be
difficult to make changes later on and an active
user group is good.
Dr. Fisher said we can shore up what we do on
campus to make certain our voices are heard.
Eddie-we don’t really need a policy because the
mechanism is already in place. We need to ensure
we are following our own process which is the total
inclusion of the voices of the user group, but
understanding that it’s going to come as a
recommendation even though they may say certain
products are the best. The District has an approved
vendor list and if they are not on the approved list
that’s not one we can select.
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Continued - Guest Speaker: Discuss Welding back lab – Eddie
Sanker

Dr. Fisher wants this group to be more proactive
and charged Scott to work with the District and
report at the next meeting regarding what is the
process, in writing and when is the last time the
user group can make changes without significantly
impacting. I will take it to Chancellor’s Cabinet to
begin the conversation there and I assure you I
will find full support for what I bring forward
because Crafton Hills College is going through
some major building so they will have an interest
in this conversation as well. She thanked Eddie for
coming and for his extremely valuable comments.

Ad hoc Committee Update - Membership Inclusion of BFSAA
and LFSAA - Algie Au, Representative for Jeremiah Gilbert

Algie referred to the handout distributed and
stated the committee was charged to work on a
process for those committee applicants and the
process as spelled out on the application. I am
excluding who is applying since this process must
include everybody. They have bylaws already, they
have a charge to what they do, they have some
regularly recorded meetings and regular meetings
they hold. That is one big requirement. Next is how
big is the committee going to be? I think that
twelve was mentioned as a good number. The
president of the committee will come to the College
Council meetings. Then you will have some kind of
liaison. These are the basic requirements for those
who would apply. For the process, they would have
to contact this group, be added to the agenda and
this group would have to make the official
representation. This group has to decide whether
they meet all the requirements. It’s the applicant’s
responsibility to fulfill the requirements. This
particular group will then be enrolled for one year.
If, in the year, this group decides after observing
the new participants, and they can sustain the
number of members, they can become voting
members. This gives you a period to observe the
new participants and if they don’t participate, they
can be removed.
Rania thought the advisory role was crucial. We
didn’t want someone to be voted in on College
Council and just not show up at meetings. We
wanted them to observe what College Council does
and decide if it’s beneficial to the club or
organization. Is this something I need to be part of
for a year and then report back? Once they have
that advisory period then we can certainly vote
after the year.
…..observed that every single student club
meets this criteria. Was that discussed?
Algie said if they are interested and they conform.
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Continued - Ad hoc Committee Update - Membership Inclusion
of BFSAA and LFSAA - Algie Au, Representative for Jeremiah
Gilbert

……I wonder if this was discussed. Would this
include CHC as well as part of the District?
James said it was discussed and will also go to
District Assembly and be discussed there.
Dr. Fisher stated I think it is internal on this
campus and I’m not sure this needs to go to
District Assembly. I would shy away from going to
District Assembly with this and I don’t think that
was the intent. I want to re-emphasize the point
Algie made about this not being about the
individual organizations that came forward. The
purpose of the Ad hoc committee was to consider
anyone, any group or organization who might want
to come in. I think it’s worth a few minutes of
conversation about clubs. This is a balanced
committee and if it were to become unbalanced
with student representation it would defeat the
ability of this committee to make decisions. It’s not
a student committee. We have student
representation. Students are welcome to attend.
You are a member of ASG, Linda, and also a
member of the Black Student Union. We have to be
mindful of the purpose, mission and charge of
College Council.
Rick stated it says charge. We talk about these
charges and that comes down from College
Council. Would we then have to approve the
charge of the group that wants to join?
Dr. Fisher said yes, we would. Each committee
that’s listed we would have approved their charge.
Algie questioned are we talking about committees
or about organizations/associations that could be
clubs?
James clarified we are talking about
organizations/associations.
Diane was wondering if somebody uses the
established process and a new member applies, is
that going to change our AP? Whatever we end up
doing when it is finalized, we need to clarify where
the existing committee is.
Algie asked if you would like to add something
along the line of processes, maybe under 4 after
the review. You have a year of them being in an
advisory role and after that one year, you would
want to review their charge and see if it fits By
adding that language would that clarify?
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Continued - Ad hoc Committee Update - Membership Inclusion
of BFSAA and LFSAA - Algie Au, Representative for Jeremiah
Gilbert

Dr. Fisher stated the way this is presented with
organizations or associations and we went down
the slippery slope with clubs, it could be
interpreted we do not want student representation.
Rania clarified we were not thinking student clubs
but employee associations and organizations only.
Linda, chair of ICC, stated they already have clubs
and organizations. What I got is the staff members
that have clubs and organizations are the ones
here. I know this is not pertaining to the students.
Students would overwhelm here and would defeat
the purpose of our own clubs on campus.
James said together with employee clubs and
organizations, we can also scratch District
organizations and it will read for campus employee
and faculty associations to specify it is for staff and
faculty.
Algie will make that note for Jeremiah.
Rania said they were thinking if an organization is
willing to go through all of this, when they come
and do the initial presentation and if they fit the
requirements of College Council, the planning,
communication and management portion
integrated into their presentation, they are willing
to present all of the minutes, charge, bylaws and
be in the advisory role for a year, do they really
want to be on College Council? We will move
forward in that process and then see how it goes
and re-evaluate in a year.
Celia was thinking we could suddenly find we have
a lot of organizations and associations on campus,
and I was looking to see if there is something an
organization had to do legally to become an
association but there are apparently incorporated
and unincorporated and it’s not like they have to
have any particular standing to be an association. I
was trying to find out how we could define
association.
Algie stated there are fee charging associations
and there also those who do not charge a fee
unless you become a member. I can add that in if
this body wants. The most important part is they
meet the requirements of the College Council and
its functions and list those three functions.
Gray offered clarification about CSEA and Classified
Senate. We have a duties delineation that defines
our roles on the campus. Classified Senate is our
collegial consultation to allow classified members to
participate. CSEA’s role is collective bargaining.
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Continued - Ad hoc Committee Update - Membership Inclusion
of BFSAA and LFSAA - Algie Au, Representative for Jeremiah
Gilbert

Dr. Fisher stated there is a similar line between
CTA and Academic Senate.
Algie asked if you want to add a process or not add
a process?
James agreed with Leticia on making sure the
charge is in line with the goals of our committee
early on. It can happen when an elected official of
the organization makes a presentation to College
Council and state how they see their organization
advancing the goals of College Council.
…….as part of the requirements we need to
clearly indicate they need to convince us they fall
within the three goals and there is still a voting
process where we then decide after the
presentation if they meet our goals and are
deserving of one year advisory.
Rick said requirements to be considered could be
added.
Dr. Fisher thanked Algie for her presentation. It will
go back to the Ad hoc committee, come back to us
and then we can consider the entire document
which includes further recommendation.
James mentioned there are a couple of things we
did not talk about here. Because communication is
one of the primary elements we recommend the
communication director, the person who is
marketing/public relations also be included on the
committee. That was unanimously accepted. I had
another one which is grants as it is so connected to
planning maybe we should include grants.
Dr. Fisher asked him to add this to the committee
for discussion and bring back for consideration all
together.

AP 2510 Collegial Consultation – Dr. Gloria Fisher

Dr. Fisher stated for whatever reason, when the

AP 2510 document went forward, the change from
Palm to Managers Meeting did not make its way to
the printed copy so it was sent back. It will be
going back again as an informational item with the
correction.
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Upcoming/Filling Vacant Positions: – Dr. Gloria Fisher
 VPI Office: – Dr. Haragewen Kinde
Administrative Assistance I - Instruction Office
Secretary I to Secretary II
One Year Temporary fulltime faculty- Div. Grant
Replacement Faculty for Accounting and Business
Administration departments
 VPSS Office: – Marco Cota representative for Dr. Ricky
Shabazz
General Fund
Replacements/retirements
- Articulation Counselor (in process)
- Director of Student Life
- Library Technical Support Assistant II (retirement)
- Secretary II (Financial Aid)
- Financial Aid Specialist II
New
- Financial Aid Coordinator
- Library Media Clerk

Haragewen stated the Instruction Office has a
vacancy, the Administrative Curriculum
Coordinator, and as a result, we are reorganizing
our office. The plan is to put that Administrative
Assistant Curriculum Coordinator position on hold
and reorganize it with an Administrative Assistant
and a Secretary II. That way the work load and
efficiency of the office will be better.
Rick questioned Haragewen about putting one
position on hold and creating two?
Haragewen said it would be a wash cost wise and
the Secretary I would become a Secretary II.
Haragewen discussed the one year full time
temporary faculty position. We are partnering with
the EDTC who received a grant. It is called the
Trade Adjustment Assurance Community College
and Career Training so Valley College has received
some funds in the area of curriculum development
and working with the employers and industries in
the area to upgrade our curriculum and write new.
It’s in the area of welding and machine technology.
The Department’s recommendation was to have
one person so there will be continuity in the
program. It is not a permanent position and this is
just one year for the curriculum piece.
Dr. Fisher clarified this position is funded from the
grant and not from general funds. This person
would not move into a tenure track displacing the
possibility of the new process. We are waiting to
receive a recommendation from the Academic
Senate on what the process will be for hiring
permanent faculty. This is something we can
decide in one year where we are. We can look at
all the totality of the circumstances for all the
positions, including this one. We need to follow our
own process in terms of hiring.
Haragewen clarified it will be a one year full time
temporary faculty member. The load will be
teaching but also creating curriculum. She also said
from the curriculum they are trying to create there
will be a person who will address both areas. The
courses in machine technology need updating so
this is where the focus is going to be.
Haragewen discussed retirements and where they
stand. There are two vacancies in the Business
Administration department, one in Real Estate and
one in Accounting in Business Administration, so
this department is down to one full time faculty
member in each area and filled with part time. We
want to combine those positions and have one
instructor who can do both.
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Continued Fisher
 VPI


Upcoming/Filling Vacant Positions: – Dr. Gloria

Office: – Dr. Haragewen Kinde
Administrative Assistance I - Instruction Office
Secretary I to Secretary II
One Year Temporary fulltime faculty- Div. Grant
Replacement Faculty for Accounting and Business
Administration departments
VPSS Office: – Marco Cota representative for Dr. Ricky
Shabazz
General Fund
Replacements/retirements
- Articulation Counselor (in process)
- Director of Student Life
- Library Technical Support Assistant II (retirement)
- Secretary II (Financial Aid)
- Financial Aid Specialist II
New
- Financial Aid Coordinator
- Library Media Clerk

Rick has a concern in filling the Business
Administration position when it was a movement
from management into this position.
Haragewen stated there was a faculty member
who retired before this retirement so we filled it.
Cassandra has a pharmacy tech program that
really could use a full time person and if that
program doesn’t get what it needs it will die.
Algie stated it might be beneficial for this position
to be sustained for a little while since Senate is
considering a process at this time.
Dr. Fisher made it very clear we are operating
under a hiring freeze. That means just because a
vacancy occurs we do not automatically fill that
position with a replacement. It goes through the
process we shaped out of desperation before since
we had to do something. We are not there yet as
we are waiting on Academic Senate. The process is
being developed. We will bring it to this body for a
recommendation to accept, reject or modify what
is coming forward from Senate and then we will
have something to move forward. If we don’t make
a decision about a policy or a practice, a procedure
so everyone knows what we’re doing we will be in
the same place we were last time and you know
how well that worked. It was awkward but there is
a much better way to go there with clarity.
Dr. Fisher continued, as far as the secretary, I
would like us to take a vote on that. It’s not a
position we have a choice. We must have an
Administrative Assistant in the Office of Instruction.
Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve the
hiring of an Administrative Assistant, placing the
Administrative Curriculum Coordinator on hold and
moving the Secretary I position to an upgrade to
Secretary II and these are both in the Office of
Instruction.
Rick moved, Cassandra second, discussion.
No further discussion and the group voted as
follows:
AYES: Fisher, Au, Bastedo, Eation, Hamdy, Hector,
Hrdlicka, Hunter, Huston, Kinde, Jaramillo, Smith,
Stark, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Cota, Lillard, Shabazz
Motion carried
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Dr. Fisher entertained a motion to approve the
hiring of a one year temporary full time contract
faculty member under a grant to teach and write
curriculum.
….moved, David second
No further discussion and the group voted as
follows:
AYES: Fisher………….
NOES: 2 opposed ???
ABSTENTIONS: ??
ABSENT: Cota, Lillard, Shabazz
Motion carried
Dr. Fisher asked if we need to vote on replacement
of faculty in the Accounting and Business
Administration department? I would suggest not
but if you want to vote I will ask for a motion.
…moved we wait for the Senate process to come
forward , …second, discussion.
Linda stated she is in Business Administration I
have to wait for someone to get into the
accounting class so we don’t have the faculty in
accounting. I have to take whatever is open and
right now I am taking an online class in accounting
and it’s very hard not to be in the classroom to do
accounting. I am struggling as a student and have
to take what’s available and no hands on. For us as
students, we need someone in accounting.
Dr. Fisher thanked her for her comments. We will
take this into consideration seriously and look at
where are the greatest needs.
Dr. Fisher went back to the motion Waiting for the
Academic Senate process and use that to evaluate
positions.
AYES:
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: 1???
ABSENT: Cota, Lillard, Shabazz
Motion carried
Dr. Fisher explained Ricky is at a conference and
intended for Marco Cota to speak to the SS
positions. I believe Ricky is the best person to give
the explanation on what it is he is desiring to do.
One position, the Articulation Counselor is in
process and we are filling this position. I am not
going to address the positions and will let him do
that when he returns.
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Office: – Dr. Haragewen Kinde
Administrative Assistance I - Instruction Office
Secretary I to Secretary II
One Year Temporary fulltime faculty- Div. Grant
Replacement Faculty for Accounting and Business
Administration departments
VPSS Office: – Marco Cota representative for Dr. Ricky
Shabazz
General Fund
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Upcoming/Filling Vacant Positions: – Dr. Gloria Fisher
 VPSS Office Continued – Dr. Ricky Shabazz
Categorical Funds Positions
Replacements/Retirements
- EOPS Counselor
- LD Specialist
New
- EOPS Counselor
- (3) SSSP Coordinator (SSSP Funding)
- Matriculation Coordinator (SSSP Funding)
2 Counselors (SSSP Funding)

Celia said she can speak to the Library Technical
Support Assistant II and explained there is a
retirement in the Library. It is and important
position to replace as it the only position and
includes cataloging and organizing books and
textbooks to be available for the students to check
out.
Dr. Fisher said this is one of those positions like the
Office of Instruction support staff but unlike any of
the other positions. The recommendation from
Academic Senate is regarding faculty positions and
not classified. In College Council we went through
our own process of prioritizing classified positions
through looking at Program Review list and where
these vacancies were created and what would be
the greatest need.
Dr. Fisher asked for a motion to fill the position of
Library Technical Support Assistant II. No further
discussion.
Rick moved, ………..second
AYES: Fisher, Au, Bastedo, Eation, Hamdy, Hector,
Hrdlicka, Hunter, Huston, Kinde, Jaramillo, Smith,
Stark, Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENT: Cota, Lillard, Shabazz
Motion carried
Dr. Fisher stated she will leave the rest of the
positions for Ricky to discuss.
Rania asked if we should wait on Financial Aid and
some of these other positions until Ricky returns as
they are just as important or should we vote so
they can move forward.
Dr. Fisher asked if they wanted to go ahead but
there was some confusion as to what the need is.
The Financial Aid Coordinator would be an upgrade
for one Specialist II position to a Financial Aid
Coordinator and there will be three, possibly four
coordinators, with each having a different
responsibility. At the District level it is a generic job
description.
Algie said there seem to be more questions than
answers at this point.
Dr. Fisher stated it would be better to wait for
Ricky to explain what the positions are and he can
address the categorical positions and explain what
those positions are. I think we need to wait.
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Bookstore Recovery Plan Presentation – Gloriann Chavez and
Scott Stark

Scott referred to the Power Point presentation
which is basically a spreadsheet introducing
numbers. The Plan involves these points:
increasing our sales, reducing the cost of goods
sold, increase profits, personnel plan with a little
bit of reorganization and a new point of sale
system. The estimates are conservative. We are
projected to grow 2% from the state and we
scaled that back to 1%.
Gloriann reported they sell most of the goods out
of the store. Their largest competitor is online book
sales. We need to concentrate on where else we
can generate sales. 45% of our sales come from
categorical funding and after a low, we are now
seeing a 30% increase.

Continued - Bookstore Recovery Plan Presentation – Gloriann
Chavez and Scott Stark

Gloriann went on to say they have a rental
program but it’s very laborious and with our new
system, 80% could be rentals. Deficit projected
this year is $48,000 so it is turning around. We are
looking at a reduction in freight costs for spring
semester. We are losing money with inventory on
hand and returns are a loss. We want to look at
discounts to increase profits. We are looking at
eliminating the 5% discount on textbooks as of
July 1. Snacks are the second largest category of
sales so we are looking at expanding that area. We
worked with ASG this past semester on textbook
rentals and also a snack gift card for students who
are in need. We lost a full time person in the
Bookstore who will not be replaced. We lost a full
time person at CHC but they are looking at
combining the Cafeteria and Bookstore Manager
into one.
Scott mentioned the key is increasing our sales,
our profits, reducing the cost of the sales and
maintaining with our existing staff, then next year
is the first year we would see a profit. We have
been working off past profits.
Linda questioned the book loan program and said
there are some books the students were not
allowed to rent.
Gloriann clarified some books are not available for
rent but with the new system, more books will be
available.

Accreditation and Student Learning Outcomes – Celia Huston

Dr. Fisher thanked Gloriann and Scott and said we
are just about out of time and we need to move
on.
Tabled for March 11, 2015 Meeting

Campus Climate Survey – J. Smith

Tabled for March 11, 2015 Meeting
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Needs Request/Funding Cycle – S. Lillard

Tabled for March 11, 2015 Meeting

Program Review – S. Lillard

Tabled for March 11, 2015 Meeting

Strategic Planning – J. Smith

James briefly discussed the alignment page of our
goals and objectives with those of the District and
the Board Initiatives and Imperatives to see how
they align. Please review the handout so we can
discuss it at the next meeting.

Committee Reports (start at 2:30 p.m.):
OTHER:
Adjournment:
Next College Council Meeting: March 11, 2015

Dr. Fisher adjourned the meeting.
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RECOMMENDATION FOR CONSIDERATION TO COLLEGE COUNCIL MEMBERS
STARTING FIRST MEETING IN NEW ACADEMIC YEAR 2015-2016

AGENDA FORMAT:
 SEE EXAMPLES OF ACADEMIC SENATE OR DISTRICT ASSEMBLY
 OLD BUSINESS (To prevent items that need to be put on agenda again from getting lost and not
completed)
 NEW BUSINESS (Separates old business from new business)
MINUTE FORMAT:
 EXISTING FORMAT IN COLUMNS TAKES UP TO MUCH PAPER, VERY LENGTHY. YOU HAVE TO CUT
AND PASTE AS WORDS ADDED TO EACH COLUMN AS COLUMNS MOVE DOWN ON FORMATTED
DOCUMENT. TO TIME CONSUMING AND WASTE OF TIME.
 SEE EXAMPLES OF ACADEMIC SENATE OR DISTRICT ASSEMBLY
 SUMMARY TYPE OF MINUTES OR MORE DETAIL OF DISCUSSION MINUTES?
DROP BOX:
 SENDING OUT AGENDA EMAIL NOTICE, PUT ALL ATTACHMENTS IN DROP BOX AND PROVIDE
LINK FOR THEM TO PRINT DOCUMENTS FOR MEETING (LIKE ACADEMIC SENATE DOES)
PRE-PLANNING AGENDA ITEMS:
 ONE PRESENTATION TO A MEETING
o TIME LIMIT 15 MINUTES
o DISCUSSION 10 MINUTES
o MOVE MOTION, SECOND, DISCUSSION AND APPROVAL OR DENIAL, 5 MINUTES
 PRIORITIZED ITEMS EACH MONTH ON AGENDA AND ESTIMATING TIME LINE TO ASSURE THAT
ITEMS CAN BE DONE IN ALLOCATED TIME OF TWO HOURS
 SET UP AGENDA FOR ALL MEETINGS IN SHARED DRIVE SO YOU CAN AGENDA ITEMS FOR
UPCOMING MEETING AS PROMISE
 MEMBERS OF COLLEGE COUNCIL SEND EMAIL WITH AGENDA ITEMS TO STAFF THE WEDNESDAY
PRIOR TO THE FOLLOWING COLLEGE COUNCIL MEETING OR BEFORE
 MEMBERS OF COLLEGE COUNCIL SEND EMAIL WITH ATTACHED HANDOUTS OR PRESENTATION
OF DISCUSSION ITEMS TO STAFF THE WEDNESDAY PRIOR TO THE FOLLOWING COLLEGE
COUNCIL MEETING OR BEFORE
 TO ADHERE TO THE BROWN ACT, POST AGENDA THE FRIDAY PRIOR TO THE COLLEGE COUNCIL
MEETING AND SEND OUT EMAIL TO MEMBERS WITH AGENDA AND LINK OF DROP BOX WERE
ALL ATTACHMENTS CAN BE LOCATED FOR PRINTING FOR THE MEETING
 UPDATE WEBSITE AND MAKE SURE ALL AGENDAS, MINUTES AN D ATTACHMENTS, VERBIAGE ON
TITLE PAGES UPDATED ARE DONE PRIOR TO THE NEW ACADEMIC YEAR
 UPLOAD AGENDA AND MINUTES AND ATTACHMENTS AFTER APPROVAL AT EACH MEETING TO
SBVC WEBSITE

San Bernardino Valley College
Governance Handbook
2013-2014
Decision-Making and Participatory Governance
Published Spring, 2014

BACKGROUND & OVERVIEW
Overview
The San Bernardino Valley College Governance Handbook provides a formal resource to faculty,
staff, students, and managers on all matters related to governance processes of the College. This
document will provide information about how decisions are made –i.e., the many structures and
paths available to impact decision-making, with the intent of equipping each member of the
campus community with the knowledge needed to participate in the myriad of opportunities
available.

Terminology and Legal Authority
As a California community college, San Bernardino Valley College (SBVC) is mandated to operate
under the principle of participatory governance. Education Code 70902(b) mandates that the
Board of Governors adopt regulations that “…ensure faculty, staff, and students… the right to
participate effectively in district and college governance.” Title 5 regulations implementing this
mandate (section 53200 et seq., 51023.5, and 51023.7 require that the governing board “consult
collegially” with the Academic Senate on academic and professional matters, and that staff and
students have the opportunity to “participate effectively” in the development of procedures and
recommendations that have significant effect on them (see the Local Practice section below).
The term “shared governance” does not itself appear in law or regulation. Rather, it is used in
connection with those college processes involving faculty, staff, and students in decision-making.
The term “governance” also refers to the role of a community college’s board of trustees. Boardadopted policies that protect the right of faculty, staff, and students to “participate effectively”
in decision-making by making recommendations to the board do not replace the board’s
governance rode. Neither do these policies abrogate the College President’s responsibility for
making decisions, given that s/he is solely accountable to the Board of Trustees for the outcomes
of all decisions made.
In addition, the College President is responsible for establishing timelines and institutional
priorities, developing structures and processes, providing information, and ensuring that certain
policies are in place and that procedures are followed. District executives and the College
President are the critical links between constituencies and the Board of Trustees, and usually
serve as the designees of the board in governance matters and shared governance committees
are advisory to the College President.

While the term “shared governance” is commonly used, the San Bernardino Community College
District more often uses the term “collegial consultation” in policies and procedures. The
Community College League of California (CCLC) and the State Academic and Classified Senates
encourage use of the more precise term, “participatory governance.” For more information visit
the CCLC website at http://www.ccleague.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=1 or read the
position paper representing the view of the California Community Colleges Classified Senate
(4CS) available at http://www.cccs.org/documents/positionpapers/shared_govn.pdf . A copy of
the text of the applicable Education Code and Title 5 sections can be accessed from the websites
of the State of California’s Office of Administrative Law located at http://www/oal.ca.gov.

Local Practice
The San Bernardino Community College District’s Board of Trustees had adopted a policy for
collegial consultation (BP 2225) in which it embraces the concept, and requires the
establishment of procedures “… to ensure faculty, management, classified staff, and students
The right to participate effectively in collegial consultation in particular areas where they have
their responsibility and expertise as specified in Title 5 regulations….”

Faculty
In shared governance at SBVC, the Academic Senate represents faculty members. With respect
to Academic and professional matters, the Board has adopted a standard in which it will rely
primarily upon the Academic Senate’s recommendations. According to Title 5, section 53200,
these academic and professional matters are as follows:
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Curriculum, including establishing prerequisites and placing courses within disciplines



Degree and certificates requirements



Grading policies



Educational program development



Standards or policies regarding student preparation and success



District and college governance structures, as related to faculty roles



Faculty roles and involvement in accreditation processes, including self-study and annual
reports Policies for faculty professional development activities



Processes for program review



Processes for institutional planning and budget development



Other academic and professional matters as are mutually agreed upon between the
Governing Board and the Academic Senate

When Academic Senate recommendations in these academic and professional matters are not
followed by the Board of Trustees, the Chancellor must formally provide the reasons in writing to
the Academic Senate President upon request.
The College President will normally accept the recommendation of the Academic Senate
regarding academic and professional matters. Only in exceptional circumstances or for
compelling reasons will the recommendations not be accepted. In such instances, the College
President will deliver the rational for his or her decision in writing to the President of the
Academic Senate.

Classified Staff and Managers
Representatives of classified staff and managers (the two groups included under the term “staff”
in Title 5 section 51023.5(a)(1) are appointed to serve on all shared-governance committees at
SBVC. The regulations require that both groups:
…be provided with opportunities to participate in the formulation and
development of district and college policies and procedures, and in those
processes for jointly developing recommendations for action by the governing
board, that the governing board reasonably determines, in consultation with staff,
have or will have a significant effect on staff. (Title 5 section 51023.5(a) (4))
In such matters, the Board will not take action until staff has had the opportunity to participate,
except in “unforeseeable, emergency situations.” Moreover, the “recommendations and
opinions of staff are [to be] given every reasonable consideration” by the Board, the President,
and the shared-governance committees on which their representatives serve.
Through their knowledge of student needs, and position in operational, instructional, and
technical areas, classified staff members serve on committees, councils and task forces as
stakeholders. Representing their constituents’’ perspective, classified staff members provide a
unique insight to help guide the decisions made in the governance process.
Managers serve on committees, councils and task forces as initiators, facilitators, and resource
persons as well as representatives of their constituency groups. At times their role is also to
provide staff support. Manager members are also responsible to implement and enforce the
policies and procedures approved through shared governance processes.

Students
Students representatives also are appointed to serve on all shared-governance committees at
SBVC, which adheres to the Title 5 requirement that:
Students shall be provided an opportunity to participate in formulation and
development of district and college policies and procedures that have or will have
a significant effect on students. This right includes the opportunity to participate
in processes for jointly developing recommendations to the governing board
regarding such policies and procedures. (Title 5 section 51023.7(a) (1))
In such matters, as with staff, the Board will not take action until students have had the
opportunity to participate, except in “unforeseeable, emergency situations.” Moreover, the
“recommendations and positions developed by students are [to be] given every reasonable
consideration” by the Board, the President, and the shared-governance committees on which
their representatives serve. Finally, in addition to providing the college with valuable student
input on a broad range of institutional functions, student participation in governance provides
SBVC students an important opportunity to become more engaged in the campus community, to
learn about civic responsibility, and to understand how complex institutions function.

PARTICIPANTS IN SHARED GOVERNANCE
Participatory governance is characterized by inclusiveness, rigorous dialogue, and shared
decision making involving all constituents. Recognized San Bernardino Valley College
constituents include faculty, staff, students, and management.

Faculty
All faculty appointments to college governance bodies are made by the Academic Senate. The
Board or its designees will consult collegially with the Academic Senate with respect to academic
and professional matters as defined by law. Faculty appointments to standing committees and
councils are for two-year terms of service unless otherwise noted in the committee/council
charge and membership; additional terms are subject to Senate approval. Whenever possible,
the Senate will alternate new appointments to ensure continuity on committees and councils.
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Classified Staff
Each shared-governance committee with classified staff representation must have an appointee
from both CSEA and the Classified Senate, though sometimes the two constituencies agree to
appoint a single staff member. As described in the Delineation of Rules and Responsibility
Statement (see Appendix A).

Students
Student members are appointed by the SBVC Associated Student Government (ASG) to serve on
shared district and campus committees, task forces, and advisory bodies. The SBVC Associated
Student Government appoints members at the beginning of each academic year, though due to
attrition or the lack of student volunteers, vacancies may occur. Student appointments are for
one year.

Management
While Title 5 includes managers in staff, it also requires that they be categorized separately from
non-management staff for the purpose of participation in governance. Administrators may either
be appointed to committees by the President or serve ex officio. Depending on the manager’s
committee load, a designee may be assigned. If this is the case, it is important that the
committee members are informed that the designee is serving in lieu of the manager named in
the membership list.

INCLUSIVENESS IN EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE
Introduction
Participatory governance can occur effectively only if there is shared responsibility by all the
constituencies that are impacted by the decision made. To develop a campus climate that
encourages and supports participation in governance, certain facilitative steps must be taken.
These steps may be specific to each of the constituencies, or they may apply to the college
community in general.

Facilitating Effective Faculty Participation
The full participation of faculty is critical to shared governance and is mandated by faculty
contract. The Academic Senate determines the process used for faculty selection of committees
and the number of faculty from each Division that should serve on select collegial consultation
committees. The Academic Senate can facilitate participation by closely communicating with
faculty to determine their strengths, interest, preferences, and the amount of time they have
available for committee participation. For certain committees, the Senate may wish to identify
replacement members before the end of an incumbent’s term to facilitate shadowing and
mentoring before full participation is expected (What is our AS process?-H. Kinde). Faculty in
particular disciplines or divisions may wish to discuss their strategic representation on particular
committees, sharing the workload so that no one person is overburdened. In addition, managers
must ensure that faculty members have the flexibility to engage in their vitally important role in
shared governance.
Faculty vacancies on committees should be reported to the Academic Senate at the earliest
opportunity to ensure a timely replacement.

Facilitating Effective Classified Staff Participation
Classified staff members provide the logistical and technical help that is so crucial to facilitating
both student success and smooth college operations. They often hold jobs that leave them little
flexibility in their schedule. For this reason, manager support for their participation is governance
is vital. Allowing staff members the time for committee service and preparation away from the
workstations, desk, or duties facilitates their participation in governance, and helps committees
by ensuring their access to the valuable experience and fresh perspective that classified
employees bring. Some other steps managers might wish to consider include the following:
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Talk with staff members about their interests, and make suggestions for committee
memberships



Ask staff representatives to report committee activities at division or department
meeting agendas. (These recommendations may or may not facilitate participation and
may have ramification if published and not followed.-H. Kinde)



Encourage staff to read, review, and respond to drafts of important college-wide
documents, such as the Educational Master Plan.

It is important to note that the President has conveyed in a written directive to all managers
his/her expectations that they facilitate participation in college governance activities by classified
staff members under their supervision, to the extent feasible.” (make some of this happen.-C.
Thomas)
Classified staff vacancies on committees should be reported to the Classified Senate or CSEA as
applicable at the earliest opportunity to ensure a timely replacement.

Facilitating Effective Management Participation
Managers often serve on multiple committees, since they are operationally responsible for
carrying out many of the tasks recommended by committees (we need to revive the
Management Association that can help for this purpose. –H. Kinde). In addition, many
committees list managers as ex officio members (to the best of my knowledge, we have no
managers officially listed as ex officio. – H. Kinde). If a scheduling conflict arises for a given
meeting, a management representative may send a designee, but must make it clear to the
committee chair that s/he is doing so. However, if an appointed manager has to send a designee
on more than an occasional basis, it may be appropriate to ask the President to designate
another appointee.
Management vacancies on committees should be reported to the President at the earliest
opportunity to ensure a timely replacement.

Facilitating Effective Student Participation
Student involvement in participatory governance is vital, but it is sometimes difficult to
accomplish. Students have class and work schedules to accommodate, limited knowledge of
governance and their role, and may lack confidence. A student representative may stop
attending committee meetings because of other demands, leaving the students without
representative voice. For these reasons it is important that the committee chair either acts as or
appoints a student mentor. (The responsibilities of the student mentor are listed in a section
below.) (SBVC does not do this but should. – C. Thomas) Chairs can also facilitate students’
participation by asking directly for their input, providing reinforcement for their contributions,
and ensuring that communication with committee members occurs in a student-friendly way.
For instance, students may not have access to Outlook, so it is important that alternate methods
are also used for meeting announcements and other communication. A guide sheet to help
chairs facilitate student participation is provided in Appendix A of this handbook. (Student Life
should edit this section.-H. Kinde)

Student vacancies on committees should be reported to the Director of Student Life at the
earliest opportunity to ensure a timely replacement. (check that this is true.-C. Thomas)

Facilitating Effective Participation by ALL Areas of the College
It is important for employees in all areas of the college—Instruction, Student Services,
Administrative Services, and the President’s Area – to have adequate opportunities to participate
in governance activities. Moreover, all other things being equal, each Area’s committee
participation ought to be roughly at parity with the number of college employees in that area,
although on some committees it makes sense for an area to have a disproportionate number of
representatives (e.g., Instructional representatives on the Curriculum Committee). Assigning
each new member a mentor will promote the effectiveness of the committee and support the
effectiveness and retention of new members. (SBVC does not have a mentor program but should
look into it.-C. Thomas)

Monitoring Participation and Evaluating Effectiveness
An annual census of committee participation by constituency and area is conducted by the
President’s Office. In addition, a committee self-evaluation instrument is completed annually by
each major committee, and the results are compiled in a report by the Office of Institutional
Effectiveness, Research, and Planning (OIERP) (Check for correct name. C. Thomas). Finally,
questions related to governance are included in the annual climate survey, and the results are
analyzed and broadly shared by the OIERP. The SBVC Council monitors participation and
effectiveness of committees, and uses data to improve the governance processes and structure
as needed. (Does the Office of Institutional Effectiveness, Research, and Planning (OIERP) follow
this process?-H. Kinde)

COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES
Members
1. Attendance and active engagement: Attend and participate actively in all meetings if it is
at all possible. If a member must miss a meeting, he or she should let the convener know
ahead of time and must ask another member to share his or her meeting notes and
materials. (something like this should probably come from Academic Senate.)
2. Sharing: Share notes and materials with other members who request them.
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3. Representation: Members should consider themselves fully empowered to act on behalf
of their constituents; only rarely should they have to check with their constituents before
acting, and then only if they feel inadequately informed regarding their constituents’
interests related to the issue at hand.
4. Communication: Communicate frequently with constituents and colleagues, informing
them of progress and soliciting their input at every stage, and then express their issues
and concerns in meeting deliberations. This two-way continuing communication is
crucial to the success of the work and of the implementation process that will follow.
Nothing in the final product should surprise anyone who has taken the trouble to listen
to committee members.
5. Institutional perspective: In deliberations, consider not just what would be good for a
particular constituent group or office or set of associates, but what would be good for the
institution and its students as a whole.
6. Subcommittees
a. Each member of a subcommittee should attend and participate fully in its meetings.
b. Each subcommittee should designate one member as convener/reporter, who
schedules the meetings, keeps records of deliberations and actions, and reports back
in writing to each committee meeting on subcommittee progress.
c. Each subcommittee should meet regularly and productively until its task is
completed.
d. Each subcommittee should feel free to call on other resource people as needed.

Convener/Chair
Typically, management co-chairs are appointed by the college President or responsible Vice
President. Other co-chairs are elected by the Academic Senate or committee. The convener or
chair is responsible for convening the initial meeting and for the following: (Should this section
go in the back under a heading called “Guide to Effective Meetings.” These are good practices
not something that defines our committee structure. –H. Kinde)
1. Convene and chair meetings and keep members informed of the schedule.
2. With input from all committee members, decide on the committee’s ground rules, e.g.
what constitutes quorum, meeting times, conduct, attendance, absence notification
protocol, etc., and ensure that these ground rules are adhered to in subsequent
meetings.

3. If Brown Act rules apply, ensure that they are followed. (As of publication of this
handbook, the only groups at SBVC that are required to abide by the Brown Act are the
Academic Senate and Student Senate. In general, the Brown Act applies only to
committees formed by action of the Board of Trustees.) (This needs to be checked for
accuracy.-C. Thomas)
4. Review the charge, operational rules, processes and procedures, and logistics of the
committee to ensure shared understanding.
5. Maintain a written record of the results of each committee meeting and make it available
to all members, other planning committee conveners, the President, and the campus
community.
6. Develop information and materials and distribute them to members as needed.
7. Facilitate progress by keeping the committee on task, and ensuring that everyone gets
the chance to be heard.
8. Provide clerical and logistical support, including duplicating, mail, etc.
9. Present reports on committee progress to interested groups as appropriate.
10. Assign a faculty, staff, or management member to mentor any student member(s).
(Probably a good idea. I don’t believe we do this well.-H. Kinde) (If SBVC chooses to do
this. C. Thomas)
11. Notify the appropriate constituency group when a vacancy occurs.

Student Mentor
The Student Mentor is the committee chair or a member who is designated to work closely with
each student member to ensure that s/he has the opportunity to learn about shared
governance. Responsibilities of the mentor include the following: (SBVC doesn’t do this, but
should seriously consider doing to ensure full participation from students. –C. Thomas)
1. Explain the expectations of Committee membership.
2. Explain the committee’s “charge” and role in decision-making.
3. Explain the committee structure.
4. Share mentor contact information and preferred method of communication.
5. Invite the student to subcommittee meetings (if applicable and feasible).
6. Review and discuss the committee’s actions after each meeting.
7. Give the student responsibilities (e.g., to lead a breakout group, or to act as scribe in a
discussion).
8. Model positive communication and social skills.
9. Check in with the student regularly, encouraging questions.
10. Establish goals for the student’s participation.
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11. Listen carefully, noticing the student’s comfort level with participation.
12. Contact the student who stops attending. In the event that a student misses a meeting
or scheduled appointment, the mentor should try sending them a quick “I’m concerned
about you” email and copying the Director of Student Life.
A complete list of mentoring tips is provided in Appendix B of this handbook.

OPERATIONAL RULES
Quorum
The term “quorum” refers to the minimum percentage or number of members of a committee
who must be present before the members can conduct valid business. While a quorum for
legislative bodies is a majority of the members, for voluntary associations it can be less than a
majority. Many committees set quorum as those present, to ensure that the work of the
committee proceeds regardless of how many show up. Committees should decide what their
quorum will be at the first meeting of the academic year, and should revisit the ground rule
annually.

Open vs. Closed Meetings
Any individual may attend and fully participate in meetings designated as open. The vast
majority of committee meetings at SBVC are open. However, some committees review and
discuss confidential information as part of their charge, and meetings of these groups may be
designated as closed. An example is the Tenure Review Committee. Nonmembers of such a
committee may not attend unless the committee invites them.

Committee Decision Models
Committees may choose to use one of the common decision models described below. There are
advantages and disadvantages to each model. Consensus is the preferred model at SBVC (Need
to look at SBVC. Most committees served on here have had a majority vote preference. H. Kinde)
for shared-governance committees, because it tends to produce results with the widest buy-in
across constituency groups, but developing consensus often takes considerable time. Majority
vote yields a clear-cut decision relatively quickly, but may obscure the opinions and viewpoints of
dissenting members. A mixed model allows committees to adopt majority rule for some
decisions and consensus for others, but the situations to which each model applies must be
carefully defined and the rules must be applied consistently. Committees should choose which
decision model they will use at the beginning of the year and should discuss it annually.

Committees may find it helpful to adopt ground rules that expedite dialogue, regardless of the
model chosen. Examples of some typical ground rules are listed below:
The group has a shared and mutually agreed-upon charge, mission, or purpose.
The group values civil, respectful, and honest communication.
Opinions are backed up whenever feasible by high-quality information and relevant
evidence.
Creativity is encouraged.
Opposing viewpoints are equally valuable. Disagreements are framed as expressions of
different perspectives or positions that must be considered.
All viewpoints are carefully examined.

Majority Vote: Majority vote is a decision rule that selects an alternative that has the support of
a majority, that is, more than half the votes. If there are more than two choices on which to vote,
a committee can elect instead to use plurality, a decision rule that selects the option with the
most votes.
Consensus: Consensus is a way to use discourse to arrive at a shared understanding and a
mutually agreeable path of action for the greater good. A formal process of achieving consensus
ideally requires serious treatment of the considered opinions of all members. Attention should
be given to dissenting opinions, so that issues can be fully examined. Consensus does not mean
unanimity, however: Dissent on minor points, or even mild dissent on a major point, is to be
expected. As long as all representatives have had a chance to speak their minds, a few
dissenting opinions should not keep the group from finding a solution acceptable enough to all
for the committee to move forward. (Roberts Rules of Order?-C. Thomas)
Example of One Method for Generating Consensus
1. Clarify the problem or question being addressed.
2. Determine the essential criteria for a good solution (e.g., organization, cost, scale, scope,
and acceptance). Ensure that all members understand and buy into the essential criteria.
3. Brainstorm a range of alternative solutions.
a. Do not evaluate the alternatives during brainstorming.
b. Record all alternatives in a comprehensive list that can be seen by everyone.
4. Take a straw poll to check for the possibility of early agreement. If there is only a little
disagreement, determine and if possible resolve the reasons for the disagreement.
5. Evaluate alternatives according to the essential criteria.
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a. If any alternatives require further research, carry out that research.
b. Rule out any alternatives that fail to meet the criteria or are rejected by the
committee after reflection.
6. Make a decision, which might involve combining or modifying the remaining
alternatives to elicit the support of as many committee members as possible.
Mixed Model: Committees may find that a mixed model for decision-making, in which consensus
applies in certain prescribed situations and majority rule applies in others, works best for them.
It is important that committees make a careful, proactive decision on which decision model is to
be used for which situations, that those situations are mutually exclusive, and that the rule is
thereafter applied consistently. For instance, the Scholastic Standards Committee (Do we have
this committee? C. Thomas) may agree to consensus for most committee decisions, but majority
vote for readmissions.
Note that using majority vote as a failsafe method to resolve a lack of consensus is not an
appropriate application of the mixed model. Most of the time, such an approach merely serves
to undermine members’ confidence in the collaborative decision-making process.

Meeting Notifications
Agendas for all meetings must be available to all members no later than the day prior to the
meeting (unless the Brown Act, which requires earlier posting, applies to the committee) (most
of our committees distribute agendas at the meeting, this will require buy in if we modify. H.
Kinde). Meeting announcements can be posted on the committee website, and committee
members may be notified via email, Outlook announcement, or other mutually agreed-upon
method.

Minutes or Summaries
Whether or not a specific group is governed by the Brown Act, college governance committee
deliberations, votes, and decisions, as well as the method used to arrive at them, should be
public. In the interests of transparency and shared understanding, all college governance
councils and committees will record and post written committee minutes. Committees may post
minutes on the “Committees” webpage of the college website under the appropriate committee
name.

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
The charts on the follow pages describe the reporting structures for all committees and
departments in the college. Constituency groups represented on the college’s various
committees and councils provide input through clearly defined channels. As a result of broadly
shared input, the implementation of our decisions is more effective, and the campus community
develops a shared sense of mission and purpose. It is important to note that individuals and
groups who are not committee members may also be heard in any committee by requesting
permission to speak, thus broadening the opportunities for dialogue across the campus
governance structure.
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(Collegial Consultation Flow Chart revised 9/9/13)

San Bernardino Valley College Collegial Governance
MISSION STATEMENT
San Bernardino Valley College provides quality education and services that support a diverse
community of learners.
EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
We believe:
That a well-educated populace is essential to the general welfare of the community.
That quality education empowers the student to think critically, to communicate clearly,
and to grow personally and professionally.
That an enriched learning environment promotes creativity, self-expression, and the
development of critical thinking skills.
That our strength as an institution is enhanced by the cultural of our student population
and staff.
That we must provide students with access to the resources, services, and technological
tools that will enable them to achieve their educational goals.
That we can measure our success by the degree to which our students become selfsufficient learners and contributing members of society.
That plans and decisions must be data driven, and based on an informed consideration of
what will best serve students and the community.
That we must model our commitment to lifelong learning by maintaining currency in our
professions and subject disciplines.
That as part of the collegial consultation process, all levels of the college organization
must openly engage in sharing ideas and suggestions to develop innovative ways to
improve our programs and services.
That interaction between all members of the college community must be marked by
professionalism, intellectual openness, and mutual respect.
That we must hold ourselves and our students to the highest ethical and intellectual
standards.
That we must maintain a current, meaningful and challenging curriculum.
That students succeed best when following and educational plan and when enrolled in
classes that meet their interest and goals, and match their level of academic
preparedness.
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That all members of our campus community are entitled to learn and work in an
environment that is free from physical, verbal, sexual, and/or emotional threat or
harassment.
That students learn best on a campus that is student-centered and aesthetically pleasing.
That we must be responsible stewards of campus resources.
VISION STATEMENT
San Bernardino Valley College will become the college of choice for students in the Inland Empire
and will be regarded as the “alma mater” of successful, lifelong learners. We will build our
reputation on the quality of our programs and services and on the safety, comfort, and beauty of
our campus. We will hold both our students and ourselves to high standards of achievement and
will expect all members of the college community to function as informed, responsible, and
active members of society. (Revised 1-25-06)
GOVERNANCE PHILOSOPHY
San Bernardino Valley College is committed to the idea of Collegial Consultation as assured in
AB1725. We acknowledge the rights and responsibilities accorded to all parties within the
District to participate effectively in District consultation and support the establishment of
procedures whereby faculty, staff, and students are ensured of appropriate consultation on
matters affecting them.
We believe that groups of individuals working together to pool their knowledge, experience, and
perspectives are an integral part of the decision making process at Valley College, and that the
development of policies and procedures for college governance benefits greatly by involving
those with appropriate expertise and those who will be most affected by those policies and
procedures.

COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP AND CHARGE
COLLEGE COUNCIL
Charge
The College Council has three primary functions: planning, issue management, and
communication.
The college planning function includes the college Educational Master Plan (EMP), thereby
developing the college’s Education Strategic Plan, the EMP includes the Program Review annual
needs prioritization, Technology Plan, Five Year Construction & Facilities Plan, Enrollment
Management Plan, Basic Skills Plan, and Professional Development Plan. College Council reviews
each of the plans and analyzes each for budget impact and provides recommendations to the
President.
The issue management function takes place as campus issues are presented to the College
Council and referred to the appropriate committee for review, consideration, and
recommendation to the President.
The communication function is served by the College Council as the central communication
venue for college governance issues including budget, in that all constituent groups are
represented and are responsible for reporting and disseminating of information to their
appointing body.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the President, College Vice Presidents, the President of the
Academic Senate, the Classified Senate President, the President of the Associated Students or
designee, the CSEA President of CSEA or designee, the Director of Research, and the chairs of the
following committees: Enrollment Management & Student Equity, Accreditation, Curriculum,
Facilities and Safety, Matriculation, Professional Development, Program Review, and Technology.
The President serves as chair of the College Council unless otherwise agreed upon, at which
point a faculty member and a manager will serve as co-chairs.
College Council Standing Committees
The standing committees of College Council are appointed annually and have representatives
from each of the constituent groups: faculty, staff, students, and managers. Each committee will
be co-chaired by on non-manager (faculty or staff) and one manager (that assists with clerical
support, copying, and dissemination of materials as needed).
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Should representation not occur in any group, the President will confer with the appropriate
representative/President/designee to determine the best alternative to secure appropriate
representation and participation from the absent group.
Meetings: Unless otherwise noted, standing committees are not held during the summer.
COLLEGIAL CONSULTATION COMMITTEES
ACCREDITATION AND STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES COMMITTEE
Description
The Accreditation and Student Learning Outcomes Committee serves two functions on campus;
overseeing the research and creation of the accreditation self-study, develop, implement, and
monitor learning outcomes processes.
The Accreditation Self-Study is a collegial process. Traditionally, a team comprised of staff,
faculty, administrators and students (as available) is assigned to each substandard. The teams
research appropriate information about the sub-standard and compose a draft. A single writer
or, a team of writers, finalize and edit the self-study final draft. The campus at large is given
many opportunities to participate in the self-study process including, but not limited to,
presentations at committee meetings, study sessions, open forums, and all campus activities
such as flex day and opening day. The first and second drafts are emailed to the entire campus
for feedback. The final draft is also emailed to the campus.
Outcomes Processes overseen by the committee include Student Learning Outcome and
Program Learning Outcomes for instructional programs, Student Area Outcomes for Student
Services and Administrative Services, and Institutional Core Competencies. All courses are
mapped to the Core Competencies, and courses are mapped to Program Learning Outcomes as
appropriate. At this time (Spring 2014) assessment data for SLOs are gathered for every course,
every section, every semester. SLOs, SAOs and PLOs are evaluated a minimum of once every
three years. A Core Competency evaluation was conducted in Fall 2015. Further information
about outcomes processes can be located at the Vice President of Instruction or the
Accreditation and SLO Committee’s websites.

Charge
The Accreditation and Student Learning Outcomes Committee prepares the self-study, prepares
for the accreditation team site visit, follows up on implementation of accreditation
recommendations, performs assessments as needed, and prepares any follow-up reports or
documentation. The committee monitors the development and assessment process for student
learning outcomes in courses, programs, and general education requirements. The committee
generates and regularly reviews guidelines and best practices for all aspects of the student
learning process.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Accreditation Liaison Officer, at least one faculty member from
each division and other interested faculty, administrators, staff and students.
Integration with Campus
The faculty co-chair participates in shared governance as a member of College Council.
Additionally the faculty co-chair is a member of the Academic Senate Executive Committee and
has a standing report to the Academic Senate. The co-chair works closely with the Office of
Research, Planning, and Instructional Effectiveness, Program Review, Curriculum, and Budget
Committees to ensure that SLO process are integrated with other campus processes.
Evaluation, Communication and Dialogue
The Accreditation and Student Learning Outcomes Committee communicates with the campus
and facilitates dialogue in a wide variety of ways including reports to the Academic Senate and
College Council, e-mail, study groups, forums, campus presentations, professional development
workshops, and newsletters.
The Committee is evaluated by the committee member survey, campus climate survey, and
feedback. The Committee plans to devote Spring 2015 to campus-wide conversations on
Outcomes Processes in order to evaluate and rewrite Core Competencies, and to create a
sustainable SLO process that benefits student learning.
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Charge
Under AB1725 the Academic Senate has the responsibility to make recommendations with
respect to academic and professional matters. Curriculum is an academic matter and, therefore,
the Curriculum Committee is authorized by the Academic Senate to make recommendations
about the curriculum of the college, including approval of new courses, deletion of existing
courses, proposed changes in courses, periodic review of course outlines, approval of proposed
programs, deletion of programs, review of degree and certificate requirements, approval of
prerequisites and co-requisites, and assessment of curriculum as needed.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Instruction (or designee) and one other
manager, a Curriculum Chair or Co-Chairs appointed by the Academic Senate, the Articulation
Officer, faculty members from each division as recommended by the Academic Senate, two
students, and two Instruction Office staff members (Administratice Curriculum Coordinator and
Schedule/Catalog Data Specialist) appointed by the Vice President of Instruction (in collaboration
with CSEA) to serve as a resource to the committee.
ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT AND STUDENT EQUITY COMMITTEE
Charge
The Enrollment Management and Student Equity Committee serves in an advisory capacity to
the President’s Cabinet regarding enrollment. The committee is responsible for reviewing
internal and external assessment trend data as it applies to enrollment planning, researching and
reviewing successful models of recruitment and retention programs, projecting enrollment
growth/decline, projecting academic and student support service needs based on enrollment
trends. The committee makes recommendations regarding recruitment and retention strategies,
in the annual updating of the Enrollment Management Plan. The committee reviews and
regularly updates the Student Equity Plan. Both plans are forwarded to College Council for
review.

Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services or designee, Dean of
Counseling and Matriculation, two Deans from Instruction, Dean of Research, Planning and
Institutional Effectiveness, Directors of Financial Aid, Director of Admissions & Records, and
Director of Marketing and Public Relations, Student Success Services and Programs Coordinator,
and other interested faculty, administrators, staff and students.
FACILITIES & SAFETY COMMITTEE
Charge
The Facilities & Safety Committee serves as an advisory committee to college services and
operations including: facilities, campus appearance, emergency preparedness, sustainability
practices, and campus safety training. Additionally, the committee reviews and submits the
Facilities & Capital Outlay Plan to College Council.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Administrative Services, Director of
Maintenance and Operations, District Police Supervisor, Dean of Student Development, DSPS
Coordinator, two students and other interested administrators, faculty, staff, and students.
STUDENT SUCCESS COMMITTEE (website needs to updated)
Charge
The Student Success Committee is authorized by the Academic Senate to annually review and
update the College’s Student Success Plan, propose the budget for categorical matriculation
funds, provide advice on policies, procedures, and implementation of matriculation components
including admission, orientation assessment, counseling, prerequisites, follow-up, training, and
research.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services, Dean of Counseling and
Matriculation, Dean of Research, Planning and Institutional Effectiveness, Director of Admissions
and Records, Director of Financial Aid, Student Success Services and Programs Coordinator, one
representative from English, Reading, and Math, and other interested administrators, faculty,
staff and students.
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PROGRAM REVIEW COMMITTEE
Description
The Program Review Committee operates under the authority of and reports to the Academic
Senate in accordance with Academic Senate By-laws (333) and District Administrative Procedure
2225.
Charge
For regular programmatic assessment on campus, the Program Review Committee examines and
evaluates the resource needs and effectiveness of all instructional and service areas. These
review processes occur on one-, two-, and four- year cycles as determined by the District,
College, and other regulatory agencies. Program review is conducted by authorization of the
SBVC Academic Senate. The purpose of Program Review is to:
Provide a full examination of how effectively programs and services are meeting
departmental, divisional, and institutional goals
Aid in short-range planning and decision-making
Improve performance, services, and programs
Contribute to long-range planning
Contribute information and recommendations to other college processes, as appropriate
Serve as the campus’ conduit for decision-making by forwarding information to
appropriate committees
Membership
Membership is comprised of at least 3 Vice Presidents or their designees, as appointed by the
President, 10% faculty representation by Division, at least 3 classified staff members as
appointed by Classified Senate/CSEA, and one student.
Integration with Campus
The faculty co-chair of Program Review is a voting member of College Council and a member of
the executive committee of the Academic Senate.
Program Review integrates many campus planning documents and essential campus processes
by including self-evaluation of how program meet the campus mission, strategic initiatives,
curriculum and SLO processes into the program efficacy and needs assessment processes.

Program review enhances student learning by ensuring that resource requests are aligned with
program quality.
Evaluation, Communication and Dialogue
Program Review assigns committee members to work directly with programs under going
program efficacy and conducts workshops for program efficacy and needs assessment. Once
efficacy and needs assessment documents are submitted the committee engages in evaluative
dialogue based on the reports submitted and the rubrics created by the committee. The
committee provides a written response to all program efficacy documents.
Program Review forms and rubrics are distributed via e-mail and announced in College Council
and Academic Senate. Needs Assessment results and Program Efficacy documents are available
on the Program Review committee website. Committee members are expected to report
committee activity to their constituent groups.
At the end of the academic year the committee evaluates itself by surveying all programs who
participated in the efficacy process. The committee will use the results of the committee
member survey to further evaluate committee processes.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Description
The Professional Development Committee operates under the authority of and reports to the
Academic Senate in accordance with Academic Senate By-laws (333) and District Administrative
Procedure 2225.
Charge
The Professional Development Committee serves as an advisory committee for the college
professional development programs, and as a resource for training needs across campus. The
committee prepares and implements the state required three-year Professional Development
Plan, and reviews it annually to assure that campus goals and objectives are being met. The
committee allocates staff development funds based on criteria in the plan. Additionally the
committee is responsible for planning, programming and communication of campus professional
development programs. The faculty member on the committee serve as the campus sabbatical
leave committee and make recommendations to the college president for proposed leave
recipients. The faculty members also serve as the campus flex committee.
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Membership
Membership is comprised of one manager (designated by the President), Professional
Development Coordinator, a representative of the technology committee, and interested faculty,
administrators, and staff.
Integration with Campus
The faculty chair of Professional Development is a voting member of College Council, and serves
on several other committees on campus. The Professional Development committee sets aside
time at the end of each academic year to plan for the following spring and fall semesters based
on feedback from the annual professional development survey, and event / workshop feedback
received throughout the year. Professional Development is committed to providing faculty and
staff with the resources they need to deliver quality education to San Bernardino Valley College’s
diverse student population.
Evaluation, Communication and Dialogue
Professional Development conducts an annual campus-wide survey at the end of each academic
year to evaluate the workshops, events and other resources throughout the year. The survey
also aims to gather suggestions for future events and gauge campus interest and engagement in
professional development activities. The survey results are evaluated by committee members
during an annual planning retreat. The committee members also report results to other campus
constituency groups they are involved in. The Professional Development Department
communicates new workshops and resources to the campus, and integrates campus feedback
and suggestions into the planning and execution of new activities.
TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
Charge
The Technology Committee develops the Technology Plan for SBVC and submits it to the SBVC
College Council. The Plan recommends methods to assess, purchase, install, and encourage use
of new technology; technology funding priorities; and strategies for redistributing current
resources. It sets standards and guidelines for the minimum specifications for new technology,
for maintaining the current technology in new construction, and to maximize use of District
network resources and instructional learning resources. Accessibility to technology will be
considered when developing goals, methods, recommendations, guidelines, and standards. In
addition, members serve as campus representatives on District Technology Committees.

Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice Presidents of Instruction, Administrative Services, and
Student Services or their designees; a representative from the Audio Department; a
representative from District Computing Services, representative(s) from the college Network
Specialist and all other interested faculty and staff in the campus community.
BUDGET COMMITTEE (Need to add webpage to website)
Charge
The Budget Committee serves in an advisory capacity to College Council in all aspects of budget
development and management to protect the financial wellbeing of the college and to operate
successfully within our budget. The Budget Committee makes data-driven recommendations
that align resource allocations with resource planning, utilizing the college mission, institutional
planning documents, and program review recommendations.
The Budget Committee serves in all three areas of the College Council’s primary functions
including: planning, issue management, and communication. Specifically, the Budget Committee
develops annual budget assumptions, recommends reserve and contingency funds, identifies
discretionary monies, and reviews and develops strategies for funding campus priorities. The
Budget Committee reviews and makes recommendations for resolution of emerging budget
issues and creates processes for better budget development and management. Throughout the
year, the Budget Committee articulates and clarifies the budget development and management
process for the campus community, including training, promoting budget awareness, and
maintaining the transparency of budget decisions.
Membership
The Budget Committee membership totals eight, including the Vice President of Administrative
Services (chair) representing management, and seven appointed members representing faculty,
classified staff, Associated Student Government, and four members outside of College Council as
appointed by and representing each of the constituencies
ADDITIONAL COMMITTEES
A number of committees exist that have a specific purpose or function, but are not part of the
formal collegial consultation process within College Council. These include:
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
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PROGRAM FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF LEADERSHIP OF MANAGERS (PALM)
Reporting to the President, Valley College managers (directors, deans, vice presidents) meet as
needed with the President to review and discuss items as submitted to the College Council and
to study leadership theory and practices.

PRESIDENT’S CABINET
The President meets weekly in a staff meeting with the Vice Presidents to discuss operations and
logistics.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Charge
The Scholarships Committee reviews applications for scholarships and makes awards according
to guidelines.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Foundation Director, and interested administrators, faculty, and
classified staff.
ANNUAL AWARDS COMMITTEE
Charge
The Annual Awards Committee plans and implements the Annual Spotlighting Our Success
Faculty & Staff Awards Celebration event each spring. This event recognizes outstanding
employees and retirees from all areas of the campus. The committee organizes a campus-wide
nomination and voting process that leads to organizing and coordinating all logistics related to
the awards ceremony event. The committee chair is the Director of Marketing & Public Relations
with guidance from the Office of the President.
Membership
Membership is comprised of at least one member from classified, faculty, management, Faculty
Association and other interested individuals.
ARTS, LECTURES, AND DIVERSITY

Charge
The Arts, Lectures, and Diversity Committee plans and promotes a series of lectures and cultural
events designed to celebrate our diversity and enrich the instructional environment of the
college.
Membership
Membership includes the Vice Presidents of Instruction and Student Services or designees, Dean
of Humanities, and interested administrators, faculty, classified staff and students.
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
INSTRUCTIONAL CABINET
Charge
The Instructional Cabinet reviews instructions related issues and concerns and advises the Vice
President of Instruction.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Instruction and the deans reporting to the
Vice President of Instruction.
TENURE REVIEW COMMITTEE
Charge
The Tenure Review Committee meets in January to review the four evaluations of each faculty
member being considered for tenure. If all four evaluations of a faculty member are fully
satisfactory, the Tenure Review Committee shall recommend that individual to the President for
tenure. If the Tenure Review Committee has any doubts about a faculty member’s overall
performance, the committee shall, in consultation with the faculty member’s supervisor, set up a
new evaluation of him/her, to be conducted according to the evaluation procedure already in
place in the District.
If the committee wants to use tenure procedures or materials as part of this evaluation, it can do
so only with the consent of the affected faculty member. The two faculty members on the
Tenure Review Committee who were appointed by the Senate and the bargaining unit shall serve
as the peer evaluators for this evaluation. At the conclusion of this evaluation, the Tenure
Review Committee shall meet and decide on a recommendation to the President of tenure or
dismissal for the faculty member in question. All recommendations regarding fourth-year faculty
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members shall be submitted to the President by February 15. If the President and the committee
disagree, they shall meet with the District Chancellor to present their differing points of view.
The Chancellor shall have final authority to make a recommendation to the Board of Trustees
(this charge and membership quoted directly from the current AGREEMENT between the SBCCD
and the SBCCD Chapter CTA/NEA).
Per the provisions of the CTA contract, the Tenure Review committee is also involved in
providing remediation assistance to those faculty whose evaluations are less than satisfactory.
Membership
The College President appoints a tenured faculty member as the Tenure Review Coordinator
who chairs the committee and the appropriate Vice Presidents or designees. The President of
the Academic Senate and the college representative of the collective bargaining unit each
appoint one tenured faculty member to serve on the Tenure Review Committee.
ONLINE COMMITTEE
Charge
The Online Committee advises the Vice President of Instruction regarding issues related to online
learning at the college. In addition, the committee assists discipline faculty in the preparation of
distance education requests to the Curriculum Committee. The committee serves as a conduit of
Information among faculty, administration, and students by providing technological vision for
issues related to online learning.

Memberships
Membership is comprised of interested faculty, administrators, staff, and students.
HONORS
Charge
The Honors Committee serves as an advisory committee to the Vice President of Instruction
relative to the college’s Honors Program including the admission of students into the program,
assessment of program effectiveness, the schedule rotation of honors courses, proposals for
new honors courses , and the evaluation of existing honors courses.

Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Instruction or designee, the Honors
Coordinator, Honors Counselor, and interested administrators and faculty.
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Charge
This Workforce Development Committee reviews recommendations from the Career and
Technical Education (CTE) advisory committees. The committee participates in the Perkins Grant
allocation process and makes recommendations to the Perkins Grant administrator.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Perkins Grant Administrator and includes representation from
vocational certificates and degree areas as well as other interested administrators, faculty,
classified staff, and students.
BASIC SKILLS COMMITTEE
Charge
The Basic Skills Committee creates the planning documents, oversees the implementation of the
campus basic skills plan, and prepares the college’s basic skills report.

Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Instruction, at least one faculty member from
counseling, english, mathematics, and reading, and other interested faculty, administrators,
staff, and students.
STUDENT SERVICES
CAMPUS LIFE AND COMMENCEMENT
Charge
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This Campus Life and Commencement Committee monitors and serves as the primary clearing
house for student activities on the campus, including commencement. The committee develops
a campus-wide master calendar in coordination with the Director of Marketing.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services, Director of Student Life,
Student Activities Coordinator, ASG President, Student Success Services and Programs
Coordinator, Director of Marketing and Public Relations, and interested administrators, faculty,
classified staff, and students.
DISABLED STUDENT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES (DSPS) ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Charge
This Disabled Student Programs and Services (DSPS) Advisory Committee serves as an advisory
committee to the Director of DSPS relative to the needs of students with disabilities.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Coordinator of Student Success Services and Programs,
Coordinator of Disabled Student Services, Coordinator of Health Services, and interested faculty,
staff, and students.
STUDENT POLICIES & SCHOLASTIC STANDARDS
Charge
The Student Policies and Scholastic Standards Committee serves as an advisory committee for
the development and implementation of academic policies such as but not limited to petitions
related to admissions, probation, disqualification, and graduation requirements.

Membership
The membership is comprised of the Director of Admissions & Records, interested faculty, a
classified staff member from the Admissions and Records office, and one student.
STUDENT SERVICES CABINET
Charge

The Student Services Cabinet reviews Student Service related issues and concerns in an advisory
capacity to the Vice President of Student Services.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services, Dean of Counseling and
Matriculation, Veteran’s Administrator, Director of Financial Aid, Director of Library and Learning
Services, Director of Student Life, Director of Admissions and Records, Director of EOP&S,
Occupational Advancement Supervisor, Coordinator of Student Health Center, and Coordinator
of DSP&S.
STUDENT SERVICES COUNCIL
Charge
The Student Services Council meets monthly to discuss and review campus issues particularly
applicable to student success.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services and the Student Services
leadership team.
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES CABINET
Charge
Reporting to the Vice President of Administrative Services, the Administrative Services Cabinet
meets on a periodic basis to discuss and review campus related issues and advise the Vice
President of Administrative Services.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Administrative Services and the Administrative
Services Supervisors.
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Governance Communication

AD HOC Committees/Task Forces
An ad hoc committee or task force is a temporary group representative of all campus
constituencies. Ad hoc committees or task forces are created for a one-time purpose (e.g., to
correct an issue of non-compliance with regulation, as in the General Education Task Force
established in 2003) or to focus on specific subject or emerging trend impacting community
colleges. These groups are created with a deadline by which they must complete their work,
after which they dissolve. Ad hoc committees or task forces are charged at the discretion of the
College President. Recommendations to establish an ad hoc committee or task force can be
made to the College President by any shared governance structure or concerned member of the
SBVC community. According to board policy, “ad hoc committees will be used rarely and only for
specific tasks of short duration which do not overlap with other committees.” For a list of
current ad hoc committee or task forces, please contact the President’s Office.

Bargaining Units
SAN BERNARDINO COMMUNITY COLLEGE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION (SBCCTA)
Charge
The San Bernardino Community College District Teachers Association (SBCCTA is the exclusive
bargaining unit for full and part-time faculty employees at the San Bernardino Community
College District. SBCCTA represents members of the District faculty in their relations with their
employer, and is the exclusive representative of the faculty in all matters relating to employment
conditions and employer-employee relations including, but not limited to, wages, hours, and
other terms and conditions of employment.
Membership
All faculty are eligible for membership in SBCCTA. Members who pay association dues are active
members eligible to vote in all elections, hold elective office or appoint positions, receive special
services, obtain assistance in the protection of professional and civil rights, and receive reports
and publications of the Association. Non-members are assessed an agency fee and are not
entitled to active member benefits.
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CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION (CSEA)
Charge
The California State Employees Association (CSEA), local 291 is the exclusive bargaining unit for
classified staff employed at the San Bernardino Community College District. CSEA represents
members of the District classified staff in their relations with their employer, and is the exclusive
representative of the classified staff in all matters relating to employment conditions and
employer-employee relations including, but not limited to, wages, hours, and other terms and
conditions of employment. In accordance with California Education Code, Section 70901.2, CSEA
has the right to appoint classified staff to any college or district task force, committee, or other
governance groups.
Membership
All classified staff members are members of CSEA.

Appendices
Appendix A:
Delineation of Roles and Responsibility Statement
San Bernardino Community College District
California School Employees Association Chapter #291
and
San Bernardino Community College District
Classified Senates
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this document is to clarify the different roles that CSEA, Chapter #291 and the San
Bernardino Community College District Classified Senates fulfill in representing all San Bernardino
Community College District classified employees, each has a distinct purpose with differing objectives.
Pursuing the objectives of one organization within the framework of the other can be redundant or
even counterproductive, diluting the overall effectiveness of the organization in serving classified
employee interests. By clearly understanding each organization’s purpose, we ensure that classified
employees have opportunities for input into the collegial consultation process while at the same time
are assured that classified bargaining rights are protected.
This document is an agreement between the San Bernardino Community College District Classified
Senates and CSEA, Chapter #291 of the roles and responsibilities herein.

Statement of Purpose
San Bernardino Community College District Classified Senates
The San Bernardino Community College District Classified Senates promote the interests of all
district-wide classified employees in accordance with AB 1725 mandates.
The purpose of this organization is to provide a vehicle by which the classified employee is able to
fully participate in the process of achieving the goals and mission of the colleges and promoting a
successful learning environment for students. It shall be the function of the Classified Senates to
participate in the governance of San Bernardino Community College District on a consultative level:
to actively collect, evaluate and disseminate information for the classified employee; and to represent
those interests in non-bargaining unit (CSEA) issues on any collegial consultation committee. The
classified senate shall also promote professional and personal development for all classified
employees through Professional Development workshops and activities, webinars and conferences.
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Statement of Purpose
Exclusive Bargaining Representative – San Bernardino Community College CSEA Chapter #291
The California School Employees Association, San Bernardino Community College Chapter #291,
hereafter referred to as “The Association”, shall be recognized as the “exclusive” representative for
the classified employees within its bargaining unit. The Association expresses the viewpoint of the
classified bargaining unit to the college administration and Governing Board in matters regarding
Collective Bargaining.
The rights and responsibilities of the Association derive from the Public Employees Relations Act (SB
160, Rodda), and the interpretations of this Act by the Public Employees Relations Board, by the
collective Bargaining Agreement, Past Practice, and other applicable laws. The association’s scope of
representation shall include all matters dealing with the collective bargaining process, wages, hours
of employment, workload, terms and conditions of employment, classified service on all hiring
committees and all areas covered in San Bernardino Community College Chapter #291 Collective
Bargaining Agreement for Classified Employees.

Delineation of Roles and Responsibilities
Classified Senate

CSEA Chapter #291

Automatic for all permanent classified and
confidential employees– Title V/AB1725

Bargaining unit members only. This is all
regular classified employee unit members
whether full or part-time employees.

None.

Mandatory monthly dues.

Voluntary. Open to ALL permanent
classified and confidential employees.

Open to bargaining unit classified members
only.

All permanent classified and confidential
employees.

Chapter dues paying members only.

Role

The Classified Senate is a professional
organization promoting the interests of all
categories of classified employees. The
Senate supports, facilitates implementation
and promotes awareness of the collegial
consultation process.

CSEA Chapter#291 is the exclusive
bargaining representative for the San
Bernardino Community College District’s
classified employees.

Purpose

To focus on issues related to the Collegial
Consultation process and to ensure
representation on Collegial Consultation
committees, projects and issues.

To focus on collective bargaining issues such
as wages, benefits, hours of employment,
workload, terms and conditions of
employment.

Examples of Items
to Fall Under Each
Organization
(not all
responsibilities
are listed)

 Participation in the collegial
consultation process on campus and the
district.
 Providing a body representing the
needs, concerns, and viewpoints of all
the classified employees on issues other

 Wages, including salary schedule and
placement, promotions, seniority, layoff
and reemployment rights, initial
classification and reclassification.
 Hours of employment.
 Health and welfare benefits, including

Membership
Dues
Participation
Voting









Joint
Responsibilities

than working conditions.
holidays and vacations.

Leaves, transfers, and reassignment
Providing a centralized means of
policies.
communication between ALL classified
 Safety conditions of employment,
employees and the rest of the college
including district-initiated disability leaves.
community.
 Procedures to be used for the evaluation
Appointment of classified employees to
of classified employees.
college and district collegial
 Procedures for processing grievances and
consultation committees.
disciplinary actions.
Providing an opportunity for classified
 Promotes the well-being and rights of
member classified employees by:
employees to enhance the democratic
- Participating on collective
process of collegial consultation.
bargaining related standing
Promoting the interests of the classified
committees
employees in the development and
- Represents classified employee unit
formulation of policy and practice
members on all working conditions
related but not limited to the following:
- Serving as a communication link
within its membership and to the
- Providing personal and
district on bargaining issues
professional development
Selecting representatives from its
opportunities
membership to serve on collegial
- Developing leadership within the
consultation and district committees
classified community
as appropriate.
- Preserving and advancing
- Communicating union rights and
responsibilities with its members.
intercollegiate relationships and
involvement, creating a sense of
unity
- Providing a professional
classified presence and visibility
on campus and in the district.
- Advocating the value and
contributions Classified Employees
provide to student success and
learning
- Providing recommendations and
views on matters affecting
classified employees and the
conduct, welfare, and growth of
the college.
 Each collegial consultation committee with classified employee representation
must have an appointee from both CSEA and the Classified Senate, though
sometimes the two constituencies agree to appoint a single classified member.
 The presidents of each organization will meet regularly to discuss issues and
maintain a relationship in order to best serve the classified employees.

This document is for informational purposes and is intended to clarify the roles and responsibilities of
the Classified Senates and CSEA within the San Bernardino Community College District.
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San Bernardino Valley College
Classified Senate

CSEA, CHAPTER #291

Cassandra Thomas, President

Colleen Gamboa, President

Date

Date

Crafton Hills College
Classified Senate

Michelle Tinoco, President
Date

Appendix B: Mentoring Guidelines for Maintaining Student Leader
Participation on College Committees
1. Assign a Faculty/Staff/Administrator to mentor the student.
Being the only student on a committee full of faculty, classified staff and/or college
administrators can be pretty intimidating. By assigning mentors to all students for their
committee experience, you’ll not only provide a trusted guide for them to go to
throughout their time on the committee and increase their chances of building positive
relationships with the group, you’ll also ensure that the students will have a clear
understanding of the decisions in which they are participating.
2. Explain expectations of Committee membership.
Student schedules can be very busy, so if there’s a way for them to know what’s expected
of them as committee members ahead of time, they are more likely to make realistic
assessments about whether or not they can meet those expectations. Things like dates,
times, locations, duration of the commitment (i.e. one semester, one year, etc.), and
group norms are all key items students will take into consideration before deciding to
make a long-term time commitment.
3. Explain the committee’s “charge” and role in decision-making.
There’s nothing worse than sitting in a meeting without knowing what its purpose is and
how what is being discussed impacts “the bigger picture.” Make sure that the mentor
tells the student the committee’s reason for existence and how the group’s input will be
used.
4. Explain committee structure.
a. Who is the Committee Chair? Who is the Vice Chair? What do they do on
campus? Explaining who the committee members are and why their opinions are
important to the issue at hand will help the student make the transition from
“student” to “group member” much faster and easier.
b. Explain and discuss agenda items, and typical topics the committee considers, and
share a brief history of the committee, if it is available, and the committee’s
importance in the governance structure.
5. Share your contact information and preferred method of communication.
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If you are the assigned mentor, make it a point to share your email address, phone
number, and/or any other information the student might need to reach you in case he or
she has questions. Also, tell the student the best times to contact you and which times to
avoid. Ask the student or his or her Advisor for the Advisor’s contact information and
preferred method of communication as well.
6. Invite them to subcommittee meetings (if possible).
Student committee members will be more effective and provide better input if they are
given the opportunity to explore all facets of the committee on which they are serving. If
time and resources permit, asking a student to sit in on at least one subcommittee
meeting will help her or him gain a broader perspective on the issue at hand
7. Explain your actions after each meeting.
If you are the mentor, talk to the student about why you did particular things, the options
you weighed, and the items you had to consider before taking action.
8. Give them responsibilities.
Students are more likely to feel vested in the committee process if they are able to
contribute to and share in the workload. If you are the mentor, assign them a variety of
tasks, including some that you know they can handle and some that might challenge
them. Walk them through the assignments, help them figure out their approach, and talk
about the results after the tasks are completed.
9. Model positive communication and social skills.
Even though they may not act like it, students ARE watching our every move. They are
observing what mentors say and do to create their own ideas of what professional
behavior is and should be. If you are the mentor, do your best to speak and act in ways
that will make you appear intelligent, agreeable, and sane.
10. Ask questions and check in regularly.
Some students may be too shy to speak up in the midst of a committee discussion. In the
event that you as a mentor hear a term, acronym, or phrase with which the students may
not be familiar, don’t be afraid to lean over and ask them if they understood the item or
write them a quick note to see if they have any questions on what they just heard.
Additionally, make it a point to check in with them regularly after the meetings to make
sure they don’t have any questions or concerns.

11. Establish goals for the student’s participation.
How much do the students know about the subject in question at the start of their
committee involvement? How much would they like to learn about it? When or how
often should you monitor their progress to meet those goals? How can you as a mentor
help them get there? Ask students to create benchmarks of understanding in a
formalized structure that they can also use in other areas of their lives to assess their
personal development.
12. Listen.
Students may have ideas or concerns from their perspective that committee members
may not have considered. Additionally, the student’s involvement on the committee may
spark an interest in the subject matter that a mentor may be able to help develop.

Dealing with Disappearing Student
To help maintain student accountability, please copy the Director of Student Life (insert director
email) on as much written communication as possible. In the event that a student misses a
meeting or scheduled appointment, try sending him or her quick “I’m concerned about you”
email and copying the Director. The Director will follow up with the student and try to resolve
any issues. If the student cannot meet the commitment, the Director and Student Senate
President will assign another student to replace the one in question.
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San Bernardino Community College District
Administrative Procedure
Chapter 2 – Board of Trustees

AP 2510 COLLEGIAL CONSULTATION
(Replaces current SBCCD AP 2225)
MISSION STATEMENT
Collegial Consultation is a process involving faculty, administrators, classified staff and
students in deliberations regarding day-to-day and long-range planning and policies for
the college. These deliberations lead to recommendations that the Chancellor carries
forward to the Board of Trustees for final approval. In issues related to academic and
professional matters the Board will rely primarily on the Academic Senate. Other areas
of decision-making in regard to Board Policy will be mutually agreed upon between the
Governing Board, the Academic Senate, administration, staff and students.
PHILOSOPHY OF COLLEGIAL CONSULTATION
Collegial Consultation is the democratic process utilized on campus in decision-making
procedures. Successful Consultation creates an environment of awareness throughout
the District by having each constituency represented throughout the process. To be
effective, collegial Consultation must exhibit the following characteristics:





Capacity to establish directions and goals
React to internal and external stimuli
Move with diligence and timeliness
Provide the campus community with an annual cycle of planning and budgeting

The process is designed to establish the goals, priorities, and objectives of the college.
The exercise of administrative prerogatives must reflect these aims in order to
perpetuate an environment of mutuality and trust.
DISTRICT ASSEMBLY
Charge
The District Assembly provides a forum for effective communication among
representatives of the Academic Senates, Faculty Association, California School
Employees Association (CSEA), the Associated Students, and the Management. The
District Assembly will discuss issues of policy to the college community and assign
those issues to appropriate committees for development of recommendations. The
District Assembly is an advisory group to the Chancellor. (The College Council reviews
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the collegial Consultation Administrative Regulations annually and recommends
revisions to the Chancellor and the college constituencies.)
It is a function of the District Assembly to review all recommendations and to reach
consensus prior to moving recommendations forward to the Board of Trustees.
See the District website for additional web links regarding participation in local decisionmaking.
See the Crafton Hills College organizational handbook and college website for
additional web links regarding participation in local decision-making.

SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY COLLEGE COLLEGIAL GOVERNANCE
MISSION STATEMENT
San Bernardino Valley College provides quality education and services that support a
diverse community of learners.
(College Council re-approved revision on 8/22/13)
EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
We believe
• That a well-educated populace is essential to the general welfare of the community.
• That quality education empowers the student to think critically, to communicate clearly,
and to grow personally and professionally.
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• That an enriched learning environment promotes creativity, self-expression, and the
development of critical thinking skills.
• That our strength as an institution is enhanced by the cultural of our student population
and staff.
• That we must provide students with access to the resources, services, and
technological tools that will enable them to achieve their educational goals.
• That we can measure our success by the degree to which our students become selfsufficient learners and contributing members of society.
• That plans and decisions must be data driven, and based on an informed
consideration of what will best serve students and the community.
• That we must model our commitment to lifelong learning by maintaining currency in
our professions and subject disciplines.
• That as part of the collegial consultation process, all levels of the college organization
must openly engage in sharing ideas and suggestions to develop innovative ways to
improve our programs and services.
• That interaction between all members of the college community must be marked by
professionalism, intellectual openness, and mutual respect.
• That we must hold ourselves and our students to the highest ethical and intellectual
standards.
• That we must maintain a current, meaningful and challenging curriculum.
• That students succeed best when following and educational plan and when enrolled in
classes that meet their interest and goals, and match their level of academic
preparedness.
• That all members of our campus community are entitled to learn and work in an
environment that is free from physical, verbal, sexual, and/or emotional threat or
harassment.
• That students learn best on a campus that is student-centered and aesthetically
pleasing.
• That we must be responsible stewards of campus resources.
VISION STATEMENT
San Bernardino Valley College will become the college of choice for students in the
Inland Empire and will be regarded as the “alma mater” of successful, lifelong learners.
We will build our reputation on the quality of our programs and services and on the
safety, comfort, and beauty of our campus. We will hold both our students and
ourselves to high standards of achievement and will expect all members of the college
community to function as informed, responsible, and active members of society.
(Revised 1-25-06)
GOVERNANCE PHILOSOPHY
San Bernardino Valley College is committed to the idea of Collegial Consultation as
assured in AB1725. We acknowledge the rights and responsibilities accorded to all
parties within the District to participate effectively in District consultation and support the
establishment of procedures whereby faculty, staff, and students are ensured of
appropriate consultation on matters affecting them.
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We believe that groups of individuals working together to pool their knowledge,
experience, and perspectives are an integral part of the decision making process at
Valley College, and that the development of policies and procedures for college
governance benefits greatly by involving those with appropriate expertise and those
who will be most affected by those policies and procedures.

COLLEGE COUNCIL
Charge
The College Council has three primary functions: planning, issue management, and
communication.
The college planning function includes the college Educational Master Plan (EMP),
thereby developing the college’s Education Strategic Plan, the EMP includes the
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Program Review annual needs prioritization, Technology Plan, Five Year Construction
& Facilities Plan, Enrollment Management Plan, Basic Skills Plan, and Professional
Development Plan. College Council reviews each of the plans and analyzes each for
budget impact and provides recommendations to the President.
The issue management function takes place as campus issues are presented to the
College Council and referred to the appropriate committee for review, consideration,
and recommendation to the President.
The communication function is served by the College Council as the central
communication venue for college governance issues including budget, in that all
constituent groups are represented and are responsible for reporting and disseminating
of information to their appointing body.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the President, College Vice Presidents, the President of
the Academic Senate, the Classified Senate President, the President of the Associated
Students or designee, the CSEA President or designee, the CTA President or designee,
the Director of Research, and the chairs of the following committees: Enrollment
Management & Student Equity, Accreditation, Curriculum, Facilities and Safety,
Matriculation, Professional Development, Program Review, and Technology. The
President serves as chair of the College Council unless otherwise agreed upon, at
which point a faculty member and a manager will serve as co-chairs.
College Council Standing Committees
The standing committees of College Council are appointed annually and have
representatives from each of the constituent groups: faculty, staff, students, and
managers. Each committee will be co-chaired by a non-manager (faculty or staff) and
one manager (that assists with clerical support, copying, and dissemination of materials
as needed).
Should representation not occur in any group, the President will confer with the
appropriate representative/President/designee to determine the best alternative to
secure appropriate representation and participation from the absent group.
Meetings: Unless otherwise noted, standing committees are not held during the
summer.
COLLEGIAL CONSULTATION COMMITTEES
ACCREDITATION AND STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES COMMITTEE
Charge
The Accreditation and Student Learning Outcomes Committee prepares the self-study,
prepares for the accreditation team site visit, follow up on implementation of
accreditation recommendations, performs assessments as needed, and prepares any
follow-up reports or documentation. The committee monitors the development and
assessment process for student learning outcomes in courses, programs and general
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education requirements. The committee generates and regularly reviews guidelines and
best practices for all aspects of student learning process.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Accreditation Liaison Officer, at least one faculty
member from each division and other interested faculty, administrators, staff and
students.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Charge
Under AB1725 the Academic Senate has the responsibility to make recommendations
with respect to academic and professional matters. Curriculum is an academic matter
and, therefore, the Curriculum Committee is authorized by the Academic Senate to
make recommendations about the curriculum of the college, including approval of new
courses, deletion of existing courses, proposed changes in courses, periodic review of
course outlines, approval of proposed programs, deletion of programs, review of degree
and certificate requirements, approval of prerequisites and co-requisites, and
assessment of curriculum as needed.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Instruction (or designee) and one
other manager, a Curriculum Chair or Co-Chairs appointed by the Academic Senate,
the Articulation Officer, faculty members from each division as recommended by the
Academic Senate, two students, and two Instruction Office staff members
(Administrative Curriculum Coordinator and Schedule/Catalog Data Specialist)
appointed by the Vice President of Instruction (in collaboration with CSEA) to serve as a
resource to the committee.
(College Council approved revisions on 11/13/13)
ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT AND STUDENT EQUITY COMMITTEE
Charge
The Enrollment Management and Student Equity Committee serves in an advisory
capacity to the President’s Cabinet regarding enrollment. The committee is responsible
for reviewing internal and external assessment trend data as it applies to enrollment
planning, researching and reviewing successful models of recruitment and retention
programs, projecting enrollment growth/decline, projecting academic and student
support service needs based on enrollment trends. The committee makes
recommendations regarding recruitment and retention strategies, in the annual updating
of the Enrollment Management Plan. The committee reviews and regularly updates the
Student Equity Plan. Both plans are forwarded to College Council for review.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services or designee, Dean
of Counseling and Matriculation, two Deans from Instruction, Dean of Research,
Planning and Institutional Effectiveness, Director of Financial Aid, Director of
Admissions and Records, and Director of Marketing and Public Relations, Student
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Success Services and Programs Coordinator, and other interested faculty,
administrators, staff and students.
(College Council approved revisions on 5/14/14)
FACILITIES & SAFETY COMMITTEE
Charge
The Facilities & Safety Committee serves as an advisory committee to college services
and operations including: facilities, campus appearance, emergency preparedness,
sustainability practices, and campus safety training. Additionally, the committee reviews
and submits the Facilities & Capital Outlay Plan to College Council.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Administrative Services, Director of
Maintenance and Operations, District Police Supervisor, Dean of Student Development,
DSPS Coordinator, two students and other interested administrators, faculty, staff, and
students.
(College Council approved revisions on 10/23/13)
STUDENT SUCCESS AND SUPPORT COMMITTEE
Charge
The Student Success Committee is authorized by the Academic Senate to annually
review and update the College’s Student Success Plan, propose the budget for
categorical matriculation funds, provide advice on policies, procedures, and
implementation of matriculation components including admission, orientation
assessment, counseling, prerequisites, follow-up, training, and research.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services, Dean of
Counseling and Matriculation, Director of Admissions & Records, Director of Financial
Aid, Student Success Coordinator, Dean of Research, Planning and Institutional
Effectiveness, one representative from English, Reading, and Math, and other
interested administrators, faculty, staff and students.
(College Council approved revisions on 5/14/14)
PROGRAM REVIEW COMMITTEE
Charge
For regular programmatic assessment on campus, the Program Review Committee
examines and evaluates the resource needs and effectiveness of all instructional and
service areas. These review processes occur on one-, two-, and four-year cycles as
determined by the District, College, and other regulatory agencies. Program Review is
conducted by authorization of the SBVC Academic Senate.
The purpose of Program Review is to:
• Provide a full examination of how effectively programs and services are meeting
departmental, divisional, and institutional goals
• Aid in short-range planning and decision-making
• Improve performance, services, and programs
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• Contribute to long-range planning
• Contribute information and recommendations to other college processes, as
appropriate
• Serve as the campus’ conduit for decision-making by forwarding information to
appropriate committees
Membership
Membership is comprised of at least 3 Vice Presidents or their designees, as appointed
by the President, 10% faculty representation by Division, at least 3 classified staff
members as appointed by Classified Senate/CSEA, and one student.
(College Council approved revisions to charge on 3/12/14), (College Council approved
revisions on 12/11/13)
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Charge
The Professional Development Committee serves as an advisory committee for the
college professional development programs, and as a resource for training needs
across campus. The committee prepares and implements the state required three-year
Professional Development Plan, and reviews it annually to assure that campus goals
and objectives are being met. The committee allocates staff development funds based
on criteria in the plan. Additionally the committee is responsible for planning,
programming and communication of campus professional development programs. The
faculty member on the committee serve as the campus sabbatical leave committee and
make recommendations to the college president for proposed leave recipients. The
faculty members also serve as the campus flex committee.
Membership
Membership is comprised of one manager (designated by the President), Professional
Development Coordinator, a representative of the technology committee, and interested
faculty, administrators, and staff.
TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
Charge
The Technology Committee develops the Technology Plan for SBVC and submits it to
the SBVC College Council. The Plan recommends methods to assess, purchase, install,
and encourage use of new technology; technology funding priorities; and strategies for
redistributing current resources. It sets standards and guidelines for the minimum
specifications for new technology, for maintaining the current technology in new
construction, and to maximize use of District network resources and instructional
learning resources. Accessibility to technology will be considered when developing
goals, methods, recommendations, guidelines, and standards. In addition, members
serve as campus representatives on District Technology Committees.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice Presidents of Instruction, Administrative Services,
and Student Services or their designees; a representative from the Audio Department; a
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representative from District Computing Services, representative(s) from the college
Network Specialist and all other interested faculty and staff in the campus community.
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Charge
The Budget Committee serves in an advisory capacity to College Council in all aspects
of budget development and management to protect the financial wellbeing of the college
and to operate successfully within our budget. The Budget Committee makes datadriven recommendations that align resource allocations with resource planning, utilizing
the college mission, institutional planning documents, and program review
recommendations.
The Budget Committee serves in all three areas of the College Council’s primary
functions including: planning, issue management, and communication. Specifically, the
Budget Committee develops annual budget assumptions, recommends reserve and
contingency funds, identifies discretionary monies, and reviews and develops strategies
for funding campus priorities. The Budget Committee reviews and makes
recommendations for resolution of emerging budget issues and creates processes for
better budget development and management. Throughout the year, the Budget
Committee articulates and clarifies the budget development and management process
for the campus community, including training, promoting budget awareness, and
maintaining the transparency of budget decisions.
Membership
The Budget Committee membership totals eight, including the Vice President of
Administrative Services (chair) representing management, and seven appointed
members representing management (1), faculty (3), classified staff (2), Associated
Student Government (1). One non-management member will be elected co-chair
annually.
(College Council approved inclusion of committee on 9/11/13), (Revised membership
approved by College Council on 3/12/14)
ADDITIONAL COMMITTEES
A number of committees exist that have a specific purpose or function, but are not part
of the formal collegial consultation process within College Council. These include:
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
PROGRAM FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF LEADERSHIP OF MANAGERS (PALM)
Reporting to the President, Valley College managers (directors, deans, vice presidents)
meet as needed with the President to review and discuss items as submitted to the
College Council and to study leadership theory and practices.
PRESIDENT’S CABINET
The President meets weekly in a staff meeting with the Vice Presidents to discuss
operations and logistics.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
Charge
The Scholarships Committee reviews applications for scholarships and makes awards
according to guidelines.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Foundation Director, and interested administrators,
faculty, and classified staff.
ANNUAL AWARDS COMMITTEE
Charge
The Annual Awards Committee plans and implements the Annual Spotlighting Our
Success Faculty & Staff Awards Celebration event each spring. This event recognizes
outstanding employees and retirees from all areas of the campus. The committee
organizes a campus-wide nomination and voting process that leads to organizing and
coordinating all logistics related to the awards ceremony event. The committee chair is
the Director of Marketing & Public Relations with guidance from the Office of the
President.
Membership
Membership is comprised of at least one member from classified, faculty,
management, Faculty Association and other interested individuals.
ARTS, LECTURES, AND DIVERSITY
Charge
The Arts, Lectures, and Diversity Committee plans and promotes a series of lectures
and cultural events designed to celebrate our diversity and enrich the instructional
environment of the college.
Membership
Membership includes the Vice Presidents of Instruction and Student Services or
designees, Dean of Humanities, and interested administrators, faculty, classified staff
and students.
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
INSTRUCTIONAL CABINET
Charge
The Instructional Cabinet reviews instructions related issues and concerns and advises
the Vice President of Instruction.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Instruction and the deans reporting to
the Vice President of Instruction.
TENURE REVIEW COMMITTEE
Charge
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The Tenure Review Committee meets in January to review the four evaluations of each
faculty member being considered for tenure. If all four evaluations of a faculty member
are fully satisfactory, the Tenure Review Committee shall recommend that individual to
the President for tenure. If the Tenure Review Committee has any doubts about a
faculty member’s overall performance, the committee shall, in consultation with the
faculty member’s supervisor, set up a new evaluation of him/her, to be conducted
according to the evaluation procedure already in place in the District.
If the committee wants to use tenure procedures or materials as part of this evaluation,
it can do so only with the consent of the affected faculty member. The two faculty
members on the Tenure Review Committee who were appointed by the Senate and the
bargaining unit shall serve as the peer evaluators for this evaluation. At the conclusion
of this evaluation, the Tenure Review Committee shall meet and decide on a
recommendation to the President of tenure or dismissal for the faculty member in
question. All recommendations regarding fourth-year faculty members shall be
submitted to the President by February 15. If the President and the committee disagree,
they shall meet with the District Chancellor to present their differing points of view. The
Chancellor shall have final authority to make a recommendation to the Board of
Trustees (this charge and membership quoted directly from the current AGREEMENT
between the SBCCD and the SBCCD Chapter CTA/NEA).
Per the provisions of the CTA contract, the Tenure Review committee is also involved in
providing remediation assistance to those faculty whose evaluations are less than
satisfactory.
Membership
The College President appoints a tenured faculty member as the Tenure Review
Coordinator who chairs the committee and the appropriate Vice Presidents or
designees. The President of the Academic Senate and the college representative of the
collective bargaining unit each appoint one tenured faculty member to serve on the
Tenure Review Committee.
ONLINE COMMITTEE
Charge
The Online Committee advises the Vice President of Instruction regarding issues
related to online learning at the college. In addition, the committee assists discipline
faculty in the preparation of distance education requests to the Curriculum Committee.
The committee serves as a conduit of Information among faculty, administration, and
students by providing technological vision for issues related to online learning.
Memberships
Membership is comprised of interested faculty, administrators, staff, and students.
HONORS
Charge
The Honors Committee serves as an advisory committee to the Vice President of
Instruction relative to the college’s Honors Program including the admission of students
into the program, assessment of program effectiveness, the schedule rotation of honors
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courses, proposals for new honors courses , and the evaluation of existing honors
courses.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Instruction or designee, the Honors
Coordinator, Honors Counselor, and interested administrators and faculty.
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Charge
This Workforce Development Committee reviews recommendations from the Career
and Technical Education (CTE) advisory committees. The committee participates in the
Perkins Grant allocation process and makes recommendations to the Perkins Grant
administrator.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Perkins Grant Administrator and includes
representation from vocational certificates and degree areas as well as other interested
administrators, faculty, classified staff, and students.
BASIC SKILLS COMMITTEE
Charge
The Basic Skills Committee creates the planning documents, oversees the
implementation of the campus basic skills plan, and prepares the college’s basic skills
report.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Instruction, at least one faculty
member from counseling, english, mathematics, and reading, and other interested
faculty, administrators, staff, and students.
(College Council approved revisions on 12/11/13)
STUDENT SERVICES
CAMPUS LIFE AND COMMENCEMENT
Charge
This Campus Life and Commencement Committee monitors and serves as the primary
clearing house for student activities on the campus, including commencement. The
committee develops a campus-wide master calendar in coordination with the Director of
Marketing.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services, Director of Student
Life, Student Activities Coordinator, ASG President, Student Services Coordinator,
Director of Marketing and Public Relations, and interested administrators, faculty,
classified staff, and students.
(College Council approved revisions on 5/14/14)
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DISABLED STUDENT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES (DSPS) ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
Charge
This Disabled Student Programs and Services (DSPS) Advisory Committee serves as
an advisory committee to the Director of DSPS relative to the needs of students with
disabilities.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Student Success Coordinator, Coordinator of Disabled
Student Services, Coordinator of Health Services, and interested faculty, staff, and
students.
(College Council approved revisions on 5/14/14)
STUDENT POLICIES & SCHOLASTIC STANDARDS
Charge
The Student Policies and Scholastic Standards Committee serves as an advisory
committee for the development and implementation of academic policies such as but
not limited to petitions related to admissions, probation, disqualification, and graduation
requirements.
Membership
The membership is comprised of the Director of Admissions & Records, interested
faculty, a classified staff member from the Admissions and Records office, and one
student.
(College Council approved revisions on 5/14/14)
STUDENT SERVICES CABINET
Charge
The Student Services Cabinet reviews Student Service related issues and concerns in
an advisory capacity to the Vice President of Student Services.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services, Dean of
Counseling and Matriculation, Veteran’s Administrator, Director of Student Life, Director
of Admissions and Records, Director of Financial Aid, Director of Library and Learning
Services, Director of EOP&S, Occupational Advancement Supervisor, Coordinator of
Student Health Center, and Coordinator of DSP&S.
(College Council approved revisions on 5/14/14)
STUDENT SERVICES COUNCIL
Charge
The Student Services Council meets monthly to discuss and review campus issues
particularly applicable to student success.
Membership
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Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Student Services and the Student
Services leadership team.
(College Council approved revisions on 5/14/14)
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES CABINET
Charge
Reporting to the Vice President of Administrative Services, the Administrative Services
Cabinet meets on a periodic basis to discuss and review campus related issues and
advise the Vice President of Administrative Services.
Membership
Membership is comprised of the Vice President of Administrative Services and the
Administrative Services Supervisors.
CAMPUS SUSTAINABILITY
Charge
The Campus Sustainability committee charge is to advance and implement the
strategies and seven goals of the SBVVD Sustainability Plan on the San Bernardino
Valley College campus; specifically developing, designing, and implementing campus
policies and procedures for sustainability.
Membership
Membership includes all SBVC members of the SBCCD Sustainability Committee, and
any other interested managers, faculty, staff, and students.
(College Council approved revisions on 2/12/14)
References: Education Code Section 70902(b)(7);
Title 5 Sections 53200 et seq., 51023.5, and 51023.7;
ACCJC Accreditation Standards IV.A and IV.D.7 (formerly IV.A.2, IV.A.5)
Approved: 10/25/12
Revised: 2/19/15
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Legal Citations for AP 2510
EDUCATION CODE - EDC
TITLE 3. POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION [66000 - 101060]
( Title 3 enacted by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. )
DIVISION 7. COMMUNITY COLLEGES [70900 - 88651]
( Division 7 enacted by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. )
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PART 43. THE CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES [70900 - 70902]
( Heading of Part 43 renumbered from Part 43.5 by Stats. 1995, Ch. 758, Sec. 78. )
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(a) The Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges shall provide
leadership and direction in the continuing development of the California
Community Colleges as an integral and effective element in the structure of
public higher education in the state. The work of the board of governors shall at
all times be directed to maintaining and continuing, to the maximum degree
permissible, local authority and control in the administration of the California
Community Colleges.
(b) Subject to, and in furtherance of, subdivision (a), and in consultation with
community college districts and other interested parties as specified in
subdivision (e), the board of governors shall provide general supervision over
community college districts, and shall, in furtherance of those purposes,
perform the following functions:
(1) Establish minimum standards as required by law, including, but not limited
to, the following:
(A) Minimum standards to govern student academic standards relating to
graduation requirements and probation, dismissal, and readmission policies.
(B) Minimum standards for the employment of academic and administrative
staff in community colleges.
(C) Minimum standards for the formation of community colleges and districts.
(D) Minimum standards for credit and noncredit classes.
(E) Minimum standards governing procedures established by governing boards
of community college districts to ensure faculty, staff, and students the right to
participate effectively in district and college governance, and the opportunity to
express their opinions at the campus level and to ensure that these opinions are
given every reasonable consideration, and the right of academic senates to
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assume primary responsibility for making recommendations in the areas of
curriculum and academic standards.
(2) Evaluate and issue annual reports on the fiscal and educational effectiveness
of community college districts according to outcome measures cooperatively
developed with those districts, and provide assistance when districts encounter
severe management difficulties.
(3) Conduct necessary systemwide research on community colleges and provide
appropriate information services, including, but not limited to, definitions for the
purpose of uniform reporting, collection, compilation, and analysis of data for
effective planning and coordination, and dissemination of information.
(4) Provide representation, advocacy, and accountability for the California
Community Colleges before state and national legislative and executive
agencies.
(5) Administer state support programs, both operational and capital outlay, and
those federally supported programs for which the board of governors has
responsibility pursuant to state or federal law. In so doing, the board of
governors shall do the following:
(A) (i) Annually prepare and adopt a proposed budget for the California
Community Colleges. The proposed budget shall, at a minimum, identify the
total revenue needs for serving educational needs within the mission, the
amount to be expended for the state general apportionment, the amounts
requested for various categorical programs established by law, the amounts
requested for new programs and budget improvements, and the amount
requested for systemwide administration.
(ii) The proposed budget for the California Community Colleges shall be
submitted to the Department of Finance in accordance with established
timelines for development of the annual Budget Bill.
(B) To the extent authorized by law, establish the method for determining and
allocating the state general apportionment.
(C) Establish space and utilization standards for facility planning in order to
determine eligibility for state funds for construction purposes.
(6) Establish minimum conditions entitling districts to receive state aid for
support of community colleges. In so doing, the board of governors shall
establish and carry out a periodic review of each community college district to
determine whether it has met the minimum conditions prescribed by the board
of governors.
(7) Coordinate and encourage interdistrict, regional, and statewide development
of community college programs, facilities, and services.
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(8) Facilitate articulation with other segments of higher education with
secondary education.
(9) Review and approve comprehensive plans for each community college
district. The plans shall be submitted to the board of governors by the
governing board of each community college district.
(10) Review and approve all educational programs offered by community
college districts, and all courses that are not offered as part of an educational
program approved by the board of governors.
(11) Exercise general supervision over the formation of new community college
districts and the reorganization of existing community college districts, including
the approval or disapproval of plans therefor.
(12) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, be solely responsible for
establishing, maintaining, revising, and updating, as necessary, the uniform
budgeting and accounting structures and procedures for the California
Community Colleges.
(13) Establish policies regarding interdistrict attendance of students.
(14) Advise and assist governing boards of community college districts on the
implementation and interpretation of state and federal laws affecting community
colleges.
(15) Contract for the procurement of goods and services, as necessary.
(16) Carry out other functions as expressly provided by law.
(c) Subject to, and in furtherance of, subdivision (a), the board of governors
shall have full authority to adopt rules and regulations necessary and proper to
execute the functions specified in this section as well as other functions that the
board of governors is expressly authorized by statute to regulate.
(d) Wherever in this section or any other statute a power is vested in the board
of governors, the board of governors, by a majority vote, may adopt a rule
delegating that power to the chancellor, or any officer, employee, or committee
of the California Community Colleges, or community college district, as the
board of governors may designate. However, the board of governors shall not
delegate any power that is expressly made nondelegable by statute. Any rule
delegating authority shall prescribe the limits of delegation.
(e) In performing the functions specified in this section, the board of governors
shall establish and carry out a process for consultation with institutional
representatives of community college districts so as to ensure their participation
in the development and review of policy proposals. The consultation process
shall also afford community college organizations, as well as interested
individuals and parties, an opportunity to review and comment on proposed
policy before it is adopted by the board of governors.
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(f) This section shall become operative on January 1, 2014.
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(Amended (as added by Stats. 2006, Ch. 817, Sec. 3) by Stats. 2011, Ch. 112, Sec. 2. Effective January 1, 2012.
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Section operative January 1, 2014, by its own provisions.)
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70901.1.
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The Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges shall adopt
regulations that permit the governing board of a community college district to
allow applications for admission, student residency determination forms, and
other documents to be submitted electronically. The regulations shall require
that applicants and students be informed of the relative security of the
information they submit electronically.
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(Amended by Stats. 2005, Ch. 654, Sec. 1. Effective October 7, 2005.)
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(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, when a classified staff
representative is to serve on a college or district task force, committee, or other
governance group, the exclusive representative of classified employees of that
college or district shall appoint the representative for the respective bargaining
unit members. The exclusive representative of the classified employees and the
local governing board may mutually agree to an alternative appointment
process through a memorandum of understanding. A local governing board may
consult with other organizations of classified employees on shared governance
issues that are outside the scope of bargaining. These organizations shall not
receive release time, rights, or representation on shared governance task
forces, committees, or other governance groups exceeding that offered to the
exclusive representative of classified employees.
(b) A local governing board shall determine a process for the selection of a
classified staff representative to serve on those task forces, committees, or
other governance groups in a situation where no exclusive representative
exists.
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(Added by Stats. 2001, Ch. 799, Sec. 1. Effective January 1, 2002.)
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(a) The board of governors shall establish procedures for the adoption of rules
and regulations governing the California Community Colleges. Among other
matters, the procedures shall implement the following requirements:
(1) Written notice of a proposed action shall be provided to each community
college district and to all other interested parties and individuals, including the
educational policy and fiscal committees of the Legislature and the Department
of Finance, at least 45 days in advance of adoption. The regulations shall
become effective no earlier than 30 days after adoption.
(2) The proposed regulations shall be accompanied by an estimate, prepared in
accordance with instructions adopted by the Department of Finance, of the
effect of the proposed regulations with regard to the costs or savings to any
state agency, the cost of any state-mandated local program as governed by
Part 7 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2 of the
Government Code, any other costs or savings of local agencies, and the costs or
savings in federal funding provided to state agencies.
(3) The board of governors shall ensure that all proposed regulations of the
board meet the standards of “necessity,” “authority,” “clarity,” “consistency,”
“reference,” and “nonduplication,” as those terms are defined in Section 11349
of the Government Code. A district governing board or any other interested
party may challenge any proposed regulatory action regarding the application of
these standards.
(4) Prior to the adoption of regulations, the board of governors shall consider
and respond to all written and oral comments received during the comment
period.
(5) The effective date for a regulation shall be suspended if, within 30 days
after adoption by the board of governors, at least two-thirds of all governing
boards vote, in open session, to disapprove the regulation. With respect to any
regulation so disapproved, the board of governors shall provide at least 45
additional days for review, comment, and hearing, including at least one
hearing before the board itself. After the additional period of review, comment,
and hearing, the board may do any of the following:
(A) Reject or withdraw the regulation.
(B) Substantially amend the regulation to address the concerns raised during
the additional review period, and then adopt the revised regulation. The
regulation shall be treated as a newly adopted regulation, and shall go into
effect in accordance with those procedures.
(C) Readopt the regulation as originally adopted, or with those nonsubstantive,
technical amendments deemed necessary to clarify the intent of the original
regulation. If the board of governors decides to readopt a regulation, with or
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without technical amendments, it shall also adopt a written declaration and
determination regarding the specific state interests it has found necessary to
protect by means of the specific language or requirements of the regulation. A
readopted regulation may then be challenged pursuant to existing law in a court
of competent jurisdiction, and shall not be subject to any further appeal within
the California Community Colleges.
(6) As to any regulation which the Department of Finance determines would
create a state-mandated local program cost, the board of governors shall not
adopt the regulation until the Department of Finance has certified to the board
of governors and to the Legislature that a source of funds is available to
reimburse that cost.
(7) Any district or other interested party may propose a new regulation or
challenge any existing regulation.
(b) Except as expressly provided by this section, and except as provided by
resolution of the board of governors, the provisions of Chapter 3.5
(commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the
Government Code shall not apply to regulations adopted by the board of
governors.
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(Added by Stats. 1988, Ch. 973, Sec. 8. Operative January 1, 1990, by Sec. 71 of Ch. 973.)
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(a) (1) Every community college district shall be under the control of a board of
trustees, which is referred to herein as the “governing board.” The governing
board of each community college district shall establish, maintain, operate, and
govern one or more community colleges in accordance with law. In so doing,
the governing board may initiate and carry on any program, activity, or may
otherwise act in any manner that is not in conflict with or inconsistent with, or
preempted by, any law and that is not in conflict with the purposes for which
community college districts are established.
(2) The governing board of each community college district shall establish rules
and regulations not inconsistent with the regulations of the board of governors
and the laws of this state for the government and operation of one or more
community colleges in the district.
(b) In furtherance of subdivision (a), the governing board of each community
college district shall do all of the following:
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(1) Establish policies for, and approve, current and long-range academic and
facilities plans and programs and promote orderly growth and development of
the community colleges within the district. In so doing, the governing board
shall, as required by law, establish policies for, develop, and approve,
comprehensive plans. The governing board shall submit the comprehensive
plans to the board of governors for review and approval.
(2) Establish policies for and approve courses of instruction and educational
programs. The educational programs shall be submitted to the board of
governors for approval. Courses of instruction that are not offered in approved
educational programs shall be submitted to the board of governors for approval.
The governing board shall establish policies for, and approve, individual courses
that are offered in approved educational programs, without referral to the board
of governors.
(3) Establish academic standards, probation and dismissal and readmission
policies, and graduation requirements not inconsistent with the minimum
standards adopted by the board of governors.
(4) Employ and assign all personnel not inconsistent with the minimum
standards adopted by the board of governors and establish employment
practices, salaries, and benefits for all employees not inconsistent with the laws
of this state.
(5) To the extent authorized by law, determine and control the district’s
operational and capital outlay budgets. The district governing board shall
determine the need for elections for override tax levies and bond measures and
request that those elections be called.
(6) Manage and control district property. The governing board may contract for
the procurement of goods and services as authorized by law.
(7) Establish procedures that are consistent with minimum standards
established by the board of governors to ensure faculty, staff, and students the
opportunity to express their opinions at the campus level, to ensure that these
opinions are given every reasonable consideration, to ensure the right to
participate effectively in district and college governance, and to ensure the right
of academic senates to assume primary responsibility for making
recommendations in the areas of curriculum and academic standards.
(8) Establish rules and regulations governing student conduct.
(9) Establish student fees as it is required to establish by law, and, in its
discretion, fees as it is authorized to establish by law.
(10) In its discretion, receive and administer gifts, grants, and scholarships.
(11) Provide auxiliary services as deemed necessary to achieve the purposes of
the community college.
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(12) Within the framework provided by law, determine the district’s academic
calendar, including the holidays it will observe.
(13) Hold and convey property for the use and benefit of the district. The
governing board may acquire by eminent domain any property necessary to
carry out the powers or functions of the district.
(14) Participate in the consultation process established by the board of
governors for the development and review of policy proposals.
(c) In carrying out the powers and duties specified in subdivision (b) or other
provisions of statute, the governing board of each community college district
shall have full authority to adopt rules and regulations, not inconsistent with the
regulations of the board of governors and the laws of this state, that are
necessary and proper to executing these prescribed functions.
(d) Wherever in this section or any other statute a power is vested in the
governing board, the governing board of a community college district, by
majority vote, may adopt a rule delegating the power to the district’s chief
executive officer or any other employee or committee as the governing board
may designate. However, the governing board shall not delegate any power that
is expressly made nondelegable by statute. Any rule delegating authority shall
prescribe the limits of the delegation.
(e) This section shall become operative on January 1, 2014.
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(Amended (as added by Stats. 2006, Ch. 817, Sec. 5) by Stats. 2011, Ch. 112, Sec. 4. Effective January 1, 2012.
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Section operative January 1, 2014, by its own provisions.)
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Title 5 Sections 53200 et seq., 51023.5, and 51023.7
Cal. Admin. Code tit. 5, s 53200
TITLE 5. EDUCATION
DIVISION 6. CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
CHAPTER 4. EMPLOYEES
SUBCHAPTER 2. CERTIFICATED POSITIONS
ARTICLE 2. ACADEMIC SENATES
s 53200. Definitions.
For the purpose of this Subchapter:
(a) "Faculty" means those employees of a community college district who are employed in
positions that are not designated as supervisory or management for the purposes of Article 5
(commencing with Section 3540) of Chapter 10.7 of Division 4 of Title 1 of the Government
Code, and for which minimum qualifications for hire are specified by the Board of Governors.
(b) "Academic senate," "faculty council," and "faculty senate" means an organization formed in
accordance with the provisions of this Subchapter whose primary function, as the representative
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of the faculty, is to make recommendations to the administration of a college and to the
governing board of a district with respect to academic and professional matters. For purposes of
this Subchapter, reference to the term "academic senate" also constitutes reference to "faculty
council" or "faculty senate."
(c) "Academic and professional matters" means the following policy development and
implementation matters:
(1) curriculum, including establishing prerequisites and placing courses within disciplines;
(2) degree and certificate requirements;
(3) grading policies;
(4) educational program development;
(5) standards or policies regarding student preparation and success;
(6) district and college governance structures, as related to faculty roles;
(7) faculty roles and involvement in accreditation processes, including self-study and annual
reports;
(8) policies for faculty professional development activities;
(9) processes for program review;
(10) processes for institutional planning and budget development; and
(11) other academic and professional matters as are mutually agreed upon between the
governing board and the academic senate.
(d) "Consult collegially" means that the district governing board shall develop policies on
academic and professional matters through either or both of the following methods, according to
its own discretion:
(1) relying primarily upon the advice and judgment of the academic senate; or
(2) agreeing that the district governing board, or such representatives as it may designate, and
the representatives of the academic senate shall have the obligation to reach mutual agreement
by written resolution, regulation, or policy of the governing board effectuating such
recommendations.

Note: Authority cited: Sections 66700 and 70901, Education Code. Reference: Sections 70901
and 70902, Education Code.

53201. Academic Senate or Faculty Council.
In order that the faculty may have a formal and effective procedure for participating in the
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formation and implementation of district policies on academic and professional matters, an
academic senate may be established at the college and/or district level.

53202. Formation; Procedures; Membership.
The following procedure shall be used to establish an academic senate:
(a) The full-time faculty of a community college shall vote by secret ballot to form an academic
senate.
(b) In multi-college districts, the full-time faculty of the district colleges may vote on whether or
not to form a district academic senate. Such vote shall be by secret ballot.
(c) The governing board of a district shall recognize the academic senate and authorize the
faculty to:
(1) Fix and amend by vote of the full-time faculty the composition, structure, and procedures of
the academic senate.
(2) Provide for the selection, in accordance with accepted democratic election procedures, the
members of the academic senate.
(d) The full-time faculty may provide for the membership and participation of part-time faculty
members in the academic senate.
(e) In the absence of any full-time faculty members in a community college, the part-time faculty
of such community college may form an academic senate.

53203. Powers.
(a) The governing board of a community college district shall adopt policies for appropriate
delegation of authority and responsibility to its college and/or district academic senate. Among
other matters, said policies, at a minimum, shall provide that the governing board or its
designees will consult collegially with the academic senate when adopting policies and
procedures on academic and professional matters. This requirement to consult collegially shall
not limit other rights and responsibilities of the academic senate which are specifically provided
in statute or other Board of Governors regulations.
(b) In adopting the policies and procedures described in Subsection (a), the governing board or
its designees shall consult collegially with representatives of the academic senate.
(c) While in the process of consulting collegially, the academic senate shall retain the right to
meet with or to appear before the governing board with respect to the views, recommendations,
or proposals of the senate. In addition, after consultation with the administration of the college
and/or district, the academic senate may present its views and recommendations to the
governing board.
(d) The governing board of a district shall adopt procedures for responding to recommendations
of the academic senate that incorporate the following:
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(1) in instances where the governing board elects to rely primarily upon the advice and
judgment of the academic senate, the recommendations of the senate will normally be
accepted, and only in exceptional circumstances and for compelling reasons will the
recommendations not be accepted. If a recommendation is not accepted, the governing board
or its designee, upon request of the academic senate, shall promptly communicate its reasons
in writing to the academic senate.
(2) in instances where the governing board elects to provide for mutual agreement with the
academic senate, and agreement has not been reached, existing policy shall remain in effect
unless continuing with such policy exposes the district to legal liability or causes substantial
fiscal hardship. In cases where there is no existing policy, or in cases where the exposure to
legal liability or substantial fiscal hardship requires existing policy to be changed, the governing
board may act, after a good faith effort to reach agreement, only for compelling legal, fiscal, or
organizational reasons.
(e) An academic senate may assume such responsibilities and perform such functions as may
be delegated to it by the governing board of the district pursuant to Subsection (a).
(f) The appointment of faculty members to serve on college or district committees, task forces,
or other groups dealing with academic and professional matters, shall be made, after
consultation with the chief executive officer or his or her designee, by the academic senate.
Notwithstanding this Subsection, the collective bargaining representative may seek to appoint
faculty members to committees, task forces, or other groups.

53204. Scope of Regulations.
Nothing in this Subchapter shall be construed to impinge upon the due process rights of faculty,
nor to detract from any negotiated agreements between collective bargaining representatives
and district governing boards. It is the intent of the Board of Governors to respect agreements
between academic senates and collective bargaining representatives as to how they will
consult, collaborate, share, or delegate among themselves the responsibilities that are or may
be delegated to academic senates pursuant to these regulations.

Cal. Admin. Code tit. 5, s 51023.5
TITLE 5. EDUCATION
DIVISION 6. CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
CHAPTER 2. COMMUNITY COLLEGE STANDARDS
SUBCHAPTER 1. MINIMUM CONDITIONS
s 51023.5. Staff.
(a) The governing board of a community college district shall adopt policies and procedures that
provide district and college staff the opportunity to participate effectively in district and college
governance. At minimum, these policies and procedures shall include the following:
(1) Definitions or categories of positions or groups of positions other than faculty that compose
the staff of the district and its college(s) that, for the purposes of this section, the governing
board is required by law to recognize or chooses to recognize pursuant to legal authority. In
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addition, for the purposes of this section, management and nonmangement positions or groups
of positions shall be separately defined or categorized.
(2) Participation structures and procedures for the staff positions defined or categorized.
(3) In performing the requirements of subsections (a)(1) and (2), the governing board or its
designees shall consult with the representatives of existing staff councils, committees,
employee organizations, and other such bodies. Where no groups or structures for participation
exist that provide representation for the purposes of this section for particular groups of staff, the
governing board or its designees, shall broadly inform all staff of the policies and procedures
being developed, invite the participation of staff, and provide opportunities for staff to express
their views.
(4) Staff shall be provided with opportunities to participate in the formulation and development of
district and college policies and procedures, and in those processes for jointly developing
recommendations for action by the governing board, that the governing board reasonably
determines, in consultation with staff, have or will have a significant effect on staff.
(5) Except in unforeseeable, emergency situations, the governing board shall not take action on
matters significantly affecting staff until it has provided staff an opportunity to participate in the
formulation and development of those matters through appropriate structures and procedures
as determined by the governing board in accordance with the provisions of this Section.
(6) The policies and procedures of the governing board shall ensure that the recommendations
and opinions of staff are given every reasonable consideration.
(7) When a college or district task force, committee, or other governance group, is used to
consult with staff regarding implementation of this section or to deal with other issues which
have been determined to significantly affect staff pursuant to subdivision (a)(4), the appointment
of staff representatives shall be made as follows:
(A) The exclusive representative shall appoint representatives for the respective bargaining unit
employees, unless the exclusive representative and the governing board mutually agree in a
memorandum of understanding to an alternative appointment process.
(B) Where a group of employees is not represented by an exclusive agent, the appointment of a
representative of such employees on any task force, committee or governance group shall be
made by, or in consultation with, any other councils, committees, employee organizations, or
other staff groups that the governing board has officially recognized in its policies and
procedures for staff participation.
(C) When the task force, committee or governance group will deal with issues outside the scope
of collective bargaining, any other council, committee or staff group, other than an exclusive
agent, that the governing board has officially recognized in its policies and procedures for staff
participation may be allowed to designate an additional representative. These organizations
shall not receive release time, rights, or representation on such task forces, committees, or
other governance groups exceeding that offered to the exclusive representative of classified
employees.
(D) In all cases, representatives shall be selected from the category that they represent.
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(b) In developing and carrying out policies and procedures pursuant to subsection (a), the
district governing board shall ensure that its actions do not dominate or interfere with the
formation or administration of any employee organization, or contribute financial or other
support to it, or in any way encourage employees to join any organization in preference to
another. In addition, in order to comply with Government Code sections 3540, et seq., such
procedures for staff participation shall not intrude on matters within the scope of representation
under section 3543.2 of the Government Code. Governing boards shall not interfere with the
exercise of employee rights to form, join, and participate in the activities of employee
organizations of their own choosing for the purpose of representation on all matters of
employer-employee relations. Nothing in this section shall be construed to impinge upon or
detract from any negotiations or negotiated agreements between exclusive representatives and
district governing boards. It is the intent of the Board of Governors to respect lawful agreements
between staff and exclusive representatives as to how they will consult, collaborate, share, or
delegate among themselves the responsibilities that are or may be delegated to staff pursuant
to these regulations.
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TITLE 5. EDUCATION
DIVISION 6. CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
CHAPTER 2. COMMUNITY COLLEGE STANDARDS
SUBCHAPTER 1. MINIMUM CONDITIONS
s 51023.7. Students.

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to impinge upon the policies and procedures
governing the participation rights of faculty and students pursuant to sections 53200-53204, and
section 51023.7, respectively.
(d) The governing board of a community college district shall comply substantially with the
provisions of this section.

Cal. Admin. Code tit. 5, s 51023.7

(a) The governing board of a community college district shall adopt policies and procedures that
provide students the opportunity to participate effectively in district and college governance.
Among other matters, said policies and procedures shall include the following:
(1) Students shall be provided an opportunity to participate in formulation and development of
district and college policies and procedures that have or will have a significant effect on
students. This right includes the opportunity to participate in processes for jointly developing
recommendations to the governing board regarding such policies and procedures.
(2) Except in unforeseeable, emergency situations, the governing board shall not take action on
a matter having a significant effect on students until it has provided students with an opportunity
to participate in the formulation of the policy or procedure or the joint development of
recommendations regarding the action.
(3) Governing board procedures shall ensure that at the district and college levels,
recommendations and positions developed by students are given every reasonable
consideration.
(4) For the purpose of this Section, the governing board shall recognize each associated
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student organization or its equivalent within the district as provided by Education Code Section
76060, as the representative body of the students to offer opinions and to make
recommendations to the administration of a college and to the governing board of a district with
regard to district and college policies and procedures that have or will have a significant effect
on students. The selection of student representatives to serve on college or district committees,
task forces, or other governance groups shall be made, after consultation with designated
parties, by the appropriate officially recognized associated student organization(s) within the
district.
(b) For the purposes of this Section, district and college policies and procedures that have or will
have a "significant effect on students" includes the following:
(1) grading policies;
(2) codes of student conduct;
(3) academic disciplinary policies;
(4) curriculum development;
(5) courses or programs which should be initiated or discontinued;
(6) processes for institutional planning and budget development;
(7) standards and policies regarding student preparation and success;
(8) student services planning and development;
(9) student fees within the authority of the district to adopt; and
(10) any other district and college policy, procedure, or related matter that the district governing
board determines will have a significant effect on students.
(c) The governing board shall give reasonable consideration to recommendations and positions
developed by students regarding district and college policies and procedures pertaining to the
hiring and evaluation of faculty, administration, and staff.
(d) Nothing in this Section shall be construed to impinge upon the due process rights of faculty,
nor to detract from any negotiations or negotiated agreements between collective bargaining
agents and district governing boards. It is the intent of the Board of Governors to respect
agreements between academic senates and collective bargaining agents as to how they will
consult, collaborate, share or delegate among themselves the responsibilities that are or may be
delegated to academic senates pursuant to the regulations on academic senates contained in
Sections 53200-53206.
(e) The governing board of a community college district shall comply substantially with policies
and procedures adopted in accordance with this Section.

Accreditation Standard IV.A
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Standard IV: Leadership and Governance
The institution recognizes and utilizes the contributions of leadership throughout
the organization for continuous improvement of the institution. Governance roles
are designed to facilitate decisions that support student learning programs and
services and improve institutional effectiveness, while acknowledging the
designated responsibilities of the governing board and the chief administrator.
A. Decision-Making Roles and Processes
The institution recognizes that ethical and effective leadership throughout the
organization enables the institution to identify institutional values, set and
achieve goals, learn, and improve.
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